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In 1954 African independence was only a dream.

1.AFRICA
•lOCAY

rrv lutroduetloa: The State
mad Afrieaa Haaiaa Rights: 

DIalogae mad Coatlaalag Research

. tV

believed in that 
dream and worked for its realization.

In the 1980s the struggle continues:
George W. Shepherd, Jr.for majority rule in Namibia and South Africa 

for economic independence and political stability 
for full human rights for all people 

Each future Issue will contain a special tie*
African MgMa Memior 

Current and farthcamine themes:

This group of articles is the prelude to consideration of certain basic 
themes concerning human ri^ts that will be investigated further. They 
recognize that the Western perspective on human rights has been biased 
by dominance in power relations and remains today influenced by ethnocen
tric ideas. This is a great limitation both for Western scholars and for policy- 
makers. It distorts U.S. policy, which has attempted to emerge from its na
tionalistic framework of “Realism” and pseudo-scientific perspectives to em
brace a more universal enlightened approach to world order, but has 
relapsed under Reagan’s leadership into the bitter self-righteousness of the 
height of the ideological conflicts of the Cold War.

A successful search for a broader basis of human rights understanding 
will provide the entire world with a more profound basis on which to build 
policies in areas such as Africa. This is desperately needed in Africa today 
because of the obvious failures of the state to provide the minimum condi
tions of life for millions. That these are human rights problems rather than 
simply the failures of African states is the perspective on the world system 
that must underlie our understanding. It d^ignates the mutual responsibili
ty we share for the realization of these rights of the members of the world 
society. Moreover, the origin and nature of these rights is defined globally 
which means they encompass the experience and aspirations of all people 
and not simply the most powerful ruling classes and nations.

In the search for better analysis and policies, a group at the Graduate 
Sclnol of International Studies at the University of Denver decided to 
establish a Concentration on Human Rights for research and teaching. The 
Africa Committee of the Social Science Research Committee assisted in the 
holding of an initial Conference on The State and Human Rights in Africa,” 
at the University of Denver on November 9 and 10,1984, The purpose was 
to develop some Initial concepts and ideas which would then be further ex
plored. African participation was Involved at every step of the way and a 
secorxl, more fonsed international confererKe is to be h^ in Africa in 1986,
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h win continue to build upon the tra^o'themes established in the inWal Denver 
discussions. (For a Ust of the partictpants In the Denver conference, see the 
end of this Introduction.)

These articles are revised versions of several papers from the Denver 
conference. The underlying premise has been that human rights are not the 
product of the state or any particular form of it. They are the reflection of 
universal humanity in hlstortcal transition. No particular era such as 19th 
Centuiy Europe or any exclusive poUtical-ecorKxnic system has established 
a monopoly over the priorities in human rights. Claims to this end are the 
expressions of various farms of imperialism. Thus, the universal can be found 
only in a tnily ^obal analysis. There are important ctihuial and regional varia
tions in the interpretations of these universal rights and it Is the task of 
regional specialists to define and apply human rl^ts concepts to these special 
crxiditions, as attempted here in ration to Africa.

Conference partlc^rants discussing the papers had no difficulty in a^ee- 
ing that eootKxnIc and social rights were as significant in International policy 
as dull aixl political rights in Airrerican policy circles. U.S. policy was seen 
as sirtgularly irrappropriate for a re^on where food and the provision of the 
conditions for devdopment are so critical. And the Denver discussants also 
accepted the general premise that runs through these articles that the 
establishment of a balanced relationship between civil atrd political and 
economic tights is a key to the reversal of the underdevelopment process.

— This Is, afta all, a consensus long since established in OAU and UN delibeta- 
tkms on this subject.

that provide a particular character and priority to claims of people fivirrg under 
condltlnns of poverty or discrimination. Mittelman argues that African con- 
dltioris reveal especially the inherent inequality created by the historical im
pact of colonialism and cultural norms that must be addressed in a collec
tive sense. While the issue was by no means resolved at the Denver con
ference, the debate took ’ -rrimary directions. Claude Ake maintained that
Western ideas of hur 
rights was a major obai,.,.it; lO any development, while several of the Nrxlh 
Americans maintained, as Jack Dotuielly does in his article, that adapta
tion of the private market to Africa’s communitarian methods of production 
is needed. This debate revealed the difference between the liberal Western 
perspective that all rights are grounded in freedom in a competltiv>e environ
ment as opposed to African norms that emphasize the social group uf ri^ts 
as the origin. The African view is not, as alleged, the European Socialist 
idea of the state as the validator of law and ri^ts; but as African Socialism 
has stressed, the community gives identity to the individual.

5, James Scarritt shows, are hard 
to measure and inereiore logical positivists find group rights difficult to 
analyze and prefer the individual unit of analysis. Nevertheless, in a global 
approach to human rights, the Inter-relationship of inrlividuals and groups 
and the fact that the sum Is more than the individual parts has to be ac
cepted. In Africa, where massacres of large numbers of people are not un
common, the recognition of rights is important, in order to guard against 
racial or rell^ous genocide or class exploitation. This fusion of the political 
and economic and individual and groups is contained in the African Banjul 
Charter, and marks this document with far greater significance than It is 
usually given in the U.S.

as individually based on property and political

The bcxmdaries of these co

There was, however, little a^eement on certain specific cases of the 
911 universal norms and cultural practices. African participantsclash I

frequently argued cultural diversity should be allowed to override global 
human rt^ts, such as equality arid Individuality. This emerged, as might 
be expected, over the tights to property and the equaHty of women. The 
extent to wl^ property is an individual or a community right and the role 
of women to society are certainly two of the m^ unsettled Issues in the 
human rl^ts debates.

An even more fundamental difference arose over individual rights and 
collective ryhfc or youp rights. This Is both cultural and an ideological dif
ference between Western todlvldualism anti non-Westem ideas of the group. 
This distinction is brought out especially in the first four articles. Two of 

these authors, Scarritt and Donnelly, while recogiizlng economic and social 
rl^ts as co-existing with political liberties, nevertheless see them as rooted 
in the Individual and follow the Western tradition of individual equality before
the law as a means of impi 
papers, Mittehnan’s and my own, perceive special social conditions of groups

Peoples' Rights in the Banjul Charter are group ri^ts and are often refer
red to as the “third generation’ of rights. This concept poses the second 
major difference In these articles and the debate at the Denver conference.

My own piece discusses the peoples' right to development within the 
framework of generational change. The Western view, often expressed at 
the conference, is that individuals have specific rights that need to be 
developed but that collective ri^ts to development are a “political dilution” 
of rights that gives Third World demands excessive authority. The official 
U.S. view at the United Nations is support for political development but op
position to the ri^t to development of particular peoples as a claim on the 
world. However, the majority view that there Is a ri^t to development on 
the part of a wide number of particularly poverty-stricken people has become
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widely accepted as has the idea of “the common heritage of m, Wnd" in 
the treaty discussions over the law of the sea and the resources of the -«a 
bed. While the majority does not decide what is a right, the well estabHshed 
views of the West are being transformed, my article argues, by new African 
collective ideas of what constitute peoples’ rights to development and peace 
because people now have a voice.

This sp^ issue provides a presentation of two specific issues of 
peoples’ rights as youp rights, the r^ts of refugees to asylum, and of peo
ple In Abica to peace. These indicate the important new directions for global 
human rl^ In the strug^ far emancipation. Prof. Ved Nanda demonstrates 
asylum In Its classic Western farm is hl^ individualized but in the African 
post-colonial period “non-refoulement,* has developed a definite collective 
character, and Is important In the protection of laige numbers of people. 
Dr. Baffour Agyeman-Duah discusses the threat to existence and special 
rights of peoples In tKjn-nuclear states to remain neutral and free from con
flict and tiv^ in the nuclear arms race.

Satigfifing Bmie JVeeds in Africa:

Homan Right*, Market* and the State
Jack Donnelly

The cunent famines in Africa are, unfortunately, oniy the most graphic 
and extreme manifestations of a crippling, continent-wide economic disaster. 
Most African countries simply are unable to meet even the most basic needs 
of their people and the current crisis, which threatens to become the long
term norm for the region, suggests that things are likely to get worse before 
they improve.

Agyegate economic and social fadicators notoriously underestimate the 
extent of needs deprivation by masking often debilitating distributional ine
qualities. In Africa today, however, even the aggregate figures are appalling. 
Twenty of the world’s thirty poorest countries are in black Africa. Life ex
pectancies at birth are fifty years or less in two-flilrds of these countries,
and in a similar percentage of countries, per capita calorie supplies are below
minimum requirements.' Conditions continue to deteriorate: per capita food 
production has declined over the past fifteen years, GDP growth has been 
below population growth over the last dozen years, and at least ten African 
countries have experienced negative growth in per capita income for the en
tire period 1960-821* Even when Africa is cortqiared merely to the group 
of least developed countries, the picture is distressing; since the late seven
ties, aggregate African economic growth has been only two-thirds that of 
this lowest of all possible International reference groups.’

There is little that can be done in a short article even to address this 
catastrophe. Nonetheless, I want to try to lay out, at the nsk oi excessive 
abstraction and overgeneralization, some strategic propositions that challenge 
the conventional wisdom on the role of the state in satisfying basic needs,

I Pitn b tl» WoU Brt. ISBtl Amn

Hmm are the parUciiiaiits in the University of Denver Conference on “The State 
and Human lUghts in Africa," in arkUtion to the authors of the papers which ap
pear in tUa iaaue.
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Dr. Bhoda Howard, HcMaster University; Dr. TUden LeMelle, Provost, Hunter 
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Vice President of the Center for ConstituUonal Rights, New York; Mr. Ron 
Weitzer, University of CaUfomia-Berkeley; Dr. Laurie Wiseberg, ExecuUve 
Director, Human Rights Internet

Diienssants and Panel Chairs:
Dr. Claude Ake, University of Port Harcourt; Dr. Leo Cefkin, Colorado State 
University; Dr. Manihall Clough, University ot Northern Colorado; Shelley P. 
Do(^, Ka^ and Dodge Law Firm, Denver; Dr. John Grove, GSIS, University 
of Denver; Edward Hawley, Editor, Africa Today: Mark Kauppi, University of 
Coiondo, Colorado Sprites (Ph D.); Dr. John McCamant, GSIS University of 
Denver; Dr. Otwin Maienin, University of Colorado; Dr. Solomon Nkiwane, 
University of Harare; Susanne Riveles, Southern African CoordinaUon Group, 
Amnesty Int’l, USA; Dr. Thonus Rowe, GSIS, University of Denver; Mr. Ah
med Samatar, St. Lawrence University; Dr. Michael Schultheis, Center of Con
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Mr. Don Will, GSIS, University of Denver
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the resources to create an economic demand. But those whose basic needs
are not being satisfied lack the resources to which markets respond. 
Therefore, In a free market economy, those most In need of the fruits of 
yowth are at least well positioned to concrete for them. The market, both 
In the short and long run, does not do a very good job of channeling new 
production to the poor. Furthennore, a free market strategy for satisfying 
basic needs, hi the concMons prevailing In Africa, assures that the poorest 
wiU die. In ^t numbers, and that the Hves of Uterally tens of millions wlD 
be both shortened and Impoverished. From a human rights perspective, this 
Is slnply unacceptable.

Economic and social human rights’ establish distributional standards 
that make particularly powerful claims on sodal resources and the state. 
•Basic needs," however they are defined, require implementing a subset of 
these economic and social rights. If, morally and politically, we take these 

lie and social ri^ts seriously, then they require that each individual 
receive certain minimum goods, services and opportunities.

Therefore, failure to satisfy basic needs is not simply unfortunate, bad 
or merely ur^t; it U a serious denial of basic human ri^ts. This is not 
to suggest th.^ ' these rights can be easily realized even with many years of 
dedicated ef fori — and It certainly Is not to suggest that they are today even 
within the physical Units of possibitty in most African countries. But It does 
briply that human ri^ts to fcxxl, health care, education and similar basic 
goods positively demand, as a paramount moral and political priority, that 
states target both existing resources and growth and development at the
poor. Whatever the technical and agyegate economic merits of free markets,
human ri^ts require state Intervention m the economy. In order to better 
satisfy the distributional demands of economic and social rights.

But Intervention Is economically Inefficient. Even assuming the best of 
intentions and superhuman exertion, state Intervention is virtually catabi 
to reduce total output; free markets, despite all their well-known and rightly- 
lamented shortcomings, do produce resources more efficiently. And, sadly, 
this Is not merely a theoretical argument: the costs of state economic In- 
tenentton are apparent almost everywhere one looks in Africa, in ever-present 
shortages, bottlenecks, licensing snafus, graft, tmderpayments to farrrrers, 
andthelike.

In fact. Intervention to satisfy basic needs engenders special inefficien
cies or ‘dtetortions.’ Targeted gowth and development policies partially

and the place of human r^its In this process. I do this In the belief that, 
even after we discount for the Immense external constraints on African 
development and the Impact of bad advice, bad luck and natural disasters, 
a mr^or part of the problOT — and certainly the part most subject to African 
control — lies squ^y with African states and their rulers.*

Needs. Growth and Dtsttibutton
The sh^mlnded, even mindless, pursuit of aggregate economic growth 

has given 90wth a bad name. If needs are to be sari' '-in Africa, however, 
90wth is absolutely essential. Whatever the possibilities for Ineqtdtable
{powth — and they are very real, and must remain a mt^or coiKem — failure 
to achieve significant agyegate economic yowth Is certain to result in ^ow
ing ndsety.

Satisfying basic human needs Is ultimately a matter of (Bsfributing goods, 
services and opportunities to the mass of the population. But distributional
strata^ can succeed only if there Is enou^ to be dslributed, which Is largely 
a function of economic growth. In much of Africa, not enou^ Is produced 
to satisfy basic needs, no matter how that production were to be distributed. 
WMetnue^iMercountriesmuchneedsdepttvationarisesframmaldistribu- 
tkxi. In most of Africa the mote branerSate problem Is underproduction. And 
the scope of the problem is constantly Rowing.

Substantial real econorrric yowth is required simply to rrraintain already 
Inadequate standards of living. As already noted, rapid population growth 
alone has outstripped the ^owth of production In Afr1» in recent years. 
‘Modernization’requires further growth to support those who previously woe 
(partially or wholly) self-sufficient participants In the subsistence sector. The 
limited ability of the rural ecoiKxny to absorb entrants to the labor force, 
even bi countries with healthier agricultural sectors, suggeste that not merely 
growth but stgriflcant gowth in manufacturing Is essential to satisfying basic
needs In Africa.

But while gowth Is necessary. It is hardly sufficient; new supplies must 
be distributed to those In need. Here the role of the state becomes central. 
A country must choose not only to grow but how to gow. Needs-oriented 
growth must be targeted gowth; incteases In output must be ditected to 
those bi need.

Free markets are urxloubtedly the nx»t efficient bistitutkm for produc- 
targ aggegate economic growth. They are, however, extremely biefftcient bi 
dbectbig gowth and its benefits to the poor: Markets respond to those with

ecotKxr
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In other word^, the real political issue is not whether, L-rt where and 
how the state should intervene in the economy. How can the benefits of
markets be enjoyed without suffering all their costs? How can the state assure

equitable distribution of resources withou* excessiv^y reading
jowth? 1 want to suggest that one of the major problems in Atricapjfevelop-
ment planning today is that while awareness of the shortcomings of market 
mechanisms Be at the heart of most policy strategies, the no less real short
comings of state intervention are ^ven inadequate attention. As a result, 
much needs deprivation - certainly not all, probably not even most, but 
a large amount that is directly under the control of African regimes — cm 
be attributed to African states and ruling elites.

Basic Needs and State Economic Intervention

I shall focus the following discussion on agricultural policy because the 
majority of the labor force is engaged in agriculture In all black African coun
tries, and the majority of the population is rural; typically, 70-80% of the 
population are mral dwellers, and industry provides employment to only
about 10% of the labor force. Furthermore, Incomes and access to services -
tend to be significantly lower in the countryside. Therefore, the cote of basic ^ 
needs planning, especially in the short and medium tun, must be
ruial/agricultural development. To give a bit more concreteness to an ad
mittedly very abstract discussion, for illustrations 1 shall draw on tlie ex- 
perietKe of three countries: Ghana at>d Tanzatila, the two best-studied cases 
of failed, heavily state-directed agria-ltural development, and Ivory Coast, 
which has pursued a rather successful policy that balances state interven
tion and market forces.

Volatile prices in agricultural markets present a well known threat to 
needs satisfad|xi. Furthermore, “naturaT market cycles tend to discriminate 
against small producers. For example, lack of information makes It especially 
difficult for peasant producers to “play” the market to advantage, and their 
relatively immediate need for cash tends to force them to sell their pro
duce ri^t after the harvest, when prices tend to be depressed.

Cooperatives and state marketing boards, therefore, look very attrac
tive from a basic needs perspective, because they can smooth out price fluc
tuations and engage in profitable strategic market behavior. Such institu
tions, however, require substantial slate participation; even producer 
cooperatives require resources such as credit, legal services, information and 
administrative and marketing assistance that in Africa are, at least in part, 
available only through the state. But the theoretical promise of such state 
intervention often is not realized in practice because of the tendency of
lu and and Quartar. 1985

redirect the economy to satisfying, and thus in a certain sense “rewarding,” 
the inefficient, those unable to “make it” in the marketplace. Better satisfy
ing basic needs may even turn the poor Into a net drain on the economy, 
people who consume more than they produce.

Such one^Bmensional economic calculations are admittedly mean, even 
inappropriate, in their reduction of human rights to entries in a ledger book 
But in Africa, where most needs remain unmet because not enou#i Is being 
produced. Inefficiencies that reduce growth reduce capacities for satisfying 
basic needs. PoBcies that Induce inefficiency, for whatever reason, reduce 
present and future abUities to satisfy basic needs.

a more

Clearly, then, both growth and equitable distribution are required. But 
they Imply very different poBcy strategies. Growth Is compatible with a ma
jor economic role for the state; all less developed countries that have grown 
rapidli’ have economically active governments. Nonetheless, emphasizing 
growth impBes relatively high reBance on markets. This will maximize long- 
run carrying capacity, but usually only at the cost of increased current (and 
interim) deprivation. Emphasizing equitable distribution is compatible with 
a m^ role for markets, but it does imply relatively great rdiance on 
economic intervention by the state. This shc^ (although will not always) 
increase short and medium run needs satisfaction, but at the exist of retar
ding growth in the picxluctive powers that are the ultimate solution to the 
problem of satisfying basic n^s.

Develoixnent planners and human limits adirocates iherefore face a gen
uine dilemma. Whatever is done to better satisfy basic needs, whether it 
encxxirages gniwth or equitable distribution, wiB in another way reduce a 
state’s abiBfy to satisfy these needs. Any appropriate poBcy is likely to be 
inappropriate as well when viewed from a sBghtly different perspective — 
and a perspective that Is no less,,eoncemed with basic needs.

The comfortable orthodonfe of left and right aBke, however, tend to 
ignore or deny this dilemma. The left often suggests that needs deprivation 
is just a matter of maldistribution. In most if not all of Africa, however, pro
duction, or rather the lack of it, is a major problem. But the marketplace 
won’t magically solve the problem either; we must do much mote than simply 
get the prices right. If we want to satisfy needs, not just “grow” withcxit direc
tion. Furthermore, while the left txxi often forgets that equaBty of poverty 
and deprivation Is nxxietheless poverty and deprivation, the ri^t too often 
forgets that poverty and deprivation In the midst of general prosperity or 
growth is no less poverty and deprivation. If we are serkxis about satisfying 
basic needs, we must directly, perhaps even princIpaUy, confront the pro
blem of balancing the comfieting demands of growth and equitable 
distribution.
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than development, are often Irresistible — with often devastating conse
quences fcx agriculture and basic needs. Any sort of underpayment to (armeis
reduces the incentives to produce, and excessive underpayment can wreck 
production. For example, gross underpayment to peasants in Ethiopia seems 
to have played a major role In transforming a serious drought into the cur
rent massive famine, and Ghana and Tanzania present striking, if extreme, 
examples of the consequences of excessive, inefficient state intervention in 
agriculture.

In Ghana, the Cocoa Marketing Board, throu^ a combination of under
payment and inefficiency, has devastated the cocoa industry, which tradi
tionally has provided two-thirds of total Ghanaian exports, one-third of 
agricultural production, and one-sixth of GDP. By the early eighties, pro
duction was only about one-half the level of the late sbrties and early seven
ties, forty percent of the mid-sixties peak, and tou#ily the same as at in
dependence in the late fifties. The primary reason for this precipitous decline 
is the drop in real producer prices by 1980 to about one-third the level of 
the early sbrties, which were already about a third lower than in the fifties.* 
Depressed producer prices, in turn, were almost entirely the result of con- 
sdrxis state policy to extract resources from cocoa farmers.

World cocoa prices throu^out the sixties and seventies certainly fluc
tuated, but the general trend was stable until the mid-seventies, and distinctly 
positive until 1980.’ Fanners, however, typically received only about one- 
third of the export price througfxjut the seventies, and substantially less than 
that at the pe^ of the boom." When cocoa is compared to food, the pic
ture is even more bleak; the barter price of cocoa did not lag too far behind 
increases in food prices until the early seventies, but by the early eighties, 
a unit of cocoa bw^t only one-third to one-fifth as much food as it had 
twenty years earlier.’ And, sadly the exploitation of smalt cocoa farmers 
did not contribute to Investment, which had virtually evaporated by the ear
ly eighties, or to development expenditures, which also declined.”

The food crop situation is only slightly less depressing. Total (not per 
capita) productioo of the principal staple oops — cassava, cocoyam, yam

nrarketing boards to be used primarily to extract an economic surplus from 
the countryside.

There are good economic and administrative reasons to use marketing 
boards to extract a surplus Irani farmers to invest in national develooment. 
Direct taxation is usu^y an inefficient or ineffective way to obtain funds 
(or investment, which in an a^icultural economy must come largely from 
agtcultuie. The extraction of agfcuhural surplus may also reflect needs-based 
policies; fanners may be “undetpakT in order to subsidize food or services 
for the urban poor. But aD too of^ it is politics, class and self-interest, rather 
than economics or needs, that drive the process.

While the state may intervene for the common good or to hdp fire poor, 
it may just as wdl Intervene to help the wealthy, the powerful or state func
tionaries, or to help one segment of the poor at the expense of another. 
The central question is where extracted resources are spent. Do they go to 
higher salaries, housing and automobile allowances for civil servants? Do 
ttiey go to the mlHtaiy? Do they go primarily to a minority in the cities? Are 
they dlsproportionauv consumed by economic and political elites? Are they 
squandered in corruption and inefficiency?

Far too often in Africa the answers to such questions are an emphatic 
•Yes." As a result, the poor became victims rather than beneficiaries of state 
Intervention. And this result is, unfortunately, almost as predictable as the 
negative consequences of markets.

The state is not a neutral instniment of technocratic economic manaje- 
ment; or, rather, it only operates as such a neutral manager in very rare cir
cumstances. The state is a political institution, which can be and usually 
Is used to further the political aims of those who control it. In Africa, as 
dsewhere, the state Is under the control of economic and political elites, 
who, not surprisingly, use It to pursue their own personal, group or class 
Interests, sometimes In addition to social purposes, sometimes to their 
exclusion.

Furthermore, given the weakness of rrxrst African states, governments 
are particularly vulnerable to the demands of strategically placed ^oups, 
such as dvil servants, the military and urban workers. On top of this, scar
city Is so acute that politics often is a zero-sum game, especially In those 
rdatively common Instances where control of the means of coercion is the 
key to control of the means of production (rather than the more “classic” 
case of the state being an instrument of economically dominant classes). 
Not surprising^, the rural poor, who are physically, poBtically and often even 
culturally separated from the centers of power In most of Africa, often find 
that their needs have a very low political priority.

While some “underpayment" to farmers may be necessary to raise suf
ficient capital for essential development investments, in Africa the political 
temptations to extract an excessively large surplus, often for purposes other
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simply at food, the crudest indicator of basic needs, but perhaps the most 
significant in a country as poor as Tanzania, we find that per capita calorie 
supplies in 1981 were only ei^ty-three percent of minimum requirements, 
while average per capita food prcxfuction had deaeased by more than ten 
percent from 1969-71 to 1980-82."

From a basic needs perspective, serious underpayment is particularly 
objectionable because those marginal farmers who bear the greatest burden, 
and even may end up being squeezed out by the state, are precisely those 
least able to suffer underpayment, those whose needs were rrxjst precariously 
satisfied to begin with. Iti addition, marketable production, which might have 
gone to needy urban dwdlers, or at least might have kept prices lower, begins 
to dry up. Arid the very capacity of the state to extract a surplus is reduced 
by these disincentives to marketing, so that in extreme cases a vicious cycle 
of spiralling underpayment may set in. Even before that stage is reached, 
however, needs may end up being even less well satisfied than by a free 
market; poikdes demand to reduce the social costs of markets can, if im
properly managed, actually produce worse results than the market.

Ldssez-fjbe, free market agriculture, however, is by no means nec^sary, 
let alone d^irabie, as the case of the Ivory Coast, one of Africa’s rare 
agricultural success stories, indicates. Cocoa prrxluction in 1981 was seven 
times the level of 1960, transforming Ivory Coast into the world’s leading 
exporter, while coffee productioD, Ivory Coast’s second irxrst important cash 
aop, also increased sl^iificantly, if less dramatically. ” Per capita food pro
duction increased seven percent between 1%9-71 and 1980-82 (it decreas
ed by 28% and 12% in Ghana and Tanzania), while per capita calorie sup- 
plks were 112% of the minimum requirement in 1981 (M% for Ghana, 
83% for Tanzania).*” Well-managed agrtailtural-led development has 
transformed Ivory C^t from a relatively poor country at irylependence to 
one of the most prosperous in Africa today. I say well-mana^ because 
the state has been very actively involved in Ivorian agriculture. What 
distinguishes agricultural policy in Ivory Coast is not the absence of state 
intervention, but its forms and effects.

Minimum prices and terms of sale for export crops are set by the Caisse
de Stabilisation et de Soutien des Prixes de Productions Ayicoles, which 
also uses its reserves to help to stabilize prices. Crop development is super
vised by semlautonomous agencies which provide research, inputs, exten
sion services arxl in some instances production subsidies; of particular im-

and plantain — dropped by one-quarter between 1970 and 1982, and cereal 
production tfropped by one-third. By 1982, Ghana was producing only three- 
fifths of the food required merely to meet minimum per capita calorie re
quirements, and the food consumption of an average household was 
estimated to be thirty percent below levels of a decade earlier." While no 
sin^ factor can account for such decline, pervasive mismanagement, not 
merely of agriculture but the entire economy — mismanagement so severe 
that it has even led to the crumbling of basic infrastmcture — lies at the 
root of the problem.'*

State<»ntrolled marketing in Tanzania has provided similar, if somewhat 
less extreme, disincentives to agriculture, with noticeable negative effects 
for the small farmers who make up the vast m^ority of the population. Be
tween 1%9 and 1978 “a massive cumulative transit of resources from pea
sant producers to the state” took place through monopolistic export aop 
authorities: real prices received on international markets rose by rtKjre than 
one-sixth, while real producer prices for export crops dropped by more than 
one-third.” While In 1970 producers received about two-thirds of the 
marketed value of their aops, they received less than forty-five percent be
tween 1977 and 1980.'* And, as in Ghana, this inaeased and grossly ex
ploitive extraction of resources from the peasantry went not to national in
vestment but rather “to satisfying the voracious appetite for financial 
resources of bureaucratic marketing institutions,” which set producer prices 
as a residual after deducting their own ever-escalating costs.'* Not suqjris- 
in^, export crop production declined in the seventies, by about one-fifth 
among peasants and one-third for estate-produced tea and sisal. This drop 
represented about one-half of Tanzania’s trade deficit for 1979.'*

While domestic food crops suffered much less severe real price reduc
tions, price and income terms of trade for small agricultural pnDducers fell 
by one-third in the-seventies, and output was essentially stagnant." Thus, 
desprite the avowed bias in favor of agriculture and the poor, the economic 
position of Tanzanian peasants actually deteriorated significantly. Looking
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portance is th& Soci^if cfAssistance Technique pour la Modernisation 
Agricole de la C^te divobe (SATMACI), which deals with cocoa and cof
fee, and other agencies have played a central role In the rievelopment of 

cash crops, especially palm, cotton arxf sugar. The state also directly 
extracts a sizable surplus frrim a^lcultute: export taxes on coffee and cocoa 

23% in 1980, and export duties provide about one-ei^th of total 
government revenues.” Marketing, however, has remained in private hands, 
both far export and food crops, although even here, only within the limits 
allowed by considerable government price regulation.

But while ‘one of the most striking aspects about Ivorian agricultural 
development pobcy at first ^Impse is Its apparent similarity to that of other 
countries In the r^ton,”” on doser examination the truly striking aspect 
is its relative efficiaicy, as evidenced by the dramatic gror^ in prrxluction 
of cash oops and food already noted, livee distinguishing features of Ivorian 
policy should be stressed.

First, while the state has played a central directive role, it has resisted 
the temptation of rtxxiopollstic marketing Institutions, with their attendant 
faefficieiicies, arxl, by placing principal reliarx* on private trade arxl transpor
tation, has kept the administrative burden to a manageable level. Similarly, 
the extraction from peasant producers, while high (the producer share of 
export earnings in Ivory Coast is rou^ily the same as that in Tanzania), 
has been bearable, given the rebthiely constant or slightly improved real pro
ducer prices over the last fifteen years and the substantial Increase in pea
sant incomes from improved yields end Increased acreage under production.” 
And ItKreases in production and yield have been greatly stimulated by state 
policy — that is, state intervention has positively improved the economic 
condfidons of peasant producBS — uhich brings us to the secotxl key feature 
of Ivorian policy.

Throu^ SATMACI arxl other crop rlevefapment authorities, the state 
has provided valuable assisianci .upi^rt lo farmers. This has greatly 
mitl^ted the disincentives of the extraction of surplus to fund investment 
arxl consumer food price subsidies, hi effect, peasant producers get a 
return on their taxes that makes the figures on producer price shares a serious 
overestimate of the level of surplus extraction. This raths effectiue assistance 
to small farmers (comtfined with a relatively efficient private trade arxl 
transport system) is In shapconihSt to the shortages, bottlenecks arxl often 
simple inability to deliver needed Inputs at the required time which are 
erxlemlc to the system In Ghana, Tanzania and numerous other countries 
that pursue policies of more complete state intervention.

Finally, In Ivory Coast, again In sliarp contrast to countries like Ghana 
arxl Tanzania, consumer goods are generally available (due to foreign trade

Jack Donnelli)

and rkxnestic economic policies weO beyotxl our scope here), provkfing 
farmers with powerful and very tangible incentives far increased marketed 
production. In Ghana and Tanzania, by contrast, peasants and others have 
been wHhdrawIng from the market and returning to subsistence producticn.”

For the peasant or rural laborer who ‘drops out,” even temporarily or 
only In part, the return to subsistence apiculture may represent an Impr^ 
ment in needs satisfaction, cr at least marginal sunival; It thus is liltely to 
be a rational strategy far the individual and his family or poup. But for the 
economy as a whok, and the needs of those who have became tied to the 
now foregone marketed production, the result can be devastating. Larxl pocr 
peasants and the nrral proletariat lose essential cpportunitles for work; com
mercial classes lose trade; urban dwellers face powbig food shortages and 
higher prices; the state loses a source of revenue; economic transformation 
Is retarded or perhaps even reversed; etc. Even in the short nm, such ef
fects ate likely to overwhelm the benefits to withdrawing peasants, and in 
the long run the dami^ to the overall economy and total needs saUsfac- 
tion is likely to be substantial.

Much ^ the success of Ivartan agriculture can be traced to riKxleration 
fri state intenrantion. But this arises not from any abstract love of markets, 
but rather from a recopittfan of limited options ^ven the administrative 
weakness of African states. To put matters bluntly, markete, for aU their 
faults, for aD their cfistrlbutlonal inequities, often ate less flawed than the 
ahemattve instltutians African states are in fact able to estabfish and ad
minister. Consider simply the problem of getting nationally pown staple 
faods to the dty, a partkailarly rlesirable form of trade that simultaneously 
saUsfles the needs of urban cohsumers and provides cash to meet the needs 
of rural prcxhicers.

Farmers need credit, fertltlzer, at least

new

were

hnologies, and similar 
Inputs in order to meet the powing demand for food—and they need them 
at precise times, times that ate detemfined by forces beyond human con
trol. If feeding the cities is to have the most wi  ̂rflstributed nrral benefits, 
production should come from nuiherous smaB producers, who afrnost always 
outproduce collectivized production units (as, for example, in Tanzania) md. 
If properly supported, usually compare favorably even with large private 
fanns. This dispersion of production, however, creates mafor logistical pro
blems, both In deliveiing supplies to the dUes and in distributing apiculhtral 
inputs arxl wage goods to farmers.

Even without widely decentralized production, logistical problems In 
Africa are rightly rxrtorlous. And when the state decides to Intervene to cor
rect shortoomings in private distribution systems, the results often ate, not 
surprisingly, undesirable, due to mismanagement, corruption and simple lack 
of skill and resources. Perhaps the most striking example of this is the 
crackdown on alleged profiteering by Ghanaian market women tai the se-
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cond Rawlings Fegbne, culminating in the razing of Accra market and the 
effective destruction of a fairly effective food distribution system, which simply 
was not — and could not be — replaced by the state. As a result, Ghana 
In recent years has experienced unprecedented malnutrition and even death 
by starvation.

To repeat, markets are not especially good at getting basic goods to 
the poor. They may, however, be better than the actually available alter
natives. While human tights to the satisfaction of basic needs establish a 
moral ob^Uon for state eootKxnIc Intervention, this piima fade moral obbga- 
tion becomes a practical political requirement for action only if intervention 
will, all things considered, better satisfy human needs. Experience sadly sug
gests that this is not nearly as often as we would like.

It is hard — both difficult and mean — to leave the poorest to the not 
so tender mercies of the market. But it is inexcusable arrogance — often 
BteraBy deadly arrogance — to intervene in the absence of adequate economic 
and administrative resources. The very real problems with markets must 
be compared not to state intervention as an abstract Ideal, but to the no 
less real problems of state economic management and mismanagement.

We thus return to the problem of balancing competing needs-based 
demands on the state. The available models, however, seem to be of ques
tionable relevance or ambiguous inrport. For example, the East Aslan rrtodel 
of export-led, labor-intensive Industrialization, coupled with egalitarian rural 
devdopment, seems of questionable applicability, because of the absence 
of cheap, disciplined, skilled and semi-skilled labor in most of Africa, special 
regkxial factors in the Northeast Astan political economy, and what seem 
to be inherent limits on the number of countries able to pursue such a path 
at one time, even in the absence of rising Northern protectionism.” Sri Lanka 
in the sixties provides another modeL based on the intensive detvery of social 
services aimed at the immediate satisfaction of basic needs. But while 
dramatic, and probably replicable, medium run gains were achieved, it also 
seems cl^ that such progress canrxjt be sustatoied without growth, which 
does seem to have been sacrificed to the immediate delivery of social 
services.” And while China was once thought to provide a harsh yet at
tractive model, recent revelations of major failures, more recent moves 
towards geater private initiative, and the obviously special situation of China, 
all suggest the severe limits of such a strategy.

In other words, the task, in very broad terms. Is clear. The proper means, 
however, remain obscure: the problem seems as complex as it is compell
ing. The^ore, one cannot be very optimistic. But what does seem clear 
is that political choices must be ma^. If that is true, then the future of basic

Jack Donnellv

needs in Africa (and elsewhere, for that matter) rests largely on 
questions of power, both economic and political, which in turn are intimate
ly tied to questions of human rights, both economic and social and civil and 
political.

Human Rights, Power and Basic Needs

So far, our discussion has been primarily economic, largely abstracted 
from no less relevant political factors such as the determinants of corrup
tion (perhaps the most pervasive management problem in Africa), the prices 
paid by marketing boards, or access to land and social services. Such fac
tors, however, are at least as Important to the satisfaction of even basic 
economic neec,s as are narrowly economic matters. They are, tiowever, con
cerned primarily with civil and political, not economic and social, human 
rights.

For example, rights to vote and to freedoms of speech, press and 
association can substantially reduce corruption or redirect public spending. 
Civil and political rights often have a major impact on the realization of 
economic and social rights, and thus are no less relevant to the actual satisfac
tion of basic needs than the rights to food or health care themselves. The 
satisfaction of basic needs, considered from a human ri^ts perspective, is 
by no means just a matter of economic and social rights; we must also con
sider the relationship between basic needs, political power, and civil and 
political right!.

Africans, and others as well, frequently argue that economic and social 
rights deserve priority because they somehow address more important or 
more basic aspects of human life and dignity. Without entering into 
sociological or philosophical discussion of the determinants of human 
dignity,” it is clear that this “full belly thesis” is rejected by authoritative In
ternational standards, current international doctrine, and philosophical reflec
tion, which all hold that all classes of human ri^ts are interactive and 
interdependent.”

oie aspect of this interdependence is conceptual and can be summariz
ed in e. matched pair of one-Sided ideological slogans: a well-fed slave Is still 
a slave; a starving voter is still starving. Human bei-igs are not entirely 
economic creatures; the denial of basic civil and political rights is an af
front to human dignity, a denial of the basic humanity of the person — no
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matter how wefl fed, clottied, housed and attended to he or she may be. 
Denial of food, shelter, health care, work and education, however, is iro 1^ 
a denial of basic human dlgiity. Alone each set of rt^ts has considerable 
intrinsic value, but it is only together that they can realize the underlying 
moral vision of human possibiHties that ^ them life and meaning. While 
It is better to be fed or free than not, a truly human life requires the enjoy
ment of both civil and political and economic and social ri^ts, which rein
force and profoundly enrich one another.

For our purposes here, however, the pnictioal Interdependence of human
rt^ts te of mote Immediate interest. Quite obviously, economic and social 
rights make civil and political rights more valuable; the standard example, 
no less true for being hackneyed, is the difficulty a starving man is likely 
to face in appreciating his right to vote. The dependence of economic and 
social ri^its on civU and poUtical ri^ts is somewhat less obvious, but no 
less real or important.

Consldet just a few of the many positive linkages between dvll and political
rights and the effective implementation of rights to the satisfaction of basic 
needs. To the extent that poverty Is caused by distributional Inequities, dvil 
and political rights may empower the ptxrr to alter the distribution of goods 
and seniloes. Civil and poBtt^ ri^ts may also actually increase the axmomic 
efficiency of state intervention by providing a source of first hand informa
tion to policy makers from those whose needs are affected. Political par
ticipation may be cmdal to creating the discipline and willlnyiess to sacrifice 
In the short run needed for rapid economic yowth and development. Satisfac
tion of “needs" for power, efficacy and a sense of personal dignity also may
be important to dedication In the pursuit of development goals.

Even more Important than such particular direct links, though. Is the 
general power dvil and political ri^ts provide to their holders. Economic
and social rights in general, and ri#its to the satisfaction of basic needs In
particular, are, as was stressed above, concerned with the distribution of 
basic goods and services. The way In which goods and services are 
distributed In a society, however, is largely a matter of power. And the 
distribution of power is in considerable measure a matter of the extent to
which dvil and political rights ate implemented, respected and enforced. This
is particularly true In the case of basic needs.

Those in the government have direct access to thr^struments of state 
power. Those with private econordc power have the resources to satisfy 
their needs directly, and are likely to have considerable political power as 
weU. But those whose basic needs not being satisfied, or who have their 
needs only precariously satisfied — that is the bulk of the population in Africa 
— lack such obvious arxl direct power. They need some sort of countervail
ing power to assure that state power, and private economic power as well, 
are used for their benefit. Without such power, the masses are likely to find
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that their needs will be ignored, and rather than being the benefidaties of 
public and private power, they will become its victims.

Where can su(^ countervailing power come from? Organized force or 
violence is one possibility, but in Africa and elswhere experience suggests 
that force alone is rrxjst likely to produce merely a change of personnel, not 
structural change in policy or behavior. Ideology may present at least a func
tional equivalent for such power — even absolute rulers may pursue the needs 
of the masses if inspired to do so by religion, morality or Ideology — but 
much like revolutionary violence. Ideology alone rarely produces lasting struc
tural change, as the pervasive abuse of sodalist rhetortc throughout Africa 
clearly irxlicates.

Civil and political rights would seem to be the one secure source of 
countervailing power for the masses. While economic and social rtghts pro
vide only goods and services, dvil and political rights provide power. Rights 
to vote, to freedoms of speech, press and assembly, to due process, equal 
protection and the presumption of innocence, and a host of other civil and 
pohtical n^ts, if respected, ore political power in the hand of their possessors.

We are all quite familiar with the potential for abuse of such rtghts — 
abuses to which tyrants all too quickly and gleefully point. We are also well 
aware that tights may atrophy, and even fail in parttolar Instances. But these 
-1,—»-omings should not obscure the central point: dvil and political rtghts 
empower those whose needs are unmet or at risk; they empower the poor 
to seek a change in the distribution of societal resources. And the poor need 
power to realize even their economic and sodal rt^ts in most cir
cumstances; when the enjoyment of economic and sodal rt^ts are denied, 
dvil and political rights may provide the power to redress the situation. In 
fact, predsdy when economic and social rt^ts are being denied, civil and 
pohtl^ rt^ts may have their greatest practical significance.

This certainly has been the Western experience: dvil and political rights 
have been used to achieve the legal recognition and implementation of 
economic and social ri^ts. In contrast, countries that have granted their 
citizens only economic and social lights have, at least thus far, failed to make 
the transition to dvil and political rtghts, largely, it would seem, because 
economic and social rights do not provide the same political power that dvil 
and political rtghts do.

We must be careful, however, to avoid a one sided overemphasis on 
such ri^ts. Civil rights are rights held principally against the state, providing 
protection primarily against state violations of the person. Therefore, they 
are of limited direct value in the struggle for the satisfaction of basic needs, 
although they may be useful in rallying political support (throu^ the right
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to freedom of speech, for example), and they do substanttaHy reduce the 
personal risks of poHtical action. Political rights are of somewhat more direct 
value, since they provide posith'e access to state power and resources. But 
even political ri^ts allow only an Indirect attack on poverty and depriva
tion: they permit the poor and their allies to try to redirect public policy,
but there is no clear or automatic connection between the exercise of political
rights and the enjoyment of economic and social ri^ts to the satisfaction 
of basic needs.

What is really required is econorr^ empowerment sirrtilar to me political
empowerment provided by dvil and political ri^ts. Just as civil and poliHcal 
tights provide thdr possessors with protection against the state and
to pursue potttlcal objectives, the poor need basic economic protections and 
resources. At the risk of gross oversimplification, let me suggest that land, 
jobs and education are the essential elements of economic empowerment 
In Africa. '

Land is essential to the autonomous satisfaction of basic needs in rural 
Africa. Access to adequate land assures at least survival. If each small land
holder has the option to produce both for family consumption and for the 
market, the potential exists as well to satisfy a broad range of needs simply 
from working the land. And if the land retains at least such minimum 
economic attractions, there may even be a chance of reducing the numbers 
of the most vulnerable migrants to the dty, thereby removing a serious drain 
on urban sodal services.

Notice, though, that not just any sort of rural development policy will
meet this need. What is requiredis rural devdcpment directly aimed at secur
ing the position of small landholders, through such devices as limiting the 
free market in small landholdings, providing agricultural extension services 
and low cost fertilizer, supporting rural cooperatives or other nonexploltive 
marketing schemes, protecting rural terms of trade, and assuring adequate 
transjxrrtation to arid from the market. Other agricultural development 
policies may also be required, such as plantation cropping for exports, but 
these should be dearly distinguished from needs-based rural development, 
which must focus on the needs of the small landholder and try to assure 
the landless adequate access to land.

Jobs are the urban counterpart to land. A secure, decent job — honest 
and remunerative, if hard, labor — wffl assure at least subsistence to a worker 
and his or her family, and is likely to provide a foundation as well for hope 
for further economic progress, if not necessarily for oneself, then for one’s 
children. Education, the third central element for long run sdf-sufBcient needs 
satisfaction, is a particularly valuable and varied resource, which, beyond 
its Intrinsic value, opens up a new world of Information (and thus often ser
vices) and provides access to new advances and the most dynamic sectors 
of the economy.

Jack DonneUv

This is not to deny the importance of rights to food, medical care, sanita
tion, social insurance and the like. Such rights are of obvious value; they 
provide nothing less than the material for satisfying basic needs. But they 
provide only the material for the immediate satisfaction of needs, and thus 
are essentially static. They satisfy current needs, but they do not provide 
the resources or power for further progress; they prevent current damage, 
but do little to foster future growth. Furthermore, they do not instill a sense 
of worth or efficacy; even the most miserable job or plot of land, if it feeds 
the worker and his or her family, reaffirms personal worth as an active, pro
ductive, responsible being. Even in the realm of social and economic ri^ts, 
man does not live by bread alone; one needs, in addition, power and a sense 
of worth, achievement and dignity.

Since we are talking about power, we should not underestimate the dif
ficulty of providing land and, jobs and education, as well as goods and ser
vices, to satisfy the immediate n reds of the deprived. While most of Africa 
does not face the land shortage tliat plagues Asia, assuring access to land 
for all rural dwellers is a monumental political task, and one that is likely 
to be opposed by a variey of powerful rural and urban interests. Providing 
secure decent jobs is beyond the capacities of all African economies — and 
most Western economies for that matter. And even basic literacy, let alone 
genuinely empowering education, is a long way off in much of the conti
nent. Nonetheless, land, jobs and education provide relatively clear and con
crete, fairly precise, and relatively easily measured policy goals that we can 
at least hope to make slow but substantial progress towards.

resources

Yet we must not overlook still another pbnning dilemma. Food, sanita
tion, and other social
manded, but draw resources away not simply from genera) economic growth 
and development, but also from empowering investments aimed at increas
ing the production and security of small farmers, providing decent employ
ment to urban workers, and educating a new generation. Again we are fac
ed with the problem of weighing immediate consumption against investment 
for the future, even when we talk directly about targeted, need jrlentea 
policies.

g to current reeds are urgently de-

We must also note that in some countries, for example those of the 
Sahel-Sudan region, current deprivation is so extreme that there is not much 
choice but to emphasize cipent consumption, whatever the long term costs. 
But this must be recognized as a stopgap strategy only. Furthermore, we 
must recognize that some of the more prosperous African states are ready 
to begin to move beyond the focus on simply alleviating suffering to economic 
empowerment of the masses.
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But this te IfccHi to occur only In cot^unctkxi with the political empower
ment of ch/a and poBttaJ ri^te. A«J It is only In the tateractton and timt^ 
relnlotcement of political and eoonontfc empowerment that the true objec
tives of human rt^ts, developinent and the satisfaction of basic needs can
be fuDy achieved.

How Uiely Is such a social and political t
for optimism. What Is required U nothing short of a fundamen

tal charge In Ihe nature of most Afctcan stales, torn authoritarian Instruments
of elite and per^ privilege and accumulation,” to democratic Instllutlons
actively fostering equitable economic and human devdopment. Ndther the 
economic nor poBUcal ditnate seems especially conducive to such change.

Once more, foen, the goal Is dear, as are the means, In very genoal,
abstract terms. The practical path, however, remains a rou^ one, and one 
which inust be (Ssoovered and forged by pollllcal action and struggle. Human
rl^ts are both an end and a means In this struggle, but we cannot
underestimate the political obstacles that win be raised by those who hold
P>AMr«l and economic power and use the state, not to pursue social pur
poses and human rl^ts, but to protect or acquire personal, youp and class 
Interests and privileges. In the short and medium run, these obstacles, and 
the forces behind them, seem likely to predominate. We cannot, however, 
forget the Ideal of human ilsMs, or the Importance of political action to leaBze
this ideal.

Socioltet Stateg ttmd Hmmam Right*
Measurement iit AMea

iformation? I ean see little James R. Scarritt
or no reason

Does the presence of sodaUst states hi Afoca require the use of separate 
criteria for the measurement of human rights protection dhcl'enhancement 
hi those states or hi the whole continent? This article discusses this ques
tion by examining the issues involved hi the debate between universahst and 
relativist conceptions of human ri^ts. But this general question also presup- 

s answers to several others. Which African states are in fact socialist? 
Are separate criteria thought to be required for the measurement of human 
rights in these states because they are socialist, because they are African, 
or for both of these reasons? What are the ^ipropriate criteria for the 
measurement of human rii^ts protection and enhmicanent anywhere, com
pletely apart from the special criteria which may be appropriate for their 
measurement in African or socialist states? Is it feasible to collect the data 
necessary to operationalize, even in a rough way, the concepts involved in 
whatever crtteria are deemed appropriate?

Although these questions are closely Interconnected as components of 
my overall topic, proitidlng even brief and partially satisfactory answers to 
afl of them wiU require the exploration of several extremely diverse intellec
tual paths. An attempt will be made to present and justify the connections 
between these paths clearly. The appro^ will be emplri^, but one ttihich 
recognizes that the choice and definition of concepts afiect the operationaliza
tion of these concepts and the collection, sorting, and combination of rele
vant data in crucial ways.' The *besf definitions of human rights and rdated 
concepts are sou^t in tenrns of their fruitfulness in examining empirical rela- 
tionships, and especially in addressing spedflc questions relationships. For 
the latter reason, that Uterature is the source of the definitions employed. 
Human rl^ts phenomena are defined in such a way that changes in them 
along various dimenslans can be qredfied and measured.

Defining and Priorttizfaig Human Rights
The concept of human ri^ts will be more useful in addressing ques

tions raised in the literature on human ri^ts and on Africa if it is delfoed.
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goals — including the maximum protection or enhancement of other human 
rights — both the number and extent of such tradeoffs are far smaller than 
many analysts aixl rulers of states allege them to be. Utilization of the univer
sal human ri^ts standard for all states calls attention to the potential 
strategies which exist for minimizing these tradeoffs. The state is more fragile 
In Afrtea than In most other areas of the world, and thus the tradeoff bet
ween political participation ri^ts and rapid economic development is pro
bably greatest on that continent. Yet the evidence that such a tradeoff ex
ists in African countries is scanty, and is substantially less convincing than 
evidence for the contrary thesis that enhancement of participation rights is 
necessary for economic devd 
Participation facilitates dev^opment both directly and throu^ its positive ef
fects on political stability. If tradeoffs can be minimized. Jack Donnelly is 
correct in stating that for the realization of “... most of the goals of the 
developing countries, os defined by these countries themselves, human rights 
are as effective or more effective than either traditional approaches or modem 
non-human ri^ts strategies.’'^

All humans are fully entitled to their human rights, but the actual pro
tection and enhancement of human rights are variables, and the degree to 
which they are present in different situations needs to be measured; the con
flation of the existence of ri^ts with their degree of protection and/or 
enhancement frequently serves as a basis for the justification of relativism.‘ 
A number of rl^ts are usually viewed as ri^ts to only minimum levels of 
a certain value; one may acquire more of this value, but does not have a 
right to do so. It is physically impossible for any African state to fully pro
tect or enhance all human rights at this time, or even to approximate this 
high standard. Socialist and capitalist states can be expected to have dif
ferent ideas about which rights should be given top priority, and thus about 
which specific necessary tradeoffs anrong ri^ts ate acceptable. They can 
also be expected to utilize different techniques — emphasizing either collec
tivist or individualist methods — for implementing their human tights 
priorities. Although ri^ts can always be reduced to entitlements of in
dividuals, many, including those emphasized by socialists, are usually exer
cised in the context of membership in one or more groups. Th

following the conventions of the former literature, in a way which 
distinguishes it brxn related concepts such as human dignity. Accordingly 
human rights are defined as the tights one possesses by vlrti <r of being 
human; they are by definition universal." Cultural relativists, in assuming 
otherwise, are denying the long accepted uniqueness of the concept." 
iMthough the human rights concept originated in Western culture, and dur
ing a specific period in the development of that culture, and thus was initial
ly justified in terms of the dominant nonns of that culture at that time, these 
facts do not undermine the universal applicability of the coricept in the con
temporary world. Both the specification of and the justification for univer
sal human ri^ts have changed substantially in recent years in response to 
various aspects of social, rjitural, economic, and political change in various 
parts of the world, and this process of change in the conception of ui ..versal 
human ri^ts is certain to continue into the foreseeable future. With regard 
to the specification of ri#its, the trend has been overwhdmingly toward in
creasing the scope of tights to take into account new ideas about what is 
entailed in being human. No rights have been eliminated in this process, 
and rights have been restricted only when they were seen to interfere with

If denature of the human ri^ts approach is as 1 have defined it, relativist
scholars and activists would argue that African and socialist states should 
reject it as empirically irrelevant and nonnatively biased because they have 
established priorities such as rapid devdopment and International economic 
equality which are different from and frequently in conflict with some of the 
human ri^ts included in the universal package, in the evolution of which 
they have participated only recently. It is argued here, to the contrary, that 
universal human rights provide an excellent ideal standard against which
all states can be compared. While there are tradeoffs between the maximum 
protection or enhancement of some human ri^ts and the attafciment of other
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these states, in contrast to their formally articulated ideologies, are actually 
socialist. It has been suggested that even those African states in which the 
socialist impulse is strongest are populist rather than scientific socialist in 
practice, but it has also been suggested that some African states are clearly 
in transition to socialism while others which have adopted the socialist labd 
are clearly not making this transition.’ As Claude Ake and others have 
pointed out, socialist ideologies are often used to cover up policies designed 
to promote class formation and the interests of the emerging dominant class 
in Alilcan societies; Laurie Wiseberg has explicitly noted that human rights 
tradeoffs demanded to facilitate the implementation of socialism may in fact 
serve the former ends instead.' ° Yet the existence of such ideologies is also 
one valid indicator of at least a weak socialist impulse. Human rl^ts 
relativists do not adequately address this mixture of socialist and anti-socialist 
elements which is present in so many African states. If rights were different 
in different cultures or social systems, their content could be 
vary with the strength of the socialist impulse. The adoption of a univer- 
salist definition In this article makes it possible to measure human ri^ts 
In all socialist states in Africa by a common standard.

In discussing the applicability of universal human lights to African States 
in which some degree of socialist impulse is present, it is relevant to introduce 
the fact that changes are occurring within Marxist socialist thinking which 
make it easier and more logical to incorporate universal human ri^ts into 
this intellectual tradition. These changes are found In the writings of both 
sympathetic scholars on the nature of human rights in the Soviet Union and 
Western and Third Work) Marxists and neo-Marxists on the relationship 
annong class, the state, development, and human rights. There has been 
much written about Marx’s own position on human rights, and there is con
siderable disagreement on this question. Some commentators indicate that 
he was a strong believer in civil and political liberties, insisting only that they

In priorities, techniques, and loci should be accepted as le^Hmate. They do
not require the employnient of different criteria for the measurement of human 
riofits protection and enhancement, however, althou^ they win result in some 
countries rating more hi^ on some criteria and other countries rating more
hl^ly on other criteria.

One aspect of priorities among rl^ts, however, is primarily empirical. 
Henry Shue points out that certain ri^ts are basic In the sense that the
-.. .enjoyment of them is essential to the enjoyment of all other ri^its.” They
are, in other words, aspects of all other r^ts. It is thus self-defeating to 
sacrifice the protection and enhancement of these rights In an attempt to 
secure other rights, and basic rights must receive tengxxral priority. Only 
In this Instrumental (or even tautological) sense, however, do basic ri^ts 
have priority. Shue argues persuasively that security, subsistence, participa
tion, and physical movement are basic rights.’ Slrree these basic ri^its in
clude both economic and poBtlcal ri^ts, acceptance of Shoe’s argument 
greatly strengthens the case that these two types of tl#its ate mutually rein
forcing. Basic ri^ts will be given special priority In the tramework for measur-
Ing human tights protection and enhancement that is described below.

Socialism and Human Rights
Socialism in Africa should be distinguished from precolonial com

munitarian traditions. The latter uncpiestionably continue to exert an Influence 
on the bves of most Africans, and especially on the interpersonal relation
ships of those living in niral areas, and they are Intermixed with socialism 
in the ideolo^ and some of the policies of many African states. Never
theless, the circumstances to which these traditions apply are rapidly 
disappearing.' Socialism — like human ri#its protection and enhancement 
— is a variable wtiich is present in different degrees In various African states. 
There Is a socialist impulse In a number of countries, but it is always 
counteracted by a number of other forces, both internal and external. This 
impulse is probably strongest in Ethiopia, Angola, and Mozambique, but 
is present In varying degrees In zqjproximately twenty other sub-&haran 
states inducing Benin, Burkina Faso, Congo, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, 
Madagascar, Senegal, Somalia, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe and 
a number of smaller countries and lorderHne cases. There has been con
siderable debate about the degree tc which the policies and procedures of
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were of hnited vahie In capitalist society. ■'Thte is certainly the positkm
by supportive commentators on current Soviet human tights ideology and 
law, who refer approvingly to individuals as the holders of civil and political
as well as economic and social rights, but indicate that these individual ri^t
holders . .can be correctly understood only on the basis of analysis of 
the totality of.. .relationships within which they live and function.”'* The 
fact that Soviet practice often does not protect or enhance civil and political 
r^its detracts from the si^ificance ^ven to these ri^its in law and ideology, 
but does not eliminate this significance.

Western and Third World Marxists and neo-Marxists have recently 
become much more interested in the state as an agent which is “relatively 
autonomous’ from economic relations and can either inhibit or promote 
change. Martin Catrxjy, who has written an excellent analysis of this trend, 
states:

James R. Scanitt

Sklar asserts that “.. .class relations, at bottom, are determined by rela
tions of power, not production,” and he places substantial emphasis on 
democracy.'* This widespread emphasis on political democracy clearly im
plies a commitment to universal civil and political rl^ts.

Other Western and 7 nlrd World Marxist and neo-Marxist writers have 
gone beyond this implicit acceptance of civil aixl political rights, and have 
explicitly incorporated the conc^t of universal human ri^ts into socialist 
or Marxist thou^t. Tom Campbell finds this concept compatible with and 
even crucial for what he calls reformist socialism. He supports the point made 
earlier in this paper that socialist rights and liberal ri^ts involve different 
measurement criteria.' ‘ Shingo Shibata finds many similarities between the 
American [)eclaration of Indqrendence, based on classical human rights doc
trine, and a Marxist conception of rio^ts."

At the same time, non-Marxist conceptions of human rights are chang- 
ingin response to the spread of socialist, and especially Marxist, ideas. The 
most significant of these changes is the redefinition and restriction of pro
perty ri^ts to take into account the Marxist claim that the private owner
ship of productive property excludes others from access to the necessary 
means of effectuating other rights." When*the changes in both schools of 
thought are added up, it becomes clear that a wide variety of universal hutrran 
rights are gaining more universal support.

.. .poliBcs In recent MarxUlthou^t has itsdl taken on a primacy that It did not have
In the past.. .This Increasing primacy ot poilBcs produces a second theme: Marxist
Iherxtelng on the state has mound increasingly toiuard the positioo that the polllical stnig^ 
for the transltlcin to socialism must be essentially democmtic. In the sense ol combining
w expansion ol paitamentaiy and elecicral strug^ wllh social movements, urarker 
control, and other forms ol direct democracy."

A number of svriters who have contributed to this theme, such as Antonio 
Gramsci, Bob Jessop, Ralph Miliband, Nicos Poulantzas, Adam Przewor- 
ski, and Erik Olin Wri^t have focused on Western advanced capitalist 
societies, but others such as David Becker, Guillermo OTJonnell, and Ian 
Roxborou^ have focused on Latin America. '* Among Africanists, Richard A Relationist Study Critiqued

Now that the questions posed at the beginning of this paper abcxit con
cept selection and definition in the measurement of human rights protec
tion and enhancement Li Africa have all been answered at least briefly, it 
will be useful to examine a study which is based on a r^tivist rather than 
a universalist position, and to compare the utility of its conceptualization 
to that advocated here. I must admit that I have already rejected the nor
mative stance of this study In print,'’ but I will try to confitie myself to Its
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conceptual utflty here. Peter Schwab states that extensive regime violence
ta Ethtopia after the revolution was not a serious violatian of human rl^ts 
because It was earned out In defense of a genuine revolution which win even
tual^ neatly enhvKe the humvi rl^ of the vast maforlty of Ethiopians.”
He acknouMges that much of this vtolenoe was carried out against op
ponents of the re^ who claimed to be even mote revolutionary than It
was, but he ttotitoes Eritrean and SomaB leftists as countenevolutionaty
by virtue of being ethnic secessionists, and the Ethiopian People’s Revoki-
tionary Patty as a party composed of “foreign educated Leftists of the mid
dle class'which "ml^udged the moment, and in Its own peculiar way plac- 
ed Itself In a counterrevolutlonaty role." He takes at face value the miHtaty 
te#m^s ctams that It alone articulates the Interests of oppressed peasants
and seeks to “develop social democracy throu^xnit Ethiopia.’

For Schwab, these events should be assessed in terms of special human 
ti^ criteria appHolble only to African or Third World revolutionaty states, 
and not hi terms of any sigiitosed urdversal human rights. He Is saying that
there was an Inevitaible tradeoff of the rights of futiae Ethiopians. But he
offers little evidence that the tradeoff was Inevitable, or that it wU have the 
expected payoffs. Instead, he writes of tthlopla’s tendency to emphasize
Its economic and social context.. .’•'HehasfaDenlntothetiapofdefend-
hig re^rne power hi the name of deferxfing sodaftsm, a trap which he could 
have avoldod by adopting the position of recent Mandst thinking on the role 
of the state, «id attempting to wel^ human rl^ costs against real human
risM* 9»k» “*•"9 ■ “**'*'™^ “■‘•'^ *• ** ”“ ***^ *°sav that revolutions have Inevitable short-run costs In terms of human rl^ts,
but quite another to say that all such costs hi a ^ven revolution were bi- 
evltoble and thus not really human ri^ts violations.

James R. ScarrIU
“negative’ri^ts which require protection against the state and other organiza
tions and “positive’ r^its which require enhancement by the state or otha 
organizations (hence the conjoining of protection and enhancement Into a 
dual human ri^ts variable in this article), although this alleged dichotomy 
is really a rxxitinuum. The list would, to use Rhcxla Howard’s term, incor
porate everyone's ideals,” Including those of popular groups outside govern
ments, without assigning relative weights to them. SlnCe all faitemational 
human ri^ts documents are based on pobUcal Ideologies and have been 
drawn up thrcxi^ negoUattons among states or popular movements. It Is
certainly possible that there are human rights which appear in none of them. 
The wide variety of ideolo^ and negotiating units Involved In drawing up 
these documents, however, means that, taken together, they are acceptably 
comprehensive and tf -; best available source of criteria.

The work of drawing up such a list would not have to start from scratch. 
A number of lists, not all of them claiming to be comprehensive, have been
drawn up for various purposes by authors such as Richard Claude, Jorge 
Dominguez, Richard Falk, Stephen Marks, John McCamant, Shingo Shibata, 
and Robert Wlgton.” Some of these authors agyegate large numbers of 
ri^ts Into a small number of theoreUcaDy determined categories, but this 
should be avoided in drawing up a list which will provide criteria lor com
parative measurement. Combining r^its which are tau^t to be similar
or substantially overlapping win probably be a dtfBcult but manageable task. 
It will involve determining whether “third generation’ human rights can be 
reduced to combinations of “first and second generation’rights or whether
they represent new wholes which are greater than the sums of such parts.
This, In turn, involves the question of whether peoples’rl^ts can be reduced 
to the ri^ts of the Individuals of whom these peoples are comprised.” There 
is reascxi to believe that these questions can be answered In the affirmative,
and thus that essential aspects of “third generation’ rights can be measured 
at the same level of analysis as other rights. Given the need to maximize
Induslveness In the propel list of rl^, uncertain decisions about overlap

Unhmal Hunm Righta M<
The VKious points made above lead to the conclusion that the ap

propriate oiteria to be used for the measurement of human ri^ts protec
tion and enhanoement in nB states are the broad list of all the economic,
sodal, cultural, dvd, aid political rights which have been proposed and ad
vocated with sufficient vigor to gain Intematlonal reco^iltlon by Inclusion 
In «iy Intemationd declaration, chreter, convention, or convenant, with the
provtstonthathl^slrnllarorsubstantlallyoverlapplngrtgfitsvvlllbecorn- 
btned to order to minimize duplication. This list of ris^ts would Include both

Criteria
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James R. Scanitt

unreliable, and imperfectly matched with the variables that are being 
measured. Furthermore, as McCamant points out, counting events does not 
make much sense unless they are made comparable and scaled in relation 
to specific variables such as human rights protection and enhancement.” 
Thus it will be necessary to rely heavily on expert judges.

The use of expert Judges in political science research has been criticized 
on several grounds, including the inadequacy of procedures for selecting 
judges, their possible lack of expertise, their unarticulated biases, their dif
fering conceptions of the tasks they are asked to perform, their unwillin^iess 
to make the required judgments, and the low response rate achieved in some 
studies based on expert judgments. McCamanf s criticisms are representative:

This suiveyol«iperts methods passes the problem of establishing oiteita for measure
ment on to the experts, but it Is never rJear on what bases the experts are answering.
Are they really loriklng at only the defined phenomena? Do they all have the same no
tion of which human ri^ts violations ate hi^ and thus receive a lour and which are 
low and thus receive a one? Undoubledly whal Is hl^ or low depends on the reference 
each expert is using, arxf since experts tmd to be more Imowiedgeable of

>. which would be evaluated by differ mt 
experts, would be partlculatly subject to error. It is also unclear what Information the 
experts have on which to base thdr assessments. Do they all have all the available ti- _
formation laid out in front of them, or ate Ihey swayed by recently read news accoyts?
Passbig the buck to the expert resolves none of the melhodolo#al [xobloms and creates
new ones. Violation of human r^rts Is not a matter of opinion; measurement!' 
be based on criteria and evidence.”

These problems can be minimized if considerable effort is devoted to 
desi^ating a population of experts and drawing a sample from that popula
tion utilizing procedures which are designed to minimize lack of expertisq 
and unwillingness to make the required judgments, and to maximize the 
response rates. Modified Delphi procedures can be used to minimize biases 
and increase agreement among judges.” Finally, validating other types of 
data and scaling the amount of change in human rights protection and 
enhancement involved in them, which judges are asked to do in the pro
posed research design, are much nxxe specific tasks than scaling societies 
or poUties on some attribute, which jud^ have been asked to do in most 
research designs. Judges should be given specific instructions for each of

and m Alamalw.- m 1JS34

should be resolved in favor of keeping ri^ts separate. Basic ri#its, as 
specified by Shue, and all of their major specific components will definitely 
be measured separately from other rights.

In making the case for the use of universal criteria for the measurement 
of human ri^ts protection and enhancement, I have relegated differences 
over
priorities among rights other than the temporal and logical priority of basic 
rights, techniques for implementing rights, the loci in which various rights 
are most effectively aijoyed, and the degree to which specific ri^ts are either 
positive or negative to the category of problems in operationalizing these 
criteria. Analysts’ preferences with regard to these issues are likely to have 
a substantial effect on the way in which they measure rl^ts. Previous studies 
which have failed to obtain valid and reliable operationalalizations of human 
rights variables illustrate the magnitude of this problem. It has been par
ticularly severe in attempts to measure a broad spectrum of rights such as 
the U.S. State Department’s Country Reports of Human Rights Prac
tices and the publications of Freedom House.'* Relativism in the definition 
of ri^ts does not solve this problem, but rather compounds it by introduc
ing yet another type of value preference.

Proposed Techniques for Measurement
Additional problems in operationalizing rights are caused by the weD 

known difficulties in collecting data on human rights violations, if not on 
human rights guarantees. When states are not proud of their records, they 
make information more difficult to obtain. Given all of these problems, it 
will be wise to initiate measurement in a small number of similar states with 
which the analyst is sufficiently familiar to be aware of contextual complex
ities, and to employ a multimethod sfipioach combining aggregate and events 
data with the use of expert judges to validate these data and scale the deques 
of human rights protection and enhancement involved in them. Different 
methods will capture somewhat different aspects of human rights protec
tion and enhancement, but will also provide a degree of validation Ibr one 
another.” A wide variety of relevant ag^egate riata are available, and an 
events data set can be created through the ccxling of multiple sources, in
cluding international human rights periodicals, regional news summaries, 
government documents, academic nronogaphs, and, if journalistic traditions 
and censorship regulations are similar in the states under investigation, local 
newspapers. But these data are certain to be irwomplete, at least somewhat

issues such as the levels of various values which constilute ri^ts.
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their tasks In order to further reduce problems of differing conceptions of 
the Judgmental task.

Designating the population of expert judges for the proposed research 
desi^i would involve the identification of authors of books and journal ar
ticles on die countries under investigation published in Africa, Europe, and 
North America; the use of lists of academic specialists and human rights 
activists prepared by professional organizations In these three areas; and 
the Identification of journalists from these areas with three or more years 
experience
would be asked to Identify their position on an ideological scale and to verify 
theu- expertise on specific countries.

A random sample of judges would be drawn, stratified In terms of coun
tries of expotise. Ideological orientation, country of origin and occupation. 
It would be a lar^ sample to assure that sufficient members were included 
In each stratum. Judg^ would first be asked to assess the validity of the 
aggre^te and events data, and data not reaching a predetermined level of 
valkfity would be eliminated from further use. Judges would then be asked 
to Indicate their positions on priorities among ri^ts and the other issues 
mentioned above on which there are disagreements among human rights 
analysts. Fbial^, they would be asked to scale the de^ee of protection and/or 
enhancement given to each right on the list, each category of rights, and 
overall human rights In eadi of the states on which they are experts. Or
dinal scales would he used because they are the most exact level of measure
ment which judges can reasonably be expected to perform.” These results 
would be submitted to the entire panel once or twice, using Delphi techni
ques, to see whether consensus among judges could be increased. Judges’
scales could then be analyzed to discover the relationship between their per
sonal characteristics, their positions on priorities among ri^ts and other 
issues, and their ranking of states.

Snce the major function of expert judges in the proposed project would 
be to add contextual knowledge to the information contained In incomplete 
and pvtially unrdiable aggregate and events data, differences among judges 
would be of as much Interest as their average ag^egate judgnents, and dif
ference In their judgnents regarding specific ri^ts and categories of ri^ts 
would be as interesting as differences in their rankings of states on overall 
rights protection/enhancement. Differences In assessment of the validity of 
specific pieces of aggegatc and events data ard categories of such data 
(such as political, economic, social, and cultural! would also be of interest. 
All of these differences would reflect aspects of the contextual knowledge 
possessed by various judges. They would add to the complexity, but also 
to the teabsm, of the measurement process.

The Trtkmtmry Stmte

mmd **Peoples* Rights’’ In Airlea:

The Bmajal Charter amd Selt-Rellaaee
ting on the countries under investigation. Potential judges

George W. Shepherd, Jr.

Africa has emerged from the domination of the West to make signifi
cant contributions to the stnig^ for human freedom. Among these Is the 
development of the concept of “peoples’ rights," an historically evolved form 
of what is known in International law as group rights. It is the purpose of 
this article to explore the context out of which the need for emphasis on 
peoples’ rights has emerged, the concrete formulation of these nghts in the 
Banjul Charter and some of the ways Africms may seek to inqilement them.

Human rights are not static, carved In tablets of stone, revealed to one 
group of people or defined by them at some high point in their history. They 
arise In historical progesskm from the felt arxi expressed needs of huma.Ti- 
ty. While there is a central core of primary needs these find new fomnc’a-
tions as goups, classes and people find ways of recogilzing and layfrig claim
to them. Therefore, human rl^ts are comprised of the basic claims that 
irrdtviduals andgroups have on the state and the world system for the pro
tection and fulfillment of historically derived and soclaJy defined primary 
needs.

There are different ways of defining human rl^ts, as this issue 
demonstrates. The Western European tradition has primarily emphasized 
concepts of civil and political liberties. These have been enshrined and 
codified in constitutions, legal systems and covenants from the Magna Car
ta to the Universal Declaration of Human Ri^ts of the United Nations. They 
are often referred to as first generation rights. Second generation rights ate 
social and economic In character and received recognition in the right to 
employment arrd social security rights of the irrdustrial revolution. They have 
become an Important emphasis of socialist states. The Economic, Social 
and Cuhutal Ri^ts Covenant of the United Nations is one of the mote univer- 

pted formulations of these rights.sally
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Tne discovoy of African and other Third World peoples' unfavorable 
position within the world system is the basis for the growing awareness of 
a third generation of rights. These people have taken their place in a world 
dominated by the rivalry of the two superpowers, and have felt the need 
to formulate specific statements of the rights threatened by this situation. 
These collective ri^ts of the pocr and the oppressed, whose entire existence 
Is threatened by the power system, and who have been historicaily the vic
tims of some of the most flagrant forms of injustice, have been termed 
“peoples’ rights.'

The “peoples" who are the focus of these rights are often transnational 
groups who are poor, deprived, endangered and repressed with a claim on 
the secure and ttw prosperous In the rest of the world system. Often their 
own governments refuse to recognize their claims or are itKapable of enfor
cing these rl^ts within the framework of the existing power structures. These 
groups of people can be seen to suffer under one or more types of injustice 
related to their identity as a goup: poverty, racism, famine, war, repression, 
genocide. Individual ri^is are not important, but are effectively denied to 
all members of a goup suffering under one of these forms of repression 
resulting from global inequality.

Thus the claim to recognition of the rl^ts of the impoverished and 
segegated blacks In South Africa is not simply a claim against apartheid, 
as imposed by the government of South Afrka, but also against the world 
political and economic system that supports such injustice. Ail racially op- 

Irressed people share this peoples’ right against discrimination. The world 
order that could rectify such gievances obviously exists only partially at best 
But even the recogiitlon of these rights by the oppressed themselves is a 
major step toward universal justice.

Africans out of their experience with colonialism, continuing dependence 
and racial injustice have m«le this claim to peoples’ ri#its. This is not only 
the growth of a political class consciousness but the emergence of a global 
solidarity of the oppressed, who have come to realize the need for collective 
transnational action. They lay claim to the common heritage of humankind, 
in the seas and space, to peace in the midst of superpower arms races and 
nuclear threats, and to racial justice under common human standards of 
international law.

Since the state is the primary means by which all rights are implemented 
today, the recognition of these peoples’ rights by state and international 
covenants is the important next step. And, as many third world represen
tatives have argued, a worldwide strategy has now to be devised, both 
regionally atxl globally, to rectify the growing violations.

It may be, as critics of people’ rights have pointed out, that Implemen
tation of human rights is possible only under state law and tlrerefore, only 
individuai rl^ts or traditional group rights will be recognized. There is no
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world court that will accept these claims, but there are other ways in which 
their legitimacy can become accepted. Initially these peoples’ debits wiU be 
recognized as legtimate by existing states and in international negotiations
and ageements. As long as they are not accepted, revolutionary movements,
historically an Important crucible for human rights advance, will be the 
primary force for their introduction into the world system.

The Deterioration of Human Righte in Africa

Citizens of African nations expected their living standards to rise once 
the burden of colonialism w;.s lifted, but instead most of the continent’s 
peoples have experienced a decline in real income in the years since in
dependence. The deterioration of human riglits in relation to the ri^t to 
a decent standard of living is described in a broad way by the 1984 report 
of the World Bank which points out that African per capita income in 1983 

11% below that of 1980 and, in addition, the African continent nowwas
has 23 of the poorest countries in the world.' This decline has been going 
on for 20 years. Furthermore, the rise of the national debt of many African 
countries and the fall in their abUity to repay (i.e., Increasin^y unfavorable 
terms of trade) are further alarming indicators.' Increases in social services, 
such as medical facilities and education do not offset this picture of decline 
for the makxriiy- E'*" wl*in the more successful economies, the internal 
gap between the poor and the privileged has grown in favor of the rich. Thus
the underdevelopment pattern has become virtually total in Africa. As describ
ed recently by Rene Dumont:

Aj Alifcans aren’t able to pay lor their increasing purchase o( cereals. Ihey re 
forced
of new eBtes Is a contributing lactor here; but so. too. Indeed ever nxjre so. our

. CKurant^o^ed the illness of African economies and warned about 
disaster to come which struck with the famine of 1984/85. Food shortages 
in many African economies have resulted from several causes. Including
drou^tt. But the most critical Is a DoBcy failure of African governments caught
in the network of an international marketing system that favored non food 
production in order to build foreign currency reserves for durable goods and 
military weapons. As a result, food production has deci.ied sharply, while 
population rose at the highest rate (3%) In the world.

i reduced to beg^. The megalomania

1. Afika Nw> m»orU on th« Wortd btfk 1984 $tudy. Twwd* SwuJ«id 1
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ment stems from the testnictuilng of African states toward self-reliance and
new forms of interdependence that may come as a result of re^onahsm and
new centers of power.

African states, In their new status of independence, have only nominal
control over the mi»» farces that shape th* economies and determine thet
security. This does not mesn they are without authority and that elites and
ruling classes do not have power. They have enormous power over the lives 
of their cwn citizens in an increasingly miBtaiy and repressive way; but their
capacity to restructure their economies and to provide for their own securi
ty is dependent upon the centers of world power.

These centers of gfobal power, organized by the Li.S. and the Soviet 
Union, are not comparable but they have had one tnajor characteristic in
common since the end of the Second World War, the increasing militariza
tion of their own societies and the use of that power to expand their systems
in rivalry in the Third World.’ This has become both an arms race and an 
economic system competitton in which the political fortunes of the rulers
of these centers of power are closely related to their allies and Wbutary state.
The question of whether tWs is primarily an economic rivalry J
race depends upon the drcumstance. The reality is that in general it is both. 
The new states are caught in the vortex of increasingly centralized power 
that has as its m^ purpose the advancement of the interests of those who
control it. And where the interests or the human rights of those in ( eclinlng
states are contrary to this mllltatv'-ecohomic complex of power, they are 
sacrificed to it. Maret Thee makes an important distinction between the 
miUtarism of the dominant great powers and the Third World:

Thou* tie vliMey ot mtoriilfc pMtuM somaitMs seena
!«*«. In TO ThW Wexid, tie driving ioTCM of contemporaiy mlllteJm
— the wmwnents ptanti and catem. and the ^lartbans of the gkibal law and
Orifcr’-«to b« found m He «pex of dK vxxid pyramid ol power the gnax

T^SeUni^t'of^iis bl-pctoTitel?system on the conditions of life in 
weak state is the deterioration of their economies and the increased 
miUtarization of their political systems as a means of retaining them within 
the system of national security rivalry." The economic decline is a resiJt
of the extraction in trade of raw materials in an unequal exchange weB describ
ed by Samir Amin and RenT Dumont in which the peasants produce
for export and luxury goods for the mling tributary class are imported. New

DC.Inttth-tolPGifcySiwto. 1963)u»«tNi

M. Ripom and 
lAftef-WoMCounel

Thus, underdevelopment policies at home and abroad led to a decline 
in food production, until recently ag^vated by a severe cyclical drought. 
Envtronmental damage has reduc^ furtha-Africa’s food ptodiKriion capacity. 
Therefore, millions In 9 African countries (out of 12 world wide) were listed 
by the Food and Agricultural Orgunization (FAO) as suffering life threaten
ing conditions. The African countries on the list were Mali, Mozambique, 
Guinea, Ethiopia, Chad, Uganda, Tanzania, Togo and Angola.*

far this pe^ other threats to human rights have arisen. Many govern
ments have resorted to more repression in order to remain in power. Others 
have been overthrown by military factions Inherently distrustful of dennxratic 
institutions, who In turn were faced with the same insoluble problems and 
consequent popular unrest as their predecessors. The sense of insecurity 
has been played upon by Intematioiial arms merchants, often seeking ad
vantageous alBances for one of the siqtepowers, resulting In dsprcportionate 
diversion of expenditure toward unproductive security systenns and away 
from development.* The result has been an increasing number of ixrivlleged 
militaty regimes, a sharp rise In the number of pofitical killings and im- 

omnents in many nations.*
The nxist direct result of famine and conflict are the refugees from these 

corxfltions who have fled across the borders by the millions to escape the 
consequetxte of foiled economic systems and repressive militarization. The 
mass exodus of these populatio<rs is noted in the rising ariKxints expended 
by UNHCR since 1975 to a level of between 4-5 million official UNHCR 
refugees in 1984.*

P or an arms

Rrxrts of the Problem

There are many explanations of this weakrtes of the African state and 
Its failure to provide improved human rights for its citizens but the one used 
here is a view of power relations as dominance and deperxlence in a bi polar 
world system. African state are cau^t In the rivalry between two hegemonic 
tributary systems. The tributary status is derived as nmich from security and 
military interests of the superpowers as from the inequalities of the interna
tional capitalist system.* Any significant prospect for human ri^ts develop-
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Western technology Is often counter-productive, resulting In high prices and 
lost maiftets. Heavy taxes on export commodities and the Ibrei^ exchange 
earned are used for the purchase of sophisticated mllitaiy equipment. Public 
displays of military power have taken precedence over reducing the adverse 
balance of trade. A temporary respite is gained by new loans to cover the 
trade defictt and the public d*t. The rise in the debts of African states is 
in direct proportion to their decline in the terms of trade. Western banking 
creditors thm demand budgetary austerity and devaluation. The cost of this 
is passed on through devaluation of currency to the peasants a.nd growing 
urban populations in the price of food and necessities. When people protest 
by rioting the heavily-arrried and well-trained forces are called in to maintain 
order. As this cycle continues, the repression grows. The military and exter
nal creditors combine forces to arsure that order is maintained and the 
hegemonic sphere of national Interest is not threatened. Those who resist 
are imprisoned, tortured, forced into exile or armed struggle campaigns. And 
mass pohtical killings have resulted.” The superpowers do not directly use 
force to occupy a.nd restore order; but back eitha the government or 
rival faction or even a sub-imperial surrogate to intervene.

The deterioration of the human rights condition of most African states 
is therefore directly derived from this world system in which the Third World 
is structured. There is some room for maneuver by their leadership; but the 
responsibility for change remains an international one, much as it was under 
colonialism. The tendency to blame the failures on the Third World or other 
rivals Is strong in the First World and similarly the temptation to attribute 
all of their ills to the dominant powers is strong in Africa. The primary faOure 
on all sides is the inability to explain this condition, and to support the ^owth 
of a new world system.

George W. Shepherd, Jr.
nie firet generation stressed civfl and political rights, notably Hbeity against 
gouemment Intnisions on Individuals. The second generattoo emphaslaed
economic, social and cultural rights, by which equality rather than Bberty was 
the watchword, and lor which governments were to pursue collective achle»
ment of betterment. Third generation rl^ts by contrast Involve soHdartty. ^
among developing states as a youp. and among an slates m general. The rWit
to deveiopment, along with limits to peace, to a healthy environment, and to 
sharing a common hedtage, form part of this third gerratton of r^t>-'*

Peoples’ ri#its are a third generation, not in the sense that they have 
been recently discovered, as group rights have been a part of human rights 
law from the start. For example in the first generatoon of civil liberties, the 
right of majority rule has been basic. The majority rules as a group, while 
the minority opposes and the constitution protects this relationship. In prac
tice the so-called majority is often a minority which controls the pohtical 
process. Nevertheless, both the majority and the minority are groups with 
ri^ts to rule and oppose. The self-determination revolution of the Third 
World has brought the ri^ts of speciaUy deprived groups of people, who 
live under rapidly deteriorating conditions to the forefront of world concern. 
Refugees, starving millions, and people threatened by genocide all have a 
group right to live and to achieve certain basic standards of existence. While 
each individual has rights, those are achieved only within the recognl^ 
in the world community of the group’s right to existence. In this sense, these 
are peoples’ basic ri^ts, and have an undeniable claim, as Shue has 
suggested.” These peoples’ rights are not in conflict with individual political 
ri^its as Individual freedom of speech and assembly is needed in the deter
mination and advocacy of the strategy for the group to survive. Mass pcAtical
killings are a denial of the ri^t to speak and oppose a certain poUtical trend
or authoritarian movement. Thus peoples’ ri^ts arise from the necessity 
and historical progression toward democracy and social justice. A minority
or a people as a whole within the global system who suffer inequality, poverty
and discrimination originate the claim. i „ u.

Only within a new historical conception of Man can rectification be
achieved. This means, as Marx pointed out, we move beyond Individual mm
to “species mm" within the evolution of social mm in history. ” And acc«- 
ding to the Cmadim philosopher Christim Bay, the Individual then ends 
alienation by progress in history toward “The full blossoming of humm 
solidarity md brotherhood.””

some

Peoples’ Rights

This declining condition of humm rights has led to a conscious response 
in terms of ideas and movements within the international system md in the 
Africm states themselves for a renewal of the freedom struggle. The mtl- 
colonial stmg^ begm with ideas very similar to the French arid Americm 
independence revolutions. It turned into m attack on racial discrimination 
md economic exploitation md now has become a movement of fratemitd' 
among the Third World poverty-stricken states who are the victims of the 
world system.

Claude Welch, Jr. noted this sequence in the evolution of rl^ts which 
led to the cotKept cf "Third Generation” rights:

m Ahka (A»«ny. SUMY Pi~.widDi13 t Wrich. Jr and Roben I. Hdue. ads.. H
1964). p. 26

15. K«l Marx. "On iha Jwiih Quntlon.* Ir Robart Tt 
16 Bay. StrMagtaa ot PolWcal EMndpaM
Sslat. 1961) p 139

rEntala fUadar (Niw York. Norton. 1972). p 41 
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The tater-relatedness of the generations Is mentioned In the preamble; 
It is henceforth essential to pay particular attention to the rij^it to develop
ment and that civil and political ri^ts cannot be dissociated from economic, 
cultural, and social tights In their conception as wdl as universality, and that 
the satisfaction of economic, social, and cultural rights is a guarantee for 
the enjoyment of civil and political ri^ts.”

A listing of tights does not resolve the conflicts between them or clear
ly establish priorities. Yet, what Is significant here In the history of the 
evolving African conception of the state is Lhat a clear set of peoples’ rights 
are specified and that they address directly the issues regarding the basic 
needs of African states for the completion of their sdf-determination revolu- 
tkxi within the world system. In answer to those who, both within Africa 
and without, have seen the faUuie of the constitutional legacy of colonialism 
and the repression of civil and political tights, as the mr^ problem, the
Banjul Charter has presented the argument that devdopment and peace are
inte^ to the realization of political freedom. Similarly, the founders of this 
Charter have maintained that political freedoms are essential to the achieve
ment of peoples’ ri^ts.

Self-Reliance and the Implementation of Peoples’ Rights

The achievement of peoples’ rights among poor and vulnerable states 
will remain unattainable without a major strategy for their implementation. 
This has emerged as collective self-reliance perhaps best defined by Presi
dent Nyerere, who speaks of the need to r^ect Western consumption stan
dards and the financial and militaty institutions of control. 1 believe the Third
World must realize that these Institutions, originally meant as institutions 
of cooperation among the developed countries, are now being used as in
struments of control over the developing countries.. .we must maximize 
the degree of self-reliance and cooperation among us.""

This self-reliance strategy has been adopted by a number of African 
International confetetx»s and understandings. Atixxig the rrxist notable are 
the Southern Africa Development Cooperation Council (SADCC) and The 
Lagos Plan of Action for Development, 1980. In the defense area, Tanzania, 
Mauritius, and the Seychelles have mutual security accords and several 
African states have diversified their sources of arms.

These are all tentative be^nings; but the application of self-reliance 
to die Implementation of several articles of the OAU Banjul Chatter 
demonstrates the prospects and the problems of these “peoples’ human

Theories of the State

Certain theories of the state have given rise to a special set of priorities. 
The liberal state of the 18th and 19th centuries, based on ideas of limited 
constitutional power, viewed rights as inherent In the individual and these 
were primarily the dvU and political rights, the freedoms from state power, 
of the American constitutional Bill of Ri^ts, including the right of property. 
The economic depressions and rise of working class demands stressed the 
role of the state as provider of collective rights of welfare and employment. 
This affected all industrial states and was especially emphasized in the Rus
sian Revolution and its various successors.

These different Hberal and socialist state views of rights are not mutual
ly exclusive, yet they have often been the center of ideolo^cal conflicts of 
the Cold War betw^ the two centers of power in the world system. At
tempts to bridge these differences have been made in Covenants of the 
United Nations and through international law. However, despite some 
overlqiplng a^eement, there are m^ differences which cannot be simply 
wished away. In the course of time, as these centers of power and dominance 
are fra^nented and challenged by new power centers In the world, these 
views may find a broader consensus.

It is In this same sense of historical growth and evolution of ‘spedes 
man’that the claims of the third generation of peoples’rights of developing 
states should be seen. They began as a brotherhood of what Fanon called 
The Wretched of the Earth’ and have emerged as a coalition of the claims 
of the underclass In the world system who face increasing absolute poverty. 
The poor are the prime victims of the arms race and the tributary regimes 
it has created. Ths bond of brotherhood is the way to the future through 
solidarity in the strug^ for liberation.

The BaiiJul Charter and SdFReUance

African states have produced several responses to this condition of 
urxlerdevelopment and repression. One of the most important of these Is 
the OAU ‘African Charter of Peoples’ and Human Rights,” adopted by The 
Organization of African Unity at Nairobi In 1981 and rfrafted at Banjul. A 
simple majority under the agreement is required for ratification of what Is 
frequently termed The Banjul Charter. Orice approved, a Human Ri^ts 
Commission Is to be Instltu^ to review petitions and violations. ” The uni
queness of this Charter is that It provides fee the first time In a regional charter 
a mixture of all three generations of rights — bberty, equality, and fraterni
ty. And, most importantly, there are explicit articles stating several third 
generation tights.

17. FUiwd Grtkiwi. AMon ChMr of Hunm and pKBln'lUtt*.’
22, No. 4, Surnms 1982. pp. 667714.

18. Akaf Goiiw't W«vt*w ¥4A Julut Nv«rt ThrowInQ off th« SStan OhIm.’ ti S««h, Au^Mt 1984. no. 46. p. 36.
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George W. Shepherd, Jr.rights’ as developed by the African states.
The right to self-determination is clearly stated under Article 20 of the 

Human and Peoples' Ri^ts Charter.” However, independence for South 
African and Namibian majorities cannot be achieved without major atten
tion to the economic dependence of their economic systems and their 
strategic penetration by the super powers and their surrogates.

Racial discrimination and cultural Inequalities (Articles 2 and 19)’° ac
company this denial of self-determination. Western countries and especial
ly the United States, give lip service to the idea of non-discrimination; but 
they indirectly support them through such policies as 'C^stmctive Engage
ment’ with the government of South Africa. Racial discrimination is not to
day so much a product of prejudice as it is the result of international in
terests in maintaining systems of exploitation or national security.

The main economic rights of peoples indicated in the Banjul Charter 
are the right to the control of resources (Article 21), and a right to economic, 
cultural, and social development (Article 22), and the right to a generally 
satisfactory environment (Article 24).°'

The ii^llcations of this claim for the control of the wealth of a conti
nent whose major role in the international economy has been the supply 
of resources to the world market are considerable. A self-reliance policy 
means that the control over the means of exploiting these resources must 
come primarily under African para-statals and producers’ marketing 
cooperatives.” A policy of Africanization such as that pursued under several 
African countries, e.g., Zaire and Kenya, is not control, since the major deci
sions remain in the hands of foreign-based corporations and banks.” Nor 
has public ownership proven to be the panacea its proponents anticipated. 
Various forms of mix^ private and public control will need to be us^ and 
compared for results.” One of the new frontiers of resource control is found 
in the offshore seabed, under the Law of the Sea.” Implementation of the 
international regime of Article 11 of the Treaty of the Law of the Sea is 
one of the new ways in which control can be shared either regionally or in
ternationally. The dilemma Is to combine foreign capital and technical skill

with the supply of African resources In a way that is both productive and 
rbponsible to African interests. It is not easily resolved; but numerous for
mulae have been suggested. Their results need to be examined from this 
self-rdiance jjerspective, as Dr. Rweyemamu and his colleagues had begun 
to do.°‘

Control over their own environment to minimize the adverse conse
quences of industrialization, is a self-reliant freedom of development (Arti
cle 24). The destruction of the environment by such methods as clear-cutting 
of tropical forests, or the unsafe mining of uranium deposits are indications 
of the damage that has been widespread.” Dumont reports widespread 
adverse effects to agricultural land throu^ chemical fertilizers that have 
replaced organic processes. While some controls exist, the tributary elites 
whose position depends upon sharing in quick profits have not used govern
ment for restraints that protect health or future resources.”

The right to development (Article 22) is meaningless unless it is keyed 
to a strategy of self-reliance which disengages; but is not autarchy. The at
tempt to achieve dependent development through intensifying export pro
ductions has, as advocated by the World Bank (Berg Plan) and now increas
ing by U.S. AID policy, proAxad very little development, even for the better- 
off African economies such as the Ivory Coast and Kenya.” In the main, 
this policy has been one of the primary reasons for the serious decline in 
standards already noted. A self-rdiant policy, as proposed by the Lagos Plan 
of Action (LPA), formulated in 1980 with virtually unanimous agreement 
among 50 states, emphasized redistribution as well as production for 
and consumption at home, especially in agriculture.’’ The African economies 
need to disengage from their present unequal linkage in the world market 
and relink on more equitable grounds. Most wUl find selling processed goods 
and refined oil is to their advantage. Moreover, the LPA proposes redistribu
tion in otrfer to meet Basic Human Needs (BHN) as a first self-relia.ice priori
ty. BHN provides a sound basis for assessing progress in many African 
societies, as detailed by Donnolly in this issue and has gained wide accep- 
tarxte among African states and even in some World Bank and AID circles. 
BHN reflects various economic rights such as the right to adequate shelter, 
health, and work. They ate a minimum floor for human decency. As specific 
minimums, they ate very useful In assessing progress in development.
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especially In African states, where nearly one-half of the countries have 
populations who fail below the UN absolute poverty line.

The self-reliance strategy calls for renewed attempts to integrate African 
ecoiKxnies throu^ regional schemes such as preferential trading zones, tariff- 
free areas, joint financing of the African Development Bank, and the utiliza
tion of non-African aid. Robert Browne in^tes that American economic 
assistance would be more equitable and successful if it built more fully on 
these principles of the Lagos Plan of Action.*'

Not all proposals of the New International Economic Order are related 
to self-rdiant development. Birt many of them, such as a projected world 
stabilization fund, for export crop prices and marketing of minerals reflect 
the underlying claim for greater equity by elimination of adverse terms of

George IV. Shq>berd, Jr.

conflict. The African and Intematlotral community has Inaeasln^recogilzed 
their obligation to refugees, especially since the end of World War D. Thus 
African setf-rekance has begun to And a point of kiton-itional krterdependenoe 
on a well-established peoples’ right, throu^ the provision of permanent pro
tection of large groqis against expulsion as wd as the extension of individual 
political asylum.

The right to peace and security has been established urxler Article 23.” 
As “a peoples’ ri^t* peace has b^ advocated in a variety of forms, from 
Kwame hfloumah’s proposals for an An African Political Union to Prmtdent 
Nyerere’s repeated calls for an end to the super-power arms race and their 
intervention In African politics and security. Nutnerous non-all9iinent con
ferences and the resolutions of the OAU on such bitematlonal conflicts as 
the Congo in 1964 and Angola In 1975 asserting the rights of African states 
to deal with their own problems are background events to this formulation 
of peace as a human and peoples’ right.

In this era of nuclear war, the non-nuclear people of Africa have a special 
ri^t not to be forced into paying the price of war between nuclear powers. 
They also have a ri^ to estabksh Nudear Free Zones and not to be threaten
ed hv nudeat powers In their own region, such as South Africa. However, 
the world arms race has Intruded deeply into African states and Is escalating 
rapidly.” It has taken the form of ba^ for super powers harboring nudear 
werqxxi' as well as enormous arms transfers of dangerous new weapons. 
The effect upon regional conflicts, as in the Horn of Africa and Southern 
Africa, has been to widen conflict and protract Its deleterious effect on the 
economies and peoples of Africa.

Collective seU-Fehance is again the strategy that several of the African 
states have sou^t. This means deBnkage from arms policies of the super 
powers and discontinuing the provision of bases and fadlWes. Delink^ 
in security matters has proven to be extremely difficult because of the in
creased effects of the dominant powers’ arms race and security competi
tion, primarily through the mllltaiization of society and sub-imperial bases. 
Nevertheless, self-reliance proTams, such as the mutual defense a^eements 
betweai Tanzania and the Seychelles, Mauritius, Mozambique and Zim
babwe, have been established. African states have been major tnsUgatars 
of the Indian Ocean Zone of Peace discussions and have siqrported initial 
attenrpts by siqrer powers to reach arms limitation a^eements In the arms 
race in the Indian Ocean. They have advocated the wNhcfrawal of bases from 
African territory, especially on the Horn of Eastern Africa arxl sought the

trade.
Human rights are universal and require the recognition of the powerful, 

as well as the disadvantaged ai id obviously there is little indication that these 
lights and complementary duties are about to be implemented by the centers 
of power. But as these centers fra^nent and new alliances of world power 
emerge, the collective rights of African states will find greater barga'ning
power.

The ri^ts of refugees is another important aspect of building a floor 
of human decency under large ^oups of people affected by the deteriora
tion of standards. The guarantee of protection against the threat to life of 
conflict and war (Article 12) reflects the growing recognition of this problem 
in Africa through atterr^ts to establish peoples’ rights for individuals and 
groups to seek asykim abroad.” Moreover, it protects whole group- against 
the mass expulsion from countries where th^ have sought asylum which ■ 
is simply prohibited, and establishes the commitment of African states to 
'non-refoulement.’’” African states have worked closely with the UNHCR 
and other international agencies for the protection and support of refugees. 
SiiKe the sanctuary states bear the major burden of cost and disruption, 
this problem has become much greater than they can manage alone and 
if non-expulsion of large ^oups of people is to w^, there will need to be 
much greater regional and international support as argued by Ved Nanda 
In this issue. International aid Is not reject^ under self-reliance strategies; 
but it is disassociated from super power politics and demands, so far as 
possible, and directed toward the protection of the rights of the victims of
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1
creation ot Nuclear Weapons Free Zones. None of these has succeeded 
because of the increased hosttllty and intrusion of the super powers and 
the ambitions of inilifarized tributaries. Nevertheless, the people of Africa 
continue to hope that a new era of international arms control will be reach
ed and that “the peoples right” to peace and security of African states will
be able to precede within a new atmosphere. Their continued pursuit of these
goals within the UN and other international fonims reflects this claim. The 
historical success of self-determination and the solidarity in the struggle for 
self-reliance is the new basis for the peoples right to peace and makes this 
goal more than a simple hope.

An investigation of the actual policies and effects of these self-reliant 
strate^es, obviously needs much careful research and Interpretation. This 
has begun anxmg scholars concerned with human rights in African studies. 
There is, as yet, little interest in Western political circles. But, as human 
ri^ts violations continue to grow in Africa, the self-reliance alternative for 
peoples tights becomes a more conscious strategy for liberation. New power 
centers will emerge to challenge the super powers, from China to India and 
a liberated South Africa. The claim to peoples’ rights is not to be postponed 
for the future but as Gandhi said about peace, it is not something we attain 
after we find the way. It is the way.” The promise of human rights in history 
is being realized in the struggle of the poor and the emergence of a new 
solidarity consciousness. In this way, new structures for a new world com
munity and order are being created.______________________—

Value Assumptions and

in Rights AssessmentHni

James H. Mittelman
What are the yardsticks for assessing a changing human rights perfor

mance, both achievements and failures, in states aiming at a social transfor
mation? A number of governmental and non governmental reports are the 
occasion for, not the subject of, this essay. The purpose of this article is 
to identify a widely used set of values employed in human rights assess
ment. i will then note the limitations of this method of evaluation and sug
gest another point of departure for examining human rights performance.

Value Assumptions of the U.S. Department of State
In a 1983 survey. Country Reports on Human Ri^ts Practices, the 

United States Department of State expounds its standards and value 
assumptions.' Central to this framework for assessing human rights prac
tices are the values insc.ibed in “Dictatorship and Double Standards," Jeane 
Kirkpatricks’s well known article, which brpu^t her to the attention of Ronald 
Reagan. In a biting critir^ue of the foreign policy of the Carter administra
tion, she posited “that traditional authoritarian governments are less 
repressive than revolutionary autocracies, and that they are more suscepti
ble of liberalization, and that they are more compatible with U.S. interests,'* 
Admittedly, “a truly bestial ruler” may seize power In either kind of autocracy, 
but neither traditional nor revolutionary autocracies regularly produce such 
“moral rrKmsters” as Idi Amin and Joseph Stalin. Nonetheless, “systemic 
differences” between the two types of autocracy determine the extent to which
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they are repressive. “Generally speakinQ, traditional autocrats tolerate social 
inequaHties, brutality, and pov^ while revolutionary autoaacies create 
them.”

James H. Mlttelman

“hindered the country’s development,’ the report spotlights both sides of 
the balatKe sheet. On the one hand, there are no indications of government; 
sponsored disappearances. And individuals who fled the country at the time 
of Indenpendence have been invited to return and have not been subject 
to harassment or retribution. On the other hand, FREUMO has enacted 
measures to control the population. These include public whippings and the 
death penalty invoked by military tribunals or meted out at public trials. 
Althou^ the media promote the government’s general orientation, repor
ting on abuses within the system or no mistakes in the implementation of 
government policies is tolerated.

Mozambique has contributed irrqxirtantly to the welfare of refugees, most 
of whom have sought to escape persecution in South Africa, Latin America 
and Malawi. The government has made advances in health care and educa
tion. Despite the Marxist regime’s differences with the Catholic Church, 
FREUMO has loosened control of organized reli^on. FREUMO permits in
dividuals to operate small businesses, but property ownership is restricted.

Public floggings, particularly for black marketeering, are sanctioned by 
law. In rural areas, people are said to have been coerced to return to com
munal villages. Whm imprisioned, they must cope with “inadequate’ condi
tions. The government has established “reeducation centers’ where political 
nrisoners and other “anti-social elements’ are Interned, often for Indeterminate 
. . There have been reports of cruel treatment by guards at some 
centers.

Similarly, Reagan’s State Department postulates that “while non
communist dictatorships are capable, to varying degrees, of evolving into 
democracies, communist dictatorships are singularly resistant to 
demoaatization.’* The premise behind the thesis is forthrightly stated: 
‘Because communist and non-communist dictatorships differ so radically 
In their potentialities for the future, it follows that preventing communist dic
tatorships tram establishing themselves ought to be an especially hi^ priority
of any realistc and serious human tights policy.’^

The introduction to the State Department report ventilates these values 
and suggests the following criteria for evaluating human ri^ts practices. First 
is the freedom from governmental violations of the Integrity of the person. 
The second category is the ri^t to ei^ dvil and political liberties. Third, 
poHtlcal rights ate defined as the right of citizens to change their govern
ment. Finally, there Is discussion of general economic and social conditions 
in a given country.

nptlons in EvaluationThe application of th
This method of human rights assessment is deployed In the State 

Department’s 1983 report on Mozambique. The report is by no means an 
unmitigatedly critical account. A nuanced document worthy of serious at
tention, it may serve as a specimen of the moral and intellectual fiber of 
the Reai^ adirtnistration. The State Deparbnent’s main findings are sum
marized in the remainder of this section.

Mozambique, a centralized sin^ party state that professes a Marxlst- 
Lenintet Ideology, restricts political participallon: the dectorate votes for or 
against candidates whom the party has agreed may m.. for the national 
assembly. Controlled by a “small cadre of senior officials,’ the Mozambique 
Uberation Front (FRELIMO) dominates aU political activity in the country. 
In this top-down system, structures of mass Involvement allow the citizenry 
only to endorse government pobdes.

The integrity of the individual, whilegCBfaiiteadlalheajnstitution, is
often not honored in practice. Acknowledging adverse conSBOfis in Mozam
bique — Insurgent attacks spearheaded by the Mozambique National 
Resistance (MNR) and allegedly supported by South Africa, pervasive pover
ty, protracted drou^t — plus government economic policies that have

The Limitations of These Assumptions

Whereas my rendition of the State Department’s account is schematic, 
but it reveals a recurring problem In the assessment of human rights prac
tices: the lack of a proper appreclauon of history. Without a grasp of history, 
one cannot understand the dynamics of Mozambican scxdety. It is impor
tant to recall that Mozambique was ruled not by a liberal cdonial power 
but by the longest lived fascist regime on record. The elections held since 
Independence have In fact marked the first time when all aduh Mozambicans, 
save those who had served the colonial state, were entitled to vote for can
didates for pobtical office. In gauging the resubs of these elections, it is worth 
remembering that the United States took 13 years before giving Its citizens 
an opportunity to go to the polls. Althou^ conditions in that era differed 
from those today, our modem system offers Americans bttle freedom of 
choice. Hence the widespread cynicism concerning the meaningfulness of 
an electoral process where the options are narrowly defined, expressed in
Itt and 2nd Qii>n. 19S5
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James H. Mttelmanlow voter turnout.* ElectoreJ potttlcs tn the United States thus demonstrate
the limitations of fomnal measures of poStIcal participation, and call into ques
tion the validity of ranking voting as a primary expression of human rights.

A more tdling measure of the Involvement of the general citizenry in 
running the affairs of state is the social composition of major government 
agencies. Tabulations on the 1977 elections in Mozambique show that at 
the district level 20 percent of the deputies elected were workers and 40 
percent peasants; at the Popular Assembly, the country’s national parliament, 
32 percent of those dected were workers and 29 percent peasants.’ An in
dicator of political participation and changing social relations, too, is the 
representation of women in Mozambique’s le^laHve bodies. Proportional
ly there are more women in Mozambique's Popular Assembly than in the 
U.S. House of Representatives. Of the 219 deputies in the assembly, 28 
are women. Their presence is more pronounced in the local and district 
assemblies, where 28 percent and 24 percent, respectively, are women.*

In li^t of our own history, Americans should also understand the prac
tical reasons why govemements restrain political liberties during war time. 
Like the U.S. government, FREUMO has responded in no uncertain terms 
to acts of treason; it has Imposed the death penalty on Mozambiques who 
supply information to the MNR and thus cause their fellow citizens to be 
killed. Washington decries such “repressive measures’ even though they are 
a response to conditions that result in untold human misety and that threaten 
the survival of the state. Washington also maintains that FREUMO punishes 
alleged offenders without providing due process. But what is due process 
in a country that, as the State Department recognizes, is attempting to sup
plant its heritage of an inquisitional, rather than an adversary, system of 
law? Following 500 years of Portuguese colonialism, what should be ex
pected in the first decade of independence in a war-tom, impoverished coun
try that does not seek to mimic the American concept of justice?

Undeqjinning the Country Reports on Human Rights Practices is a 
pragmatic answer to this question; Whatever the historical legacy and
however burdensome the external political and economic pressures, a country
should observe a set of general principles of human rights. Never mind that 
the standards are derived from the Amrrican experience. Even in 
underdeveloped countries jarred by overriding problems such as drou^t and 
mass starvation, the State Department assl^is priority not to basic economic

needs but to the donuiin of purely political rights. Hence detention without 
proper legal safeguards, as in Mozambique’s reeducation centers, is seen 
as a flagrant violation of human rights. According to the State Department, 
the length of time one must spend in these camps is unspecified and the 
administrative system for releaseing those who have completed the reeduca
tion process if faulty. CoiKlitions are described as grim, but, admittedly, peas
ant life in Mozambique is spartan, and facilities in the centers are no worse 
than in rural areas generally.

FREUMO’s case is that uhe colonial power was not blacklisted for viola
tions of human ri^ts; meanwhile, the liberation ntovement led the campaign 
to get the main human right — independence — as well as major advances 
toward enabling the mass of Mozambicans to aitain the (human) ri^ts to 
health care and education. After the ravages of colonialism, FREUMO con
tends, it is no wonder that Mozambique’s urban centers — like Saigon (to
day Ho Chi Mitih City) — were replete with prostitutes, drug addicts, and 
smugglers. Since the days of Portuguese rule, the government has in fact 
closed prisons, not ope^ them, according to FREUMO.

The crux of the matter is that Mozambique’s reeducation centers must 
be considered within the national political economy as well as in relation 
to universal standards of human ri^ts. Quite clearly, American standards 
are not an historical alternative for Mozambique. In the evaluation of human 
tights performance, a balance must be struck between historical specfkaty 
(a position quite different from cultural relativism) and the laws of motion 
which drive the world political economy.

One sensible criterion is the situation that obtained before independetx;e 
arxl the direction in which Mozambique is headed. That Mozambicans readily 
dissent and are encouraged to voice criticism in the single party, but not 
in public, is certainly a step forward from what they knew under colonialis>".

Interwoven with a changing historical trajectory are the dynamics of 
social structure. Insofar as the State Department’s account extends beyorul 
interpersonal relations, it reverts to a limited and static notion of structure. 
It takes structure to mean formal authority, chiefly ii. the interactions bet
ween the state and the individual. Too, it views structu. - as the rights of 
capital — the report notes that FREUMO has limited “the right to own pro
perty." But property ownership is not generally seen as a human right, 
especially in a socialist society.’ The State Department’s view springing as 
it does from timeless abstract norms, blurs vistas of other kinds of struc
ture. We have already touched on changing relations between the sexes.
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W'-men’s rights,an area where Mozambiqiie has made some notable gains, 
are totally ignored in the State Department’s investigation.'"

Similarly, the State Department gives scant attention to other levels of 
social structure. Leaving class aside, one might expect the State Depart
ment to devote more than four sentences to race and ethnicity In a 10-page 
report. The State Department candidly says that tribalism" is not a source 
of political conflict in Mozambique arid that the number of prominent posi
tions held by Indians and white Mozambicans is much larger than their pro
portionate representation In the general population. There follows an 
ahistorical explanation and a non sequitur: this appears to be a reflection 
of the ^ter educational opportunities available to those groups prior to 
Independence rather than to dscrlmination against black Mozambicans.”'

Ahhou* schooling Is a factor, the leadership pattern and political educa
tion In Mozambique ate mote cottqjettng explanations. At FREUMas Se
cond Confess in 1968, considerable ferment developed among the leaders, 
partly related to the activities of a moderate nationalist faction that backed 
the conflicting tugs of ethnic loyalties and that stirred the rage of racial 
animosity unleashed by the Portuguese and white settler communities. The
other position to emerge at the con^s, championed by radical sodaHste, 
called for a social transformation, the basis for which would be overturning
capitalist relations of production — an enemy of a different order from a 
ra^ hierarchy.

Following the death by assassination of FREUMDs first president, Eduar
do Mondlane, in 1969, the "Satnota Group’ of sodaBsts won out. Relying 
heavily on mass political education, Mozambique’s leaders have enqjhasiz- 
ed that liberation, above all, requires a genuine social restructuring rather 
than a transfer of political power from one racial youp to another or to a 
narrow segment of society. No one who has lived in Mozambique denies
that FREUMas campaign against tribal ideology and racism has met with
considerable success.'* So, if one grants that history Is a guide to the cur
rent reality, then H is difficult to fathom the State Department’s Inference

James H. Mttehnan

that blacks would discrimtnate against fellow blacks on the basis of race 
in an independent black country. The purport of that argument is not clear, 
nor can I seize the meaning from the context of the passage.

Repression and Sodal Transformation

For reasons fundamentally different from those suggested by the State 
Department, a social transformation is punctuated by a structural propensi
ty to repress. To put it differently, in the drive for state power, radical 
movements typically claim to respect human tights, but once in office they 
seem to leave behind their dettxxTatic persuasion. Does political power thus 
coarsen the feelings of revolutionaries, or are they essentially hypocritical, 
as sometimes charged? This question can be answered only by identifying 
the profoutKl causes for the abridgement of human rights in societies aim
ing at a social transformation.

Social forces tooted without and within indulge in pressure, sponsor
ship of opposition movements, military raids, capital flight and other 
ecoiKxnic actions. (The varied histories of the Soviet Union, China, Viet
nam, Cuba, Chile, and Angola all Illustrate this.) When these structural con
ditions are induced into a national economy set against the very market prin
ciples upon which it is based, a new regime faces a cruel dilemma, namely 
to choose between a capitalist restoration and a crescendo of 
authoritarianism. Both options invite repression. Those who hold the reins 
of political power regard the fortifying the state as the lesser evil since the 
survival of the new order takes precederKe over other ends. They implicitly 
reason that certain ri^ts are soft or hollow rights if unaccompanied by others. ' 
When hard choices are made, often in the most trying circumstances, the 
difficulty Is that what is done in the narrK of socialism may become per
vasive. There remains the trying question, how to disembowel the repressive 
apparatus so that democratic rights are ensured in the throes of a social 
transformation?imlDi10 S« S*pta* UnWij.-n« Lbi TranUlo 
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James H. MUtelmanfa assessing human rights performance is fundamentai’y biased, indeed, 
one might question riv; utility of adopting standardized measures for 
judg^ human ri^ts performance.

For one thing, both the conservatives in Washington and many liberal 
observers propound the integrity of the individual, but, as Christian Bay 
argues, “they [Uberal writers] are not good at multiplying.” He adds: “1 believe
most of them would be bewildered at the suggestion that ten thousand human 
lives, too, ougjit to be protected with as much vigor as one human life.”'* 
Thus successive Demoaatic and Republican administrations have oppos
ed expanded definitions of human rights, concepts that extend beyond 
political ri^ts, to include basic needs (requirements (or survival), on the 
grouixl that such matters concern collectivities, not individuals, and im
pinge on the internal affairs of states. Policy makers in Washington perforce 
bdieve that if apartheid is construed as an act of systemic racism against 
a people, it must not be condemned as a violation of human ri^ts.

Closely related is the issue of selectivity of human rights standards. 
Former Ambassador Kirkpatrick, for example, refused to receive the relatives
of the four American missionaries slain in El Salvador in 1980, but agreed 
to rendezvous with South African Gerwrals at the U.S. Mission because of 
her personal policy of “being open to people and being willing to listen to 
almost any p^t of view.”'* Subsequently, in a human ri^ts debate at the 
UN in 1983, she ol^ected to resolutions adopted by the General Assembly 
accusing B Salvador, Chile, and Guatemala of human ri^ts abuses. Cudgel
ing her critics, the U.S. chief delegate asked why these countries were singl
ed out when other countries in the te^on — she referred to Cuba— have 
worse human rights records. “Chile is a focus of attention in this body,” she 
intoned, “not because of human rights concerns but — let us be clear — 
because it is a political target.”'* The difficulty with this argument is that 
it is both reductionist and instrumental. That is, the assessment of human 
rights practices by the U.S. government — and by some other human ,ights 
organizations as well'* — is derivative; the findings are preordained, for the 
conclusions are built into the premises.

The intellectual and political exercise of forging measuring rods for gaug
ing human ri^ts performance reflects the positivist claim that thought is 
external to action. It skips over historical specificity by fusing diverse 
phenomena into simple categories — of which Jeane Kirkpatrick, the ar
chitect of Ronald Reagan’s human rights policy, recognizes a total of two 
in the Third World. Embroidering on her eeulier system of classification, Mrs. 
Kirkpatrick divides Latin American governments into authoritarian (rightist 
and friendly to the U.S.) and totalitarian (leftist and unfriendly) regimes. Fur
ther, she charges that basing U.S. policies on “ideology,' as in the Carter 
years, threatens our vital interests and invites Cuban victories."

Conclusion

Instead of adopting an inventory of human rights criteria, we ought to 
focus on the explanatory factors behind a changing human rights perfor
mance. An alternative to listing human rights priorities — a highly subjec
tive and value-laden exercise — is to determine the primary causes that ac
count for symptomatic abuses. The task is to develop a framework inter- 
coruiecting the elements that explain the extent of dettKxu-acy ar J repres
sion urxler concrete conditions. Among these elements are differing historical 
trajectories, the dynamics of social structure, the efficacy of national efforts 
to meet economic needs, arxf the dilemmas vexing political leadership — 
not least those emanating from the world system. These are the critical issues 
that warrant thoroughgoing investigation and debate in an assessment of 
the political economy of human rights.
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Thm African Refugee Dilemma:
A Challenge for intematianai Laie

and Polieg
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♦ salads
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The refugee phenomenon in Africa is not novel; but what is different 
from the past is the changed nature as well as scope of the refugee prob
lem. The number of refugees In Africa has dramatically increased since 
1970. Many receiving countries, however, have suffered economic decline 
in the recent past. Consecpiently, they perceive the presence of refugees to 
be unduly burd
stability in the region. After identifying the nature and magnitude of the prob
lem in the next section, this article provides a brief review of the pertinent 
legal framework presently available to assist in the management and resolu
tion of the problem. The protection Issues are blighted. The final section 
offers an appraisal and a set of recommendations.

The Problem
The scale and Intensity of the refugee problem in Africa can be ap

preciated only In the broader context of the economic hardships many receiv- 
ing countries are already facing. Some of them are among the poorest In 
the world. The recent drought in Africa has further compounded the pli^t 
of many countries abeady suffering from severe ecoiKxnic setbacks, especially 
in their agricultural sector. To add to their misery, a mounting forei^ debt 
crisis has forced governments to deny to their people “the most basic public 
services as their governments devote dwindling erqgort earnings, their main 
source of irxxxne, to economic and political survival.’'An observer has signal
ed a grim warning: “Without a solution to the debt crisis, the African na
tions can neither gain the agricultural self-sufficiency that is needed im
mediately, nor dream of an economic takeoff even beyond the year 2000.”*

and also as a cause of political and economic in-
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The presence of refugees and returnees further exacerbates the ecorxxnlc 
problems of many African countries. As of 1984 the number of African 
refugees is estimated at 2.6 million.’ However, significant variance exists 
among sources in numbers reported resulting in unreliability of refugee 
statistics. To illustrate, according to one study, in late 1983, "the total number 
of officially recoffiized refugees and other politically displaced persons ranged 
between five and six million,”’ while the numbws reported in 1980 were 
just over four million.’ Similarly, statistics on refugees in Somalia varied In 
two reports, 700,000 In one and 1,540,000 in the other, while numbers 
for Burundi were reported at 50,000 in 1979,234,000 in 1980, and 57,000 
in 1984.‘ In any event, the number has significantly increased since 1970 
when a million refugees were reported to be in Africa.’

A special dimension of refugee statistics in Africa is that many displac
ed persons do not satisfy the technical requirements of the legal definition 
of a “refugee” as recognized by the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees (UNHCR). Also, in some instances, receiving countries do not ac
cord asylum seekers who cross their borders the status of refugees. For ex
ample, people fleeing Equatorial Guinea who were relocated in Cameroon 
without being recognized as refugees. Althou^ these migrants had political 

for leaving Equatorial Guinea and would have satisfied the recognized

VedP. Nanda

offering their support, generously and with understanding.”* Earlier, at the 
Arusha meeting. President Nyerere of Tanzania remarked; “All refugees are 
individuals with a right to life in Africa... I do not believe that dealing with 
the problem of 3.5 million people, and giving them a chance to rebuild their 
dignity and their lives, is an impossible task for 46 nations and their 350 
million inhabitants.” More recently, however, some of these countries are 
showing heavy strains.

The sheer magnitude of the problem is overwhelming. The adverse im
pact on some affected countries has become especially severe because of 
several factors: (1) the economic plight of these countries; (2) the continu
ing influx of refugees, caused by unstable economic and political conditions 
in parts of Africa, and (3) the nature of the refugee problem which in many 
instances is seen not as a temporary pheT,omenon, but a long-lasting 
challenge, which requires durable solutions and long-term assistance from 
the receiving countries.

In a recent study on voluntary repatriation programs for African 
refugees,'* published by the British Refugee Council, the author. Jeff Crisp, 
criticized the repatriation of Ethiopian refugees from Djibouti and Ugandan 
refugees from Southern Sudan and Zaire. The study concludes that in Africa 
a “more restrictive mood holds sway” on the refugee issue. Consequently, 
refugees are under increasing pressure.

The study finds that: ^
In East Africa, refugees have been 'swapped* between the governments cf Tan- 
zania and Kenya. Ugandan refugees in Kenya have been abducted, apparently 
with the concurrence of local security services, and in Tanzania, the government 
is currently attempting to secure the removal of many Rwandan refuge^ from 
the Kagera area, victims of an eadier expulsions exercise implemented by

reasons
criteria for a refugee, political considerations caused Cameroon not to 
recognize them as refugees.

Traditionally, many African countries receiving refugees have been 
generous in offering their assistance and support. Their attitude toward 
refugees is also appropriately reflected by African leaders at the meetings 
of the Organization of African Unity (OAU). To iUustrate, following the 
1979 Arusha Conference on the Situation of Refugees in Africa, the OAU 
Council of Ministers met and a summit conference took place of Heads of 
State and Government, both of which considered the issue of refugees. In 
his report on these meetings, the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees (UNHCR) observed; “mhc African leaders strongly demonstrated 
that they appreciate the gravity of the problem and their responsibility to 
do all in their power to assist refugees. The peoples of the continent are

Uganda."
In criticizing the repatriation programs from Djibouti. Sudan and Zaire, 

the study notes:
Host countries are rx> longer able to tolerate the indefinite presence oi large refugee 
populations. Countries of origin wc the refugees to return, as it confers
le9titT>acy on their government anc 
dltional economic aid. The donot 
ior>g-term commitmeni to refugee 
reintegration of refugees in their country oi ori^.*'

basis on which to appeal for ad- 
;ing for a means of limitirrg their 
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VedP. Nando
Among the more pubtctzed expulsions of afiens, the dramatic expul

sions from Nigeria in 1983 were followed by yet another mass expulsion 
of aBens from Nigeria in April-May 1985,ahhoush Nigeria has JusUiied 
Its actions on the ^ound that those expelled were illegal immiTants and 
not those with valid entry and residence pemrits. And Nigeria is not alone 
In expdiing aliens; Instances of such expulsion have taken place In Burundi, 
Crenetoon, the Congo Republic, Ghana, Ivoiy Coast, Rwanda, Uganda and 
Zaire.'* Aixl, as Gakn Kibteab has forced ar^ied, traditional tribal 
hospitality no longer holds true In the 20th century Africa, for In his words, 
•ho^pHality In a state of poverty Is Inooncelvable.’"

Thus, it Is appropriate to ask whether the existing principles, policies 
and mechanisms ensure adequate protection of the refugees. This Inquiiy 
should lead next to a study of the changes. If necessary. In the existing prin
ciples, policies and machhery, to meet the present needs of refugees, and 
further to explore akematives if needed. A useful starting point U the ap
praisal of the existing legal framework.
The EsMIiig Legal Framework

The appBcable legal Instruments kxdude the 1951 Statute of the Office 
of UnItBd Nations ttgh Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR Statute), “ the 
1951 Convention Rdatlr^ to the Status of Refugees (the 1951 Convention)," 
the 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of R^igees (the 1967 Protocol)," 
the 1969 OAU Convention Goverrtfng the Specific Aspects of Refugee fitob- 
lems hi Africa, ’, md the 1981 African Charter on Human and Peoples’ 
Ri^.**

ThedefHUonof areftigeeurKierthel951 Convention and the UNHCR 
Statute b that of a person who:

l«)i a ire* ol eimu oooinlnB Wow 1 Jrnueiy 1951 md oWig to »p*iound»d 
ire of bWo preacuW for nawna of lacs. nieion, natlonalay, monbrnhlp 
(ifapeillcdariodalg«»patpotlloalo|ilnlon,lsoutildalhaoounbyo(hlina- 
flon^ and Is unahla, or owkis to nich ire. Is unwOng to aviS hfemalf of the

protection of that countiv; or who. not having a nationality and being outside 
the counhy of his tenner habitual lestdenoe as a result of such events, is unable 
or. owing to such fear. Is unwilling to return to It."

The 1967 Protocol expanded the definition of refugee by eliminating the 
geographic and temporal limitations of the 1951 Convention’s definition, 
extenc^g It to include all refugees on the basis of equality." The 1969 
African Refugee Convention further extended the definition of ’Refugee” to 
include:

eveiy person who owing to extemd agiession (sic] ocaipatlon, fo 
tkm. or
his country of ori^ or nationality, is compdied to leave his pla(» of habitual 
residence in order to seek refuge in another place outside his country of ori^n 
or nationabty.”

la-
seriously dsturbing public order in either part or dre whole of

The Convention especially states that granting asylum “shall not be regard
ed as an unfriendly act.”" It contains detailed provisions regarding asylum" 
and voluntary repatriation of -efugees." Of special note is the Convention 
provision that “no person shall be subjected by a Member State to measure 
such as rejection of at the frontier.. .which would compel Iton to return 
or remain in a territory where his life, physical integrity or liberty would be
threatened.’’"

Similarly, the African Charter protects the individual’s right to freedom 
of movement and residence within the borders of a member state." It pro
vides that an individual has the right to leave any country, including one’s 
own and to return to it.” There is. however, a caveat, that the individual 
must be lawfully within the state’s borders before being protected: ‘A non
national legally admitted in a territory of a State Party to the present Charter, 
may only be expelled from It by virtue of a decision taken in accordance 
with the law.*"’ Also, the right of the individual to seek and obtain asylum
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VedP. Nandawhen persecuted is protected.’' It may be noted that the only comparable 
international instrument providing lor the right of asylum is the American 
Convention on Human Ri^ts.”

Several other international legal instruments apply to refugees which may 
be noted. These include Protocol 1 to the 1949 Geneva Convention of August 
12, 1949,” which contains provisions on the status of refugees in armed 
conflict arid to family reunification.” Also applicable, although not particularly 
effective, are the 1954 Convention Relating to the Status of Stateless 
Persons” and the 1%1 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness,’* 
which provide protection to stateless persons, many of whom are also 
refugees; the 1957 Hague Agreement Relating tc Refugee Seamen” and 
the 1973 Protocol Relating to Refugee Seamen;’* the International Cove
nant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rfcjits” 'nd the International Cove
nant on Civil and Political Rights;** and the 1956 Convention on the 
Recovery Abroad of Maintenance,*' pertinent to the situation of split refugee 
families.

mass expulsion in the 1981 African Charter.
Thew African instruments complement the 1951 Conventian, the 1%7 

Protocol and the UNHCR statute which establish international standards 
for the treatment of refugees. Certainly the most significant contribution 
toward protection of refugees is provided under these instruments by the 
inclusion of the principle of non-refoulement. The principle mandates that 
a refugee shall not be expelled or returned “in any manner whatsoever to 
the frontiers of territories where his life or freedom would be threatened on 
account of his race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social 
group or political opinion."*’ Further, a refugee is not to be expelled to coun
tries of persecution.*’ The only exception to the non-refoukment principle 
is that there are “reasonable grounds” for regarding a refugee as a danger 
to the security of the country of asylum, or if the refugee, “having been con
victed by a final judgment of a particularly serious crime, constitutes a danger 
to the community of that country.”**

The protections granted under these instruments could be lost If: those 
individuals deemed refugees voluntarily reavall themselves of the protection 
of their country of nationality;*’ having lost their nationality they voluntarily 
reacquire it;** having acquired a new nationality, they enjoy the protection 
of the country of that nationality;*’ they voluntarily reestablished themselves 
in the country that they left or outside of which they remained owing to fear 
of persecution;** or they are able to return to their country of nation 'ity 
or former habitual residence because circumstances have changed *’ 

Under these instruments the refugees are guaranteed minimum stan
dards of treatment enjoyed by aliens generally in the country of asylum.’* 
They have rights to property,’' freedom of association,” gainful

To recapitulate some of the special features contained in the African 
instruments — the 1%9 Convention and the 1981 African Charter — as 
they apply to the protection of African refugees, they are: (1) expansion of 
the definition of a refugee by the 1969 African Convention, (2) inclusion 
of the ri^t of asylum In the 1981 African Charter, and (3) prohibition against
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authority, the General Assembly has effectively extended the competence 
of the Hl^ Commissioner to provide protection and assistance to persons 
who have been forced to seek refuge outside their country of origin because 
of war or other political or social disturbances. It may be recalled that the 
1969 OAU Convention on Refugees corresponds broady to the wider defini
tion of the term “refugee.”

The UNHCR has the twin functions of providing International protec
tion and material assistance to refugees. Reporting on the international pro
tection function, the High Commls. oner has recently acknowledged that 
this function

has become v«fy diffk. oh in 0
with regard to the admission of refugees and to the standard of treatment ac
corded them. There has been a perceptible tendency on the part of States to 
view asyhffn and the refugee concq)t in a restrictive manner. To these trends 
must be added the practice of certain States to resort to measures of "deter
rence” including the unjustified detention of refugees, sometimes under harsh

employment,” welfare,” freedom of movement," 
ministrative assistance.” States are not to Impose pfc..aiiit- 
legally entering their tenttory, provided the refugees presen. irienuelves 
without delay to the ai -horlties and show good cause for their illegal entry
or presence." No restrictions are to apply to such refugees'movements‘other
than those which are necessary and such restrictions shall only be applied 
until their status In the country Is regularized or they obtain admission Ir j 
another country.”” A reasonable period Is to be allowed for admission, and 
all the necessary facilities are to be provided for obtaining such admission.” 
The 1951 Convention requires that the assimilation and naturalization of 
refugees be facilitated and expedited,” and ‘Jm U.N. High Commissioner 
Ux Refugees is obliged to ensure the protection of refugees through com
pliance with international arrangements on refugees.”

The 1951 Convention and the statute of the Office of the UNHCR, 
adopted by the General Assembly a year earlier,*’ are complementary in- 
sofre as the Convention describes the various ri^ts and obUga^s of 
refugees, while the statute defines u.e persons of concern to the High Com
missioner and the action required by the Office of UNHCR to tal:e on their 
behalf. Since both instniments define a refugee nanowly, the U.N. General 
Assembly has repeatedly calleo m the High Commissioner to lend his 
good otfices to assist displaced persons, returrrees, and other migrants who 
do not necessarily fail within the terms of this definition. Thus, in 1959, 
the United Nations recognized fie rl^its of de facto refugees and adopted 
a resolution authorizing the UNHCR to use hte good offices on the transmls- 
slr f contributions designed to provide assistance” to the refugees who 
do iKi come within the marxlate of the Statute.** Under the “good offices”

Problam r. particular contimK to arise

conditkxis.**
The High Commissioner further noted that there were discernible 

“xenophobic trends” In many countries. He identified a possible reason for 
a restrictive approach to asylum: the perception of the receiving states where 
entering persons have fled from an armed conflict or other political or social 
upheavals in their home country that these may be temporary instances. 
He also noted that “asylum-seekers have been caught up with transfrxxrtier- 
and transcontinental-flows of per. s moving from less developed areas of 
the world in search of ecorxxnic beuerment.”** Further, “[b)acklogs in asylum 
procedures... have adversely affected the image of the refugee by creating 
the impression that the refugee probleni is an apparently endless and insur
mountable one.”*’ He called for “a comprehensive approach [which] should 
include efforts to obtain a better understanding of the root causes, to im
prove existing mechanisms for providing assistance, and to pay closer at
tention to finding lasting solutions to refugee situations, having particular 
regard to that of voluntary repatriation.”**

The Hi^ Commissionet's repc 1 Identified the following areas which the 
High Commissioner's Office perceived as causing problems In protection 
— asylum, non-refoulement, physical safety of refug^ arid asylum-seekers, 
detention of refugees and asylum-seekers. The report concluded that “ef
forts must be made by all concerned, itKludlng UNHCR, to promote a
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favorable chmate of public opinion which is a vital precondition for positive 
action in the field of international pro'-Kiion."”

UNHCR material assistance may ccnsist of immediate relief assistance 
which it provides on an emergency basis at the invitation of a concerned 
country in cooperation with voluntary or governmental agencies that offer 
relief to the refugees in that country. However, its major concern is to find 
durable solutions, whether relating to voluntary repatriation, local settlement, 
or resettlement in third countries. Its help inclu^ counseling, education, 
resettlement, and treatment and rehabilitation of the handicapped. Its work 
also Includes cooperative effort with several U.N. agencies and humanitarian 
assistance pro^-ams for refugees that do not fall technically within the 
UNHCR mandate. Its funds are provided on a voluntary basis annually by 
UN members, intergovernmental organizations, intergovernmental agencies, 
and nongovernmental organizations.

The UNHCR projects are budgeted under the headings of general pro
-ams arxf special programs. The non-operational nature of its work requires 
that UNHCR rely on voluntary agencies and governments for the emergen
cy care and maintenance of refugees. However, because of the voluntary 
nature of UNHCR financing, effective planning is almost impossible and the 
Office of the Hi^ Commissioner is hampered in effectively performing its 
coordinating role.

Appraisal and Recommendations

The restricted definition of a refugee which appears in the UNHCR 
statute, the 1951 Convention, and the 1967 Protocol does not cause a ma
jor problem for African refugees, primarily because of the pertinent provi
sions contained in the 1969 African Refugee Convention and the 1981 
African Charter. Thus, whether the African refugee is a returnee, a migrant, 
a humanitarian case, or an asylum-seeker,'° UNHCR assistance is likely to 
be accorded. But, even In the African context, questions of adequate pn> 
tection do arise. Also, the question of material assistatKe by the interna
tional community remains a serious problem.

During the past few years, international community has recognized the 
need to examine the refugee problem in general and not merely in terms 
of focusing on the ameliorative aspects of the problem, I.e., by providing 
emergency relief and humanitarian assistance. A brief review of the recent 
initiatives at the United Nations is pertinent. These initiatives are designed 
to proceed beyond the traditional approach of reacting after the event. This

Ved P. Nanda

review will be followed by a few observations on the protection and assistaiKe 
aspects of the refugee problem in the African context.
Recent Initiatives on the Refugee Problem in General

Since 1980 the U.N. Commission on Human Rights and the U.N. 
General Assembly have been engaged in discussions focused on identifying 
the causes of mass flows and devising preventive measures in an attempt 
to cope with them. Based upon the Special Rapporteur's study on Human 
Rights and Mass Exoduses in DecembCT 1981,” the U.N. General Assembly 
at its 37th and 38th sessions adopted resolutions on the subject. Salutary 
efforts are underway to find durable, constmctive, comprehensive and in
novative solutions, both short and long term, to the refugee problem. These 
include a recent draft declaration of principles of international law on mass 
expulsion.

The Special Rapporteur's Study identified artKing the complex and multi
ple causes of mass exoduses certain ‘'push’ factors including ideological and 
cultural conflict, development problems in developing countries, economic 
disparities, and natural disasters, while 'Vull” factors include assistance and 
aid by the international community to rdugees, the attraction of the stan
dard of living in the industralized countries and expectations of humane 
treatment of asylum-seekers there.

The Study made several specific recommendations. It urged an updating 
of refugee, nationaHty and labor laws as well as a reappraisal of the prevalent 
asylum practices in the context of the promotion of a New International 
Humanitarian Order. It called upon the international community to provide 
effective development assistance, to standardize the international aid criteria, 
to coordinate humanitarian and development assistance measures, and to 
better Integrate multilateral and bilateral aid. In focusing upon voluntary 
repatriation as an important solution to the refugee problem, the Stuu^ li
ed for effective coordination between countries of origin and countries of 
asylum.

The Study further proposed that a monitoring and assessing 
mechanism, an early warning system be introduced based on impartial in
formation gathering and data collection concerning mass exodus situations. 
It also suggested that improved methods to determine the number of af
fected people be used, that a trigger mechanism be Introduced to generate 
immediate and timely responses to crises, and that a corps of “humanitarian 
observers’ be established. The study also proposed that the U.N. Secretary
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international refugee instruments become parties to these instruments. 
However, it is even more importa; t that there be a hah to the ever-increasing 
violations of the physical safety of refugees and asylum-seekers. Reports 
of widespread refoulement and denial of asylum are a cause of serious con
cern. No effective means exist to ensure international protection of refugees. 
The High Commissioner's efforts toward enhancing general awareness on 
the issue by holding seminars U desirable. However, it is only through sus
tained efforts on the part of UNHCR, coupled with international coopera
tion, that refugees can be assured of non-refoulement and international 
protection.

Australia’s recent initiative on temporary refuge offers a useful starting 
point in undertaking a fresh consideration of asylum. Also, the recent pro
posals for a New International Humanitarian Order stem from the need for 
a progressive development of humanitarian law in the broadest sense. It is 
hoped that they can be formulated with precision to provide a basis 
for redefining existing legal standards regarding asylum and refugees.

In 1981, the U.N. General . assembly estabBshed a group of governmen
tal experts on international cooperation to avert new flows of refugees.” 
The recommendations in the Special Rapporteur’s Study offer the group of 
experts useful information and analysis for their consideration. Finally, a code 
of conduct with an international monitoring scheme seems a useful next step 
in our efforts toward preventing mass exoduses.

Protection of the African Refugee
It is essential that the asylum, voluntary repatriation, and mass expul

sion issues be examined carefully. The continued effc ts of the OAU have 
been exemplary. However, it seems imperative that adequate safeguards be 
provided to ensure the safety of refugees.” It is also essential that volun
tary repatriations are indeed ’Voluntary.’’ This would require that In addition 
to tl, 1 convening of the tripartite commission (as was done in IDjibouti with 
the UNHCR and the two governments concerned to discuss the details of 
a voluntary repatriation program), independent voluntary organizations and 
freely chosen refugee representatives be involved in the process.” Also, such 
programs should be undertaken only after the reports of independent fact
finding missions to the country of origin are made public. Such missions 
should be comprised of independent voluntary organizations and freely 
chosen representatives of refugees.

General appoint a special representative for hurrranitarian questions.
In response, a number of states and various U.N. agencies commend

ed Study for its innovative suggestions and for recommendations toward 
the adoption of nreasures aimed at providitrg an integrated and planned ap
proach to the problems generated by a trtassive humanitarian emergency. 
But for the caution expressed by some that the implementation of specific 
measures should not lead to dupUcatkm of efforts and the further proUfera- 
tkm of institutions to handle similar subject matter, the consensus was that 
a desirable first step had been taken in the Study. The response by the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations to the Spedai Rapporteur reflected 
a wide a^eement when he said, 1 find the conceptual approach which you 
have taken is excellent, and wekxime the imaginative proposals which you 
have advanced.’”

To appreciate the S^''Vs recommend'.tion on the need for a fiesh con
sideration of asylum practices, it is necessary to recall that the recent reports 
of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees have aU drawn 
attenUoTi to the abuse of the rl^t of asylum, and the erosion of the 
priTKiple of the law of asylum. In his most recent statement at a meeting 
of the Executive Committee of the High Commissioner’s Program, the High 
Commissioner said:

Pertiaps my 9«atest concern, one I have refored to on several recent occa
sions, has been the manifest avsior h many pats o( the worid o( the fundamental 
concept of asylum, coupled with a tendency to looli the other wa/ when we 
tall of dwable solutions. Are we sufferfng‘coiirrasslcn fatigje'? Have the number, 
magiltude and duration of ma|or refugee situations In the world led to a dtsaf- 
fecdcn, perhaps even a certain cynldsm. In the tntemaBonai community which 
has for so long staunchly upheld the hi
assistance which are the foundations of our comncn endeavor? I sincerely hope

principles of piote,.tion and

not.
The Executive Committee has before It a note on Intematicnal protec

tion. . .which points to disturbing trends wWch, I am convinoed, we all must 
deplore. For example, we live in an age when asiAim-seekers are no longer only 
border crossers, but arrive by sea and by air in increasing large numbers In 
countries f» away bom their homelands. In Europe, In North America and
elsewhere. Their very presence and the problems resulting from the dimensions
of this new phenomenon are exploited by xenophobic tendencies In public opi
nion. I Wei understand the dilemma lacing many host countries, but I fear that 

some Governments to consider adopting n stric- 
lasures which in my view should never be resorted 

to In deakng with refugees. 1 can propose no easy solution to this Towing problem 
of Intercontinental jet-age asylum seekers and “refugees In orbit.'”

these dfhcultlesim 
nw practices and d

The erosion of the insfituuon of asylum has continued to be a grave 
problem. It is essential that countries which have not yet e -eded to the
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Assistance to the African Refugee VedP. Nanda

refugee as well.*’ Special assistance programs for refugees ftom South Africa 
and Namibia need to be continued.'*

A plea for further funds to assist the refugees in general and those In 
Africa in particular has recently been made in the August 1985 issue of the 
UNHCR publication Refugees. The editorial states: “In 1985, UNHCR re
quires some US$ 500 million to meet the needs both of regular refugee pro
grammes throu^out the world, and of the critical emergency programmes 
in Africa. UNHCR’s programmes are not luxuriot s — if the necessary funds 
are not fourxl, refugees will suffer.”"

The editorial anticipates a shortfall of $50 trillion. The aeation of a 
special UNHCR fund for durable solution alone will not suffice. A proposal 
that grants and loans from international financial institutions to devdoping 
asylum states be considered as part of the development programs of those 
states needs to be implemented expeditiously."

The International community has generously provided for African 
refugees throu^ pledges to the UNHCR and especially through the efforts 
of the 1981 and the 1984 International Conferences on Assistance to 
Refugees in Africa (ICARA I AND II). It is appropriate that the theme of 
ICARA II was “time for solutions.” By linking refugee assistance to 
developmental aid in the affected countries, especially in the Horn of Africa, 
Sudan, and several countries in Central and E^t Africa, U.N. experts review
ed several developmental prefects submitted by 14 affected countries to 
ICARA n. The ol^ect was to provide assistance toward a strengthening of 
the economic and social infrastmetures in these countries so as to provide 
a cushioning of the serious impact created by the refugees and returnees. 
Reporting on the achievements of ICARA II, the Hi^ Commissioner called 
the conference “one of the most encouraging events of the past year.”" 
He added:

The Conference was motivated, among other things, by a need to ac^ust to new 
realities in the refugee situation in the devdoping world. Governments were ask
ed to endorse a new strategy linking aid to refugees wldi devdopment aid, to 
strengthen national infrastructures and dso to promote or consobdate the durdile 
solutions achieved throu^ the UNHCR proyammes. The response of the Con
ference to those goals was o 
is dte translation of the prindptes agreed upon into action.^*

It is encoura^ng that the World Bank is now actively associating itself with 
the development efforts undertaken by UNDP and other intergovernmental 
and nongovernmental organizations.’’

In the recent past, several recommendations to provide durable solu
tions to the refugee problem in Africa have been offered by astute observers, 
such as T.F. Betts," Shelly Pitterman," and Calm Kibreab." The impor
tance of development objectives is recognized in the recent efforts, and em
phasis is on integrated zonal development. John Rogge has recently 
highli^ted the importance of considering seriously the needs of the urban

In conclusion, it seems imperative that concerted efforts by international 
agencies, voluntary organizations and inofei^jal countries continue on a 
regular basis to all^ate the refugees’ plight in Africa and to offer them the 
needed protection. We have no choice because the refugees’ dilemma is all 
humanity’s dilerruna.

ngly positive. What we need to see now
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Baffour Agyeman-Duah

The ri^t to peace and security Is perhaps the most fundamental rt^t 
of all nations. It Is Implicit, If not explicit, In nearly all declarations, conven
tions, treaties and laws governing the conduct of relations between nations. 
In the pre-nuclear age the pursuit of national and International security could 
be effected through “balance of power' and alliance systems. War could be 
fbu^t, often with disastrous consequences, but dvlUzatian could be 
regenerated.

The emergence of nuclear weapons In contemporary International rela
tions has changed the content, strategy and possible consequences of war, 
and has brou^t Into sharp focus the most challenging security Issue ever 
to face mankind. The only atomic weapons thus far used In warfare, two 
bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki In 1945, killed an estimated 
200 to 300,000 people, and the radiation effects continue to debilitate hund
reds of Japanese to this day.

In 1945 there were nine atomic bombs. Today, In the United States 
and the Soviet Union alone, there are over 46,000 nuclear weapons In 
strateiSc, Intermediate and tactical inventories.' The destructive power of 
a single warhead on a MIRVed missile Is more than a hundred times that 
of tlje bombs dropped In 1945. Nevertheless, the two superpowers continue 
to build up their nuclear arsenals and seek Ingenius ways to conduct a 
Actable and winnable nuclear war!

It Is generally assumed that war between the superpowers cannot be 
easily limited to conventional warfare. Moreover, most conventional weapons 
have been nuclearized In recent years. The effects of superpower war can
not be limited to their territories. The Caldlcott-Sagan theory of “nuclear 
winter” recently strengthened by a Pentagon-funded study by the National 
Academy of Sciences makes credible the notion that a nuclear war between 
the powers would victimize Innocent bystanders.”
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and suggest ways for achieving it in various regions of the world. Our ex
ploration will proceed in three parts. First, we shall define and examine the 
concept. Second, we shall study NWFZ within the context of specified 
regions. The focus will be on regions that have achieved or have greater 
prospects for achieving the NWFZ and where it is actively pursued. Finally, 
obstacles hindering progress toward NWFZ as well as prospects will be 
addressed.

Furthermore, the strategy of these powers to Incorporate’ strategic 
points around the world for bases and command and control centers, to 
litter the depths of the oceans with their nuclear submarines, and now to 
move their weapons to the heavens — the soKalled “Star Wars’or “Strategic 
Defense Initiative’ concept of the US — has expanded their battlefield to 
every conceivable reach of man. In r o doing, th^ have stripped nations of 
their ability to protect their f -^ples and their right to exist without fear, in
timidation, or threat.

The danger of nuclear weapons becomes more acute when prolifera
tion assumes a horizontal trend and leads to the creation of regional nuclear 
powers. The general Instability affecting most regions of the world makes 
nuclear weapons in such areas a greater potential for pre-emptive conven
tional wars that could easily trigger nuclear exchange or pre-empt firststrike. 
The management and control of nuclear weapons in nations whose 
technological
dangers. Furthermote, regional nuclear con8icts could easily trigger Big Power 
intenwnUon, particularly In strategic regions. As Leonard Spector has stated 
in regard to the Nfiddle East In his recently released study, a handful of nuclear 
weapons could destroy any country in the region, kill hundreds of thousands 
of people, and if used against Gulf oil fields, undermine the economies of 
the W.. ..’A nuclear war in a strategic re^on Uke the Middle East, therefore, 
cannot be free from superpower intervention and its associated dangers. 
Another danger in horizontal probferation is that new nuclear nations put 
themselves at a greater risk by becoming potential targets for the nuclear 
superpowers, who may lave to take account of every conceivable source 
of nudear tfireat in their contingency plans.

These compelling security risks require urgent and effective measures 
to stop the spre^ and possible use of nuclear weapons. One such measure, 
we will argue, is the adoption of the “nuclear weapons free zones’ (NWFZ) 
concept by re^ons free of the weapons. When fleshed out Into concrete 
form, NWFZ can arrest the spread of nuclear weapons as an important first 
step toward the control and eventual elimination of the weapons. We also 
consider that new collective security systems are called for in the nuclear 
age. It is In these ditections that we consider NWFZ arguments as imjror- 
tant first steps toward effective control of nuclear proliferation and dynamic 
regional security arrangements. Nothing can be more Important for secu- - 
Ing the ri^t of nations to peace and security in the nuclear age than for 
nations to create systems^ that insulate them a^lnst the possibility of nuclear 
threats and warfare.

Our objective In this paper is therefore to explore the NWFZ concept

Nuclear Weapons Free Zone (NWFZ)

The basic aim of NWFZ Is to limit the spread of nuclear weapons by 
preventing their introduction into areas as yet free from them. It ensures 
that where necessary, nuclear developments in a non-nuclear weapons state 
(NNWS) be devoted only for peaceful purposes. This aim should be sought 
throu^ regional initiative. While this aim reinfo"-s the basic provisions of 
the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), there am semi- Sfferences between these 
two peace-seeking measures. The NWFZ and flPT have a common objec
tive of seeking international security throu^ the prevention of the spread 
of nuclear weapons. The difference between the two, K.'Ujpver, lies in their 
approach to the objective. The NPT seeks the objectiv., first, by requiring 
nuclear Powers “not to transfer’ nuclear weapons or its technology and 
devices and not to assist in any way the development of such weapons by 
the NNWS. Secondly, it requires the NNWS not to receive or manufacture 
nuclear weapons or devices. The NWFZ, on the other hand, sedts a regional 
collective initiative towards the objective. It requires NNWSs of specific 
geographic regions to come together to renounce the introduction, devetep- 
ment, deployment, or use of nuclear devices in their region. The NWFZ en- 

that desl^iated zones are free from Big Power hegemonic rivalries and 
foreign military presence in all its forms. It also stands in opposition to arm
ed occupation of any territory in the zone by outside powers, and direct or 
indirect intervention and the threat of force. Finally, NWFZ demands the 
respect of nuclear-weapon states (NWS) for NWVS and calls on the NWS 
to undertake nor to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against them. 
Therein lies the utility of NWFZ as an effective regional security system in 
the nuclear age.

■nre NWFZ has come to be recognized as the most practical means 
to halt the horizontal proliferation of nuclear weapons. It has been considered 
in numerrxrs disarmament negotiations at the United Nations and other in
ternational forums. During the past two decades, several proposals for NW’'Z 
have surfaced with regard to areas like Central Europe, the Balkans, the
lit and 2nd QuaXei. 1985
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(b) The rac^pt, tknge, kHtafadon, dqiloyranl and any (aim of pouts- 
Don of any nudaaf wgapons, dractly cr kKtracdy by Ihe Panto thamaahto, 
by anyone on their behatf or in any other way.

2. The Con-racting Parfles abo undertake to refrain from engaging In. an* 
coura^ or authorizing draedy or incBrectiy, or In any way partldpetin] in the 
testing, use. maruifacbBe, production, poisesslon or control of a/iy nidear 
weapon.

Other saBent provisions of the Treaty concern verification and a 
machinery to ensure compliance. Treaty signees undertook to arrai.ge with 
the International Atomic Energy AgerKy (IAEA) for application of its 
safeguards to theii peaceful nuclear activities. They also a^Wd to establish 
an organization — the Ages.cy for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons In 
Latin America — vested with powers to perform “special ir'sections’to en
sure compliance with treaty provisions.

That the LANFZ has come to stay has been demonstrated in the fact 
that since Its inception nuclear weapons have not become an issue In the 
region. The Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962 that, in part, accelerated the Latin 

. countries’move to establish the LANFZ‘has not repeated Itself In any form 
even though Cuba has refused to sigh the Treaty. With initial reservations 
and ensurir g that the establishment of the LANFZ would not disturb 
American security arrangements. President Nixon formally proclaimed the 
ratification of ‘Additional Protocol IT to the Treaty In June 1971. In addi
tion, countries like the Soviet Union, Britain, Chfoa and France have all 
ratified the Treaty. Tne only deviant in the Latin American case is Argen
tina, which has not ratified the Treaty and, according to Spector’s study, 
has become a nuclear-capable State aiming to produce by next year encu^ 
enriched uranium for six weapons annually.

Vie Pacific Ocean Nuclear Free Zone (PONFZ)

Efforts to make the Pacific Ocean a NWFZ have been more coordinated 
rhdated since the early 1970s, and h,as led to the forma'Ion of the 

“Nuclear Free and Independent racific“ (NFIP) riKwement. As the name Im
plies, the NFIP movement links its anti-nuclear obiectives with self- 
tion or protectorate. A basic principle of NFIP therefore calls (or “the 
withdrawal of’tH remalra. 7 colonial powers from the region and for a Pacific
wide nuclear-free zcik.' Over the past decade four international confererKes 
Involving countries from the Pacific have been convened toward the NFIP 
Idea- in Fyi (1975); Micronesia (1978); Hawaii (1980); and Vanuatu (1983).

Nordic countries, Asia and the Pacific, South Pacific, the Middle East, Africa 
and Latin America. From a realistic point of view, areas that are already 
fully and effectively Integrated into US and Soviet security strategies may 
be the most difficult in which to form an NWFZ. Herxe, prospects for the 
European theatre — East, West and Central — may be mled out for im
mediate consideration. We shall theref 
of Latin America, the Pacific Ocean, South Asia, the Middle East, the'fri- 
dian Ocean and Africa.

It is perhaps important to note that for some practical purposes, the 
Antarctic Treaty, si^ied in 1959 and entered into force in 1961, represents 
the first successful attempt at a NWFZ. It specifically bans “any nuclear ex
plosions” and prohibits the use of Antarctica for “any measure of a military 
nature’ except for “scientific research or for any other peaceful purposes” 
(Articles I and IV). However, the treaty was achieved on the initiative of ex
ternal powers to diffuse a potentidly dsigerous confrontation between several 
states claiming soverel^ty over the Antarctica.* In this sense the treaty lacks 
a basic requirement for a NWFZ: that It should be internally generated or 
initiated. Other treaties like the Outer Space Treaty and the Seabed Arms 
Control Treaty fall into the same category and may not therefore serve as 
useful models for NNWSs desirous of achieving a NWFZ. The Latin 
American Nuclear Free Zone Treaty (LANFZ) consequently stands out so 
far as the only successfully conclu^ NWFZ agreement.

NWFZ In Specific Regions of the World
The Latin American Nuclear Free Zone (LANFZ)

The LANFZ treaty prohibits nuclear weapons in Latin America. It was 
sigsed in Mexico City on Fdxuaty 14,1967, arxl entered into force on April 
22,1968. Desiring to contribute towards ending the nuclear arms race and 
towards a peaceful world, and convinced that nuclear weapons constitute 
“an attack on the inte^ty of the human species and ultimately may even 
render the whole earth unfohabitable,” the Latin leaders agreed on two basic 
obligations, as spelled out in Aiticle I of the Treaty:

. 1. The Contracting PKttohtobyundatake to use excluslvdy fee peKciul 
purposes the nuclear material and iadMes which ate under their Juil^tlcn. 
and to prohibit and prevent In their respective terrtterto:

lal The tesikig, use, manufactiie. pnxbictlcn or acquisition bv any means 
whatsoever of any nudear weapons, by the Parties themselves, directly or In- 
dtaectly, on behalf of anyone else or In any other way, and

Ives with the regions

and

4 In a,. ISSOi wwn rwlUi. A.
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United Nations. The last resolution, passed in December 1979, reaffirmed, 
in principle, the SANFZ concept and urged the states of the region “to con
tinue to make all possible efforts to establish” a SANFZ and, “in the mean
time, refrain from an' action contrary to this ol^tive.'

From their pronouncements at the UN and elsewhere, all states of South 
Asia, including the dominant two, India and Pakistan, have indicated their 
interest in SANFZ. For Instance, introducing a draft resolution at the UN 
in November 1979, Pakistan “reaffirmed the belief that the creation of a 
nuclear weapon-free zone was at present the rtKist feasible way of preven
ting the proliferation of nuclear weapons.” Even ihou^ India voted against 
the resolution and showed restrained enthusiasm, it acknowledged the ef
ficacy of SANFZ for regional peace and security and. Indeed, would like to 
see SANFZ embracing the whole of Asia and the Pacific. Certainly, India 
is concerned about China, a credible member of the nuclear club, on its nor
thern border. India considers South Asia as a subregion and an integral part 
of the region of Asia and tiie Pacific and cannot therefor, exclude China. 
Furthermore, India's approach to SANFZ is one that will bar the presence 
of foreign military bases because they complicate the “security environment 
of the re^on."‘“

The divergent approaches to SANFZ by India and Pakistan may have 
a lot to do with their traditional antagonism and the fact th. ‘ both are nuclear- 
capable states. In May 1974 India successfully exploded a “peacefuT nuclear 
deUce, and according to the 1984 study by Spector referred to earlier, it 
has expanded its capacity for producing weapons-usable plutonium. The 
same study classifies Pakistan also as being at the nuclear doorstep. It has 
overcome its last technical obstacle (the uranium-enrichment process) and 
has reportedly preparv ' an underground test site in the Chagai Hills. Con
sidering the enmity and mistrust between these two States (they have gone 
to war twice within recent times!), it will be quite a problem getting them 
to agree on the modalities of a SANFZ. The key to a successful SANFZ 
therefore lies in the hands of India and Pakistan.

Their comirxjn recognition that SANFZ offers the most potent means 
to enswe regional peace and security, however, cm serve as a basis for sus
tainable negotiations. Clearly, SANK is in the self-interest of the two states. 
Their arrival at the nuclear threshold makes It more important and urgent 
for them to strike a common ground to put a cap on a potential escalation

A declaration from the Vanuatu Conference of July 1983 is particular
ly illuminating:

We strong condemn the depk)yment of nuclear 
Padfic.. .We siqjport the efforts of the Kw^aleln landowners of the MarshaO 
Islands... We support the in^genous peoples of Canada In their oppodtion to 
the testing of the Cruise Missile on their dienated lands. We not only fear the 
potential hazards of such we^xms systems and the potential for nudetf attadt, 
we dso oppose the dsplaoer«nt (rf Padfic peoples for the establishment of such 
systems.*

While the efforts of NFIP tov^ a PONFZ have been consistent and 
have gathered strength over ttre years, they nevertheless face very formidable 
obstacles. The Pacific region has been a preserve for US military and col
onial power for nearly a century. US military installations stretch fr^ Hawaii 
to Japan and from the Aleutians to Australia. According to the American 
Defense Department, over a quarter of a million US military personnel are 
stationed in the PadflC.’ Crowning US strategic interests in the reg^ is 
its use of the Ocean's islands, particularly the Marshall Islands and Kwa- 
jalein, for the testing of its nuclear developments, from ICBMs to the MX. 
Hence, a successful PONFZ will seriously undermine existing American 
security arrangements Ir the region. Its opposition to the NFIP movement 
is therefore formidable, and the government has stated on occasion that 
it would accept a NWFZ In the region provided it does not violate American 
security.

items into the

It becomes imperative for the region to disengage itself from American 
security tentacles before a successful PONFZ can be achieved. One way 
toward that disengagement is the intensification of the strug^ for sovereign 
identity. The power of sovereignty permits a nation to demand and deter
mine its own destiny. That is why it makes a lot of sense for the NFIP to 
link nuclear freedom in the Pacific with the Independence of the territories.

Pohtical leaders of the region should also be more forceful in presenting 
their Cf :■« before international forums to mobilize world opinion against con
tinuing American occupation. While the elimination of US control may not 
necessarily lead to the immediate creation of PONFZ, it will surely v -ovide 
the region with the freedom of action needed to accelerate the process toward 
PONFZ.

South Asia Nucleaj- Free Zone

Proposals for South Asia Nuclear Free Zone (SANFZ) attracted world 
attention In the 1970s when resolutions to that effect were passed at the
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before they get locked Into the vtckxis cycle of actton-reaction competition 
for parity, If not superiority.

In spite of their emerging nuclear prowess, India and Pakistan are poor 
countries with enormous socio-economic problems. To begin to suck their 
fragile economies Into an expensive enterprise like nuclear armaments is to 
fatally undercut their future v>dlbelng. It is therefore suggested that their pre
sent holdout to SANFZ is temporary and has been for sooting political points. 
The other regional states should therefore undertake more effective and sus
tained e.-forts to bring India and Pakistan together in the process toward 
SANFZ. Such efforts are bound to bear fruit.

Baffour Agjieman-Duah

tion and perhqis a regional control. The inherent dangers In a nuclear-Infested 
and highly unstable Nfrddle East can for urgent measures to bring all the states 
together for a MENFZ to forestaU a potential holocaust.

The Indian Ocean as a NWFZ

The Idea of making the Indian Ocean and its littoral states a NWFZ 
has flourished over the past decade and has led to a UN Declaration of the 
Ocean as a ‘Zone of Peace."* Originated by Sri Lanka and InitlaUy design
ed to aboUsh naval forces of both world powers and littoral states, the In
dian Ocean Zone of Peace (lOZP) Is presently targeted against the super
powers and their nuclear forces. In Its present form, the lOZP Is desisted 
to isolate the area from any East-West confrontation and enhance prospects 
for peace In the region. The basic assumption of the proponents of the lOZP 
is that the removal of superpower bases and naval fo^ from the region 
will make the area a ‘zone of peace.* As George Shepherd has observed, 
the lOZP has its ‘origins in the fear of the consequences of a clash between 
the rival superpowers and even more directly, the use of force or the threat 
of superior fd^ within the conflicts of regional states."*

Much in contrast to the efforts and success of the Larin ccxjntries, the 
attempts to fonnalize the iOZP into a NWFZ have encountered obstacles, 

.. ..om within the region and from without.

Regkmd Obstacles
A major regional obstacle is that the major actors In the lOZ, India, 

Pakistan and South Africa are all at the uhreshold of becoming nuclear- 
capable states and each seems to have the ambition to become a dominant 
reglonai power. Furthermore, India and Pakistan have deep-seated mutual 
suspicions as a result of traditional animosities that have led them into war 
on two occasions in recent mettKiry. Consequently, even thou^ they pro
claim their support for the IOZP, they ate unable to accept a common ground 
for an Indian Ocean Nuclear Free Zone (lONFZJ. South Africa has shown 
no Interest in the IOZP efforts as It continues to refine its nuclear 
devdopments. Perhaps, because of .:s “pariah’ status In the world. South 
Africa has taken the liberty to ignore calls to halt Its nuclear development. 
Obviously, any meaningful IOZP regime must have the support and active 
cooperation of these three apparent nuclear-capable states.

Middle East Nuclear Free Zone

The fear of Israel becoming a nuclear-capable state has been the main 
motivating force for Middle East states to call for a Middle East Nuclear Free 
Zone (MENFZ). But In 1984, according to the Spector study, Israel secretly 
developed nuclear bombs and warheads for surfece-to-surface missiles, but 
shields their existence as weapons of last resort, to be used cniy to uphold 
the state’s existence. Will the MENFZ concept therefore be stillbom?

When MENFZ came up at the UN, Israel supported It on condition that 
it go through ‘a formal, contractual arvl multilateral convention freely 
nenotiated among all the States of the region." ‘ Furthermore, Israel would 
like ‘o see MENFZ established ‘on the basis of voluntary and mutual agree- 
n<^ t and he reciprocal commitment of all States concaned.’" These con
ditions can not be said to constitute a threat to a successful MENFZ; In 
fact, they are within the spirit of the NWFZ concept, and would even en
sure a more effective arrangement.

There is certain danger In IsraeTs development of nuclear arms. It creates 
a serious threat to the security of the States in the region and Is most likely 
to stimulate a regional arms race, particularly In view of the long-standing 
Arab-lsrael hostility. Iraq's efforts for nuclear development and Libya’s fan
tasy for developing its own may represent the broader Arab concern about 
Isr^’s nuclear capability. Even though earlier Iraq’s attempt to develop the 
Osirak reactor was smashed by the Israeli air raid of 1981, and further at
tempts to rebuild have been stymied by stiff French Inspection terms, it is 
clear that Iraq will not abort Its ambition.

The security of the Middle East from a possible nuclear catastrophe 
lies In the establishment of MENFZ. It will curtail the spread of the weapon 
and control the Israeli development by subjecting It to international inspec-

13 Ur Docuim NSm. Ocloto 1 197111 U.p 179
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Baffour Agneman-DuahExternal Obstacks
The main external obstacle to the lOZP process comes from the demise 

of superpower detente that has led to hel^tened strategic rivalries. The 
American hostage problem In Iran In 1979, to be followed almost instan
taneously by the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, dealt a mortal blow to US- 
USSR negotiations for a Naval Arms Limitation Treaty (NALT) talks on 
the lOZ. In the atmosphere of heightened American perception of threat 
against its interests in the Middle East, the US institute the Rapid Deploy
ment Force (RDF). As part of the RDF strategy-, the US acquired na-val and 
port facilities in Kenya and Somalia and doubled its efforts to expand its 
military base on the island of Diego Garcia. The Soviet Union, on Its part, 
has gained access to naval facilities in Ethiopia and has expanded its sub
marine tieet in the lOZ.

These superpower policies In the Ocean have put them at odds with 
the lOZP initiative. Any chance for the resumption of the NALT talks seems 
to have petered out since the Reagan Administration has shown a greater 
interest In military expanskxi and consolidation to American strategic net
works than in talks to limit or control nuclear weapons. The cessation of 
the superpower arms race and interventions In the region become a critical 
requirement lor progress toward the lOZP Initiative.

The only indication it has to date that a nuclear explosion may have occurred 
In that region was a signal from a United States satellite at 0052 hours GMT 

1979. The United States has not been able to obtain any cor. 
roborating evidence that a nuclear explosion actually took place.'*

Led by Nigeria, the African states succeeded in getting the UN General 
Assembly to pass a draft resolution “ihat the Nuclear Programme of the 
racist regime constituted a very grave danger to international peace and 
security particularly in respect to Africa; call upon all States to halt collabora
tion with South Africa in the nuclear field; and request the Security Council 
to institute effective enforcement action.'"

The reinvigorated interest of African States in Tiuman and peoples 
rights' has brou^t into focus, once again, the African concern (or “national 
and international peace and security.' Indeed, the OALTs Banjul Charter of 
1981 recognizes this as a right of all peoples. While the Charter does not 
directly deal with the threat of nuclear weapons. It clearly situates the basic 
human ri^ts of African peoples within the wider context of international 
peace and security. The potential therefore exists for the Charter to serve 
as a springboard toward a NWFZ initiative.

In the African region. South African non-cooperative behavior presents 
the major obstacle to a successful NWFZ. It Is the only regional nuclear- 
capable state. Its domestic politics puts it at odds with other African states 
and most of the world in general. The recalcitrance of South Africa in the 
face of immense International opposition to apartheid has reinforced its threat 
perception and has led it Into militarization and now into nuclearization. In 
all likelihood, the nuclearization program of South Africa is an attempt to 
clothe apartheid in a nuclear garb with the false hope of ensuring its 
permanency.

As in ^ case of the Pacific Ocean region where NWFZ efforts have 
been linked to the ‘decolonizatton’ struggle, it is important for the African 
NWFZ initiative to link itself with the anti-apartheid movement. Apartheid 
and the South African nuclear program shixJd be deemed the two sides 
of the same coin and their repugnance be pursued on a parallel basis.

Obstacles and Prospects

Fro.n our discussions, it becomes evident that numerous obstacles co i- 
front any NWIFZ initiative in respect of the regions we have treated. But

on 22

Africa as a Nuclear Weapons Free Zone

African states' awareness of die threat of nuclear wessons to their peace 
and security was made evident in their opposition to Charles DeGauUe’s ef
fort to use the Sahara as the testing ground for French nuclear devices dur
ing the late 1950 and early 1960s. It was recognized that not only the tests, 
but the presence of atomic/nuclear weapons constituted grave danger for 
the continent’s security. A call to proclaim Africa ‘a nuclear free zone' was 
subsequently made at the United Nations.

This early recognition and i litiatlve, however, were diffused when 'he 
African states successfully mobil.zed international public opinion against the 
French to cease their tests. Tiie NFZ idea became moribund in African 
diplomacy until the early 1970s when the East African states joined wiih 
other Indian Ocean littoral states for the lOZP movement.

The most decisive attempt to denuclearize and make Africa a NWFZ 
was to come in 1979 when reports surfaced that South Africa had in all 
likelihood exploded a nuclear device." While South Africa denied these 
reports and no conclusive evidence could be marshalled against it, the 
American testimony at the UN clearly corroborated the reports: • fTliitm—mt YMiboek. op cit, p. I7S According lu Laorurd Sp«ctar'» study. South Africa 

□u  ̂maivlai far IS (0 2S Mroshima tilt bombi and ihM somr US r16 TlwU 
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from its nuclearization piograrr Even though the In^Pakistani discord re
mains, there has been visible mo 
years. The presence of General Zia at the funeral of Indira Gandhi ma-- in
dicate the desire for peaceful co-existence between India and Pakist K 
other regions like the Middle East, we can only hope that the recognitk-rr 
of the dangers of the presence of nuclear we^xxrs would persuade the states 
to pk-" ‘he agenda for NWFZ over and above their traditional hostilities 
and petty squabbles.

One obstacle that must be overcome in the regional efforts for NWFZ 
is the elitist approach. With the exception of the Pacific Ocean region, all 
the others have limited their efforts to diplomatic lectures at international 
forums. The current ‘^rtudear-freeze’ movement In the US and Western 
Europe would seem to Irxlicate that comnxxi people would have to be directly 
involved in the search for a nuclear-free world. Diplomats and bureaucrats 
have not proved very capable of resolving the nuclear crisis. The populariza
tion of NWFZ process In the Pacific Ocean by NFIP therefore provides a 
useful tactical l^son for other regions to learn fror , The “Pacific Network” 
has tried to mobilize, organize and cxxxdii rate: <t.. on in the Pacific
islands. Such mass approach to NWFZ hr,.^ "r poi_.!ti'l for politiciz
ing societies into positive actions. A duplk.a , 
other regions would facilitate an eventual Into 
tkxi towards NWFZ. Inter-regional efforts, in tum, will mitigate <r e' -ninate 
secret nuclear collaboration between States of different regions, as South 
Africa and Israd are reported to be doing.

Our discussions demonstrate clearly that achievement of NWFZs can
not be divorced ' -srtain internal and external forces. It is the recogni
tion of these fore, iid the political will to deal with them that will pave 
the way for successiul NW^Zs. In the present nuclear climate, the tiKire we 
delay the efforts toward NWFZ, the more dangerous our woric becomes, 
and the less secure will be the human race. The fundamental ri^t of the 
human race, the right to exist without fear or the threat of extiiKtion, can 
be guaranteed in our nuclear age only if there is effective control and even
tual elimination of nuclear weapons in the international system. And, we 
suggest that NWFZs represent Important first steps toward the attainment 
of that goal.

the most salient obstacles that we clearly identify are; (1) the emergence
of nudeM-capaWe states In these regkxis, (2) the presence of the superpowers
and their interventionist policies to protect their interests, (3) intra-regional 
animosities and disagreements over approaches to NWFZ, and (4) the 
hei^tened superpower rivalries that have undercut their Interests In sup
porting NWFZ movements.

These obstacles may not be present In afi regional situations and one
'or two may be highly reflected In one situation more than the others Apar- 
Hcular regional environment may therefore determine the ordering of priorities
when It comes to addressing these obstacles. For instance, in South Asia, 
it is clear that obstacles (1) and (3) become more important and deserve 
closer attention than the other? -vtille in the P’dfic Ocean obstacles (2) 
and (4) are of greater importance. The ir. Jan r eat, region combines almost
all foiff obstacles while the Middle East and Africa have to deal or priority
basis with obstacle (1).

In view of these problems, one may ask: Is there any prospect for suc
cessful NWFZ in these regions? We cannot answer this question with any 
certainty, and one cannot be optimistic about the future. However, some 
seeming possibilities provide a glimpse of hope. First of all, all the re^onal 
states, including the nuclear-c^ble (NCS) otres, have reco^iized the need 
for NWFZs. Such a recognition proviues an Important common ground for 
the states to come together to find compromises for agreement. Secondly, 
the problem of superpower preserKe and interests can be accomrrxxiated
within a “second detente eta" which may surely come. During the first “detente
era,” the US and So "it Union were favorably deposed towards negotiating
for a NALT agreement In the Indian Ocean. We can therefore surmise that
in an era of detente the regional states can successfully bring pressure to 
bear on the powers to open talks and support the NWFZ trxjvement. In
deed, positive and warm US-Soviet relations will provide the key to super
power cooperative behavior which te a necessary condHon for successful 
NWFZ Inltiatlues.

Finally, there is potential for the resolution of most of the Intra-regional 
problems that hamper the NWFZ process. In Africa, for example, the com
plicated security problems of southern Africa seem to be untan#ig as South
Africa desperately seeks peace with dominance over its nei^bacs, particulariy 
Mozambique, Angola, and Zambia. While the central problem of “apartheid" 
needs to be tackle.! for a more durable peace in the region, it is gener'Uy 
believed that peace.'ul interstate relations will go a long way to lessen the 
South Auican perception of threat and consequently make it more suscep
tible to the African NWFZ concept. Moreover, the Inevltabk. social revolu
tion in South Africa offers the ho^ that “apartheid" could soon be dvorced

toward accord during the past few

>€ Pacific approach in 
. <ai coordination and ac-
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mm Africa Rights MimltM-CMmiffi iiniiiTiiiM KnoMEiii
With this issue Africa Today introduces the premier of Africa Rights 

Monitor, a quarterly feature addressing the status of human rights in Africa. 
Many organizations are presently involved in cataloging and monitoiing 
human rights abuses in .Africa arid beyond. Africa Rights Monitor does 
not wish to duplicate this work but rather to address it in terms of trends 
and policfes. Africa Rights Monitor will deal with human rights in the 
broadest sense: civil and political ric^its: economic, social and cultural rights; 
and the emerging emphasis of peoples’ n^ts. Therefore, the issues discussed 
will include not only political repression, but also food shortages, refugee 
situations, militarization and the arms race, problems of production and ac
cumulation, and systemic economic issues such as the debt crisis and its 
ramifications. Each issue will also provide some bibliography selected for 
activists and scholars alike.

In line with the above parameters, the report which follows contains 
a section on repression in South Africa, a section addressing the issue of 
famine, and bibliographic references on recent Human Rights related events 
in South Africa.

As this is a new venture, we encourage readers to respond with sug
gestions, criticism, and subtiiissions for future issues. We welcome materials 
which may be printed intact (with acknowledgement) as well as raw data 
which may be incorporated into future reports. We also invite excliange rela
tions with journals on Africa, particularly those addressing similar concerns. 
We hope this effort may make a modest contribution to the amelioration 
of all forms of human rights abuse on the African continent wiKther their 
roots lie there or abroad.
South Africa: State of Unrest, State of Emergency

Throughout much of 1984 and all of 1985, South Africa has become 
increasingly ungovernable. As popular resistance to apartheid increased the 
government resorted to the imposition of a state of emergency in magisterial 
districts in most of the major urban areas. The state of emergency has been 
in effect for over four months as we go to press, yet the unrest continues. 
Africa RIghU Monitor will attempt to provide an overview of the past two 
years — the better to rasp the dimensions of resistance and repression
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Human Rights MonitorIn January, 1984, the United Demoaatic Front initiated a petition cam
paign to oppose the culmination of apartheid — thf^al dispossession and 
disenfranchisei^t of Africans — embodied in the new constitutional ac
cords. Popular opposition to the constitution was so great that Africans were 
joined by Coloureds and Asians (who were promised separate le^lattve 
houses) in such large numbers that o-/er ei^ty percent of the latter two 
peoples boycotted the elections held in August. The government opened 
the new ptqipet parliaments in September while simultaneously arresting 
numerous UDF leaders and organizers. Detentions under the Internal Security 
Act and other arrests continued Into 1985 with many of those picked up 
being diarged with a variety of crimes, ItKludlng treason and collusion with 
the African National Con^s. Dermnstrations Increased in number, police 
violence escalated, and even funeral' were transformed into political rallies 
with the mourners subsequently attacked by police.

A sense of the continidng exercise of oppression through retention may 
be leaned from the following figures reported in International Defence and 
Aid Fund Focuk

that detentions are taking place fiv in excess of any of the reported figures 
or compilations.

In September 1985 Don Foster and Diane Sandler released a report 
prepared under the Institute of Criminology of the University of Capetown. 
Entitled “A Study of Detention and Torture in South Afrka: Freilminary 
Report,' it repoitf fts-fes from the DPSC for 1984 recording that during 
that year 1,149 persons were detained under all security measures, including 
those of the homelands. Foster and Sandler report that as of August 1985, 
more than 2,400 persons had been detained under the emergency regula
tions (instituted July 20) as well as 'st another 300 under permanent 
security statutes. They emphasize 
trial is speciflca'ly political In it 
to apartheid.
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Despite the astounding numbers, several caveats must be made, render
ing the ab^ calculations definitively conservative. First, for the recent 
months the tigures are obviously Incomplete since not all detentions have 
yet been compiled. Secoixl, and more important, figures from the Detainees 
Parents Support Committee neatly exceed the above and there is little reason 
to question their data. The DPSC reported 1,034 conftrmed detentions bet
ween Jan. 1,1984 and Nov. 14,1984. This is several hundred more than 
the above figuies. The Minister of Law and Order reported 434 detentions 
in South Africa (l.e., minus the Independenf homdands) between Jan. 1 
and Nov. 15th. According to the DAF at least 406 detentions occurred in 
the Transkel during this period while 107 are known to have occurred in 
the Ciskei. In addition (hm are at least another 34 unconfirmed detentions. 
Specific figures are unavailable for Venda and Bophutatswana. Third, re
cent releases by the DPSC are actually smaller than the government figures, 
lending credence to the likelihood that detentions in the rural areas (where 
the DPSC lacks a preseiKe) have irxzeasrd and are going unreported. 
Moreover, the DPCC indicates that of the new government admissions, some 
50% of the names are unknown to them. The conclusion to be drawn is
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T. bte 1: Incidence of Reported Physical Torture (in percentages) Human Rights iMonftor
Cob- In-

Male Fende African mi dan White Total 
(144) (31). m (ID (ID (13) (17D

Forate Of Torture 
(iio.o(hidvhlBdd
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in South Alrka:
Report" (Capetown; iMUtute of r mioolocy at llie University of Capetown, ISUS).
Sewce: Don Poster and Diane Sander. "A Study off id'D Smnt: Don Poster and Diane Sandler. 'A Sh«dy of Detent‘an and Torture in South Africa: 

Report” (Capetown; Institute of Crimlnolof at The University of Capetown. IW).
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not attaid or adchess any meetings in excess o( 10 posons other than bom 
/Me church services; and that he not attend any funerab without police 
permlsslan.

A lack of hard data makes the number of deaths In detention difficult 
to calculate. One fact, however, is (or certain: the government claim that 
nobody ded in detentlan during 1984 is patently false. The following were 
reported in IDAF Focus:

Human Rights Monitor

Second, that the demands of the UDF and other organizers of these 
demonstrations enjoy broad popular support (armtig them the release of 
Nelson Mandela and other p^tical prisoners, the unbanning of the ANC, 
the dismantling of apartheid, and perhaps most important, one-person-one- 
vote). Third, Increased government repression has been unsuccessful and 
must cease. Fourth, international pressure for these ends ought to be in
creased. One could easily continue.

Africa Rights Monitor readily acknowledges the Insufficiency of the 
data reported above, in the interest of disseminating more accurate Infor
mation we invite correspondence from all sources having substanUable In
formation and we will gladly compile it arxf keep our readers informed.

Deaths In detention 
1985

.....1 February..... liihonly afw nbue)

.....2 March

1984
January.
July
August....
December.

The Amnesty Intematioiial Report 1985 notes once again that the 
'"anber of executions in South Africa remains especially hi^. Amnesty dted 
the hansfngs in Pretoria Prison of 114 pererxis convicted of oirttinal offenses 
in addition to several other executions in the ‘homelands.''

Police violence has continued to escalate. In July 1985, the govern
ment declared the st  ̂of enmgoicy, delmlng its purpose was to halt Black- 
agidnst-Black violence. During October P.W. Botha, State President, an
nounced that 761 parsons had died in violence since mid-1984. The govern
ment maintains that one-third of this number were kiiled by other Blacks, 
l.e, killed as coBaborators of one sort or arxjther.

These assertions are chalenged by recent figures released by the South 
African Instttute of Race Relations. The SAIRR reports that during the same 
period at least 845 persons were kiBed in political unrest. Of this number 
14 were Black poBoemen, 1 was a White soldier, severJ rere Black city 
ooundBors. While severd others have been klfled as informers. It is most 
unBkely that the Agree comes anywhere near the additional 250 needed to 
compete one-thkd of the deaths.

As for the effectiveness of the state of emergency in quedtng unrest, 
the SAIRR reports that during its first 100 days 334 persons were killed 
— a rate of 3.34 par day. During the preceding 323 days 509 persons had 
been kiBed — a rate of 1.54 per day. Thus, contrary to the le^e's stated 
Intentions, the state of emergency has seen a 100% escalation In deaths 
due to unrest — the buBt of them at the hands of the police.

Recent days have seen the deliberate extension of demonstrations and 
rioting Into ‘White’ areas. The conclusions to be drawn from all of these 
evr-ts arc many. Airxing them we would suggest the fcDowIng. First, the 
ANC has been successful In its Initial appeal to make South Africa‘ungover
nable'and its subsequent cal U> extend the revest to’White’nei^iborhoods.

AFiaCATDOaY

1 May 3
1?

Famine and The Ri^t to Food

The right to food is a clearly reco^rized human right as an inte^al part 
of the right to development which has been affirmed by the Human Rights 
Commission of the UN and stated specifically In the African Charter of 
Human and Peoples' Rights (Art. 22). Also the right to existence (Art. 20j 
is threatened by famine.

In 1984 the UN desl^iated 12 countries as "the hungtest Twelve’ us
ing the indicators of population, calorie intake, hfe expectancy at birth and 
infant mortaUty. Mozambique, an African state, headed the list arxf another 
8 African countries were Included: Mali, Guinea, Ethiopia, Chad, Uganda, 
Tanzania, Togo and Angola, In that order. At the height of the drought and 
famine the UN Food and A^tcuhree Organization (FAO) esiimated that 
100-150 million people or one third to one half of the total population of 
Africa was seriously affected — facing severe food shortage. Today that 
situation has imprtrved, w"* the return of the rains and the international 
relief effort. The UN Status Report on the EmergerKy Situation in Africa 
stated in August 1985 that 30 million people were still drastically affected.

The following chart IrKileated the tie^ in decline of a^icultural pro
duction in sub-Saharan Africa which must be seer relative to an annual 
^owth rate in population, according to the World Bank report of 1985.

9S
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These were the Hw^testTwelvc as <rf 1984:

mmmnmtjvmn
Cmmv Fimnin ClUrtiltito Uli5cr»mNion %poiMstato<>FM) 

ind-)9K tiM itqinttiiiefil' %olcMdi«n«imbetofelheiM
olointStt

Years
t9SI t9U

Moamtiique 12.S
MgDaiiistjn 16.8

30 i1 10,5
28 36 20.5

Mall 7.1 28 45 132
Guinea 
Yemen Arab Rep 7.5 
Ethiopia

5.7 25 38 19,0
24 44 18.3

32.9 24 47 12.2
Chad 48 24 44 18.1
Uganda
Tananii

13.5 20 47 12.0
194 17 52 9.8

Togo 2.8 17 47 12.2
Angola 8.0 17 43 18.5

929 18 48 13.3
‘The FAO mimmuffl rtguiremoni varies horn country to country 
Source The Worn) Ot 1984

By mid 1985, uiMh ove 10 million affected, Sudan had replaced Ethtopla 
as the nnost dangerously affected country. In Ethiopia however, the threat 
to millions had been averted while hundreds of thousairds still faced severe 
shortages particulafly bi the Northern re^s affected by civil war. The Status 
Report in August 1965 contained the following summary of unmet needs 
in Africa, (see Table opposite page)
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The following summary of conditions In several African states indicated 
the trend: Zimbabwe is recovering in a remarkable fashion where, thanks 
to the abundant rainfall, it is in the process of exporting about 500,000 tons 
of maize. On the other end, Sudm’s affected population of four millions 
Is rapidly increasing to an astronomical number of ten millions In a mere 
three month period.

Drought is no longer a problem' 
has been adequate rainfall, even too much li . ..reas. The problem now,
Iwwever lies with the transportation system. It is extremely difficult to 
distribute the badly needed foodstuffs to remote areas. MbKir flooding im
pedes the landing of aircrafts at some key points. The lack of trucks is also 
contributing to thU problem. In Sudan, for Instar-e, there is an inadequate 
supply of fuel to acconenodate the very smaS fleet of trucks ^ trains. As 
though this is not enou^, Sudan is facing a high flow of refogees coming 
from both Chad and Ethiopia. Another problem can be attributed to the 
lack of health facilities where Immediate attention Is needed tolcombat the 
severely affected famine victims.

Nevertheless, with the exception ^ ~ Mozambique, other 
severely affected African nations are realizing notable Improvements. Angola 
and Mozambique are unfavorably affected by foreign Intervention, ecological 
damage, war, and internal conflicte contributing to shortages and ecological 
damage. Rain has come to these regions, the people ate returning to their 
homeland and ate ready to begin cultivating their own oops. This, however, 
is not an easy task. Se^s must be distributed, farming equipment must be 
purchased (or received), but the lack of transportation pre<«nts ail these, 
(source of summary: Africa Emerget^, S^t.-Oct. 1985, No. 4)

Human Rights Monitor

Third, the inqxxtance of human resource building must be fully recogniz
ed and rmre attention must be given to steoped-up investment in the 
upgrading of technical and managerial 
inoductlon and nutrition objectives.

Fourth, African institutions and administration must be strengthened 
Including restructuring the role of parastatals and strengthening the African 
managerial capacity to design and implement projects and programs.

Fifth, population issues should receive increa^ attention in the con
text of individual countries’ social and economic conditions.

Sixth, careful planning and programming, as well as sustained higher 
levels of net capital in-flows, with longer periods to achieve structural policy 
adjustment, should underlie the necessary reform of African pricing and 
marketing policies to increase food production. This will require commitments 
by both dcxror and recipient countries, which can be monitored within an 
improved framework for debt management and adjustment, with due regard 
to the sovereign rights of the countries receiving that aid. In the opinion of 
the Fxecutive Director, at least $US 1 billion more annually In concessionaTy 
aid, over and above the World Bank's $US 1.2 billion special fund, will be 
needed until trade earnings recover.

Declining annual net external resources to Africa are not consistent with 
the need for recovery of its food sectors and natkxral economies. Yet this 
is the situation affecting sub-Saharan Africa as a result of steadily rising debt 
service payments, which this year amounted to $US 8.9 billion and are ex
pected to rise to over $US 12 billion by 1987. Without further debt ad
justments and new capital commitments, annual net resource transfer to 
the region will continue to decline to $US 3.4 billion in 1987, or about one 
half the 1984 level.

The council reiterates its unconditional ration of racial discrimination 
in all Its forms and particularly the hateful system of apartheid.
(source: United Nations Report of the World Food Council, June 
pp. iai3)

xd

xxmtries because there

New PoBdes of African States

African states, with the assistance of several international agencies, and 
the World Food Courxdl have dratted long-term policy approaches.

First, efforts must be redoubled to implement national food policies 
and strategies as an instrument for establishing priorities, coordinating In
vestment, applying improved technology and Integrating emergency and 
development assistance. These strategies must constitute an integral part 
of long-term economic plans and pro^ams.

Second, within the context of national food strategies and pro^ams, 
emphasis must be placed on policies and reforms which provide im
proved Incentives for prorfocers, especially small farmers and herders; which 
prtrvide for mote balanced food-crop and export-crop policies; which inten
sify Investment in small-scale irrigation; and which adjust national priorities 
to deal itxxe broadly with rural poverty.
too /TOCA TODAY lit ind 2nd QuM. 198S 101
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intenattouj infhieoces OD AfHeu hanum righti, and the e<»c«|>t of the “right 
to development.” There is siAstutial controversy about each of these topics,
and the authors of several chaptcn take stronc positioos with regard to these
controversial iasuea.

With regard to the social roots of rights, I jik«lpii«n M.roringfc. thnt 
the “tradlUonal” Yctuba conception ct human rigbU, imtitutiooalized in social 
arganiatioo, is “less vulnerable and more permanent” (p.44) than Western con- 
cepthns. Thus it is ofavkaaly .a popular myth to argue that traditional aodeticn 
of Africa are devoid of any conception of human rights and that when one refers 
to human rights the modem societies of the West are the exclusive cistodians 
of this universal concept,” (p.«),apooition&r which Matashwhecriticisea Jack 
Donnelly's U82 article in the Amerkaa Political Sdenee Review. In tact, this 
is only a disagreement over definition, and not over empirical reality. For Don
nelly, human tights are those rights which are poaseased by virtue of beh« human 
and not by virtue of belooging to a specific community, and Harasingbe explicitly 
states that, in tnihtional sodetim, rights ”... otdst within the context of particular
groups” (p.33>. Donnelly explicitly denies that the West has the position of ex
clusive custodian of the coiimpt of human rights.

Aeeconddisa^

James R. Scarritt

Non-African international influences on African human rights are discuss
ed to some degree in virtually every chapter, but they are the focus of attention 
in three chapters. Ronald Meltzer analyzes the treatment of development and 
human rights in the Lome II Convention between the European Community and 
the associated African-Caribbean-Paafic states, while George Shepherd describes 
the international political forces involved in the conflict over Namibian self- 
determination. Timothy Shaw relates human ri^ts in African states to their posi
tion in the world system, suggesting that only in a minority of expanding, semi- 
peripheral political e
rights in “the mid-term future” (p.Z42). Among peripl 
socialist ones are more likely than capitalist ones tc 
ly economic rights. Shaw criticizes Rhoda Howard's the 
Intemati

is there any prospect of^>xr»*ment in human 
^al economies, 

. — especial- 
essedina 1980

I article and elsewhere, that political ana economic rights 
tend to go together rather than having to be traded off for one another to a substan
tial de^ee, but his predictioo concerning semi-peripheral countries supports this 
thesis and his prediction concerning peripheral countries is not inconsistent with 
it. Political pluralism and a socialist economy may be the most effective com
bination for protecting and enhancing all human rights in Africa.

. the social roots of rights refers to empirical
possibilities. AbduUahi Ahmed el Naiem contends that, if fundamental reform 
of Islam were to occur, Islamic concepUans would contribute substantially to
the acUevement of universal human rights. He bdeves that fundamental reform 
IS possible in spHe of major obstacles, but Claude Welch expresses doubt about
this poBsibiUty, imUcaling that "Religioiis are Intimately interwoven with their
particularmilieus''(pp.»-lO).'niecbapterBinthisaectioaofthebookbyRhoda ,
Howard on women's rights in Engliah-speakii« countries and by Richard 
Weisfelder on human rights in seven southern African states which have African 
majoi^nileareleascontnvenialallhougbtheywiDpcobablypravokedisagree- 
ment from advocates of a double standard for men and women and for majority 
and minority-ruled states, respectivdy.

A final controversial issue dealt with in the book is the validity of the “right 
to development.” Jack Donnelly forcefully asserts that this concept, as defined 
by its advocates in the North-South debate being waged in the United Nations 
and other international forums, represent! a goal of social justice rather than 
a human right. Development is alleged to be a right of peoples based on the value 
of solidr-'*-' -••her than a right of individuals based on their humanity. Since 
the de. lescribed by advocates of the “right to development” is essen-
tiaUy
be likely to result in massive violations of real non-economic rights. Yet he 
acknowledges that individuals have a right to pursue development, ani that 
development cen contribute to the realization of ri^ts, especially economic ones. 
Perhaps peoples' rights can be reduced to rights of the individuals of vdiom these 
peoples are compri^. Then the dispute over the “right to development” would 
be restricted to the issue of pursuit vs. actualization, an aspect oi die generai 
question of level of entitlement which is present with tegard to all rights. Li any 
case, Donnelly has made an important contribution to our understanding of this 

ersy. Just as the book as a whole has made important contrihutions to 
our understanding of the major controversies about huDia„ rights in Africa.

iloonelly feels that unqualified pursuit of this alleged right wi''

The significant African r 1 initiative on human rights is the 1981 Ban
jul Charter on Human and Peoples' Righto, and this document is the subject of 
intensive analysis in the book under review. The thrust of this analysis, which 
will certainly be viewed as controversial by African governments, points to the 
limitedeffectooohumanrightowfaichtheCharterwiUprobablyhaveinprac- 
Uce. After a neutral chapter by Edward Kannyo on the political background of 
the Charter, emphasizing the impetus provided by events in the former Central 
African empire. Equatorial Gainea, and Uganda, there are analyses by Richard 
GittelmanandHaiTyScobleoftbeiegalloopholeslntheCharter,andadiacuB- 
sioabyScobleoflheweakneBsofAlricanhumanrightoNGOswhichmightex- 
ert pressure for its effective implementatioo. Gittleman focuses on the inclusioo 
of “clawback” cUuaes, which permit states to restrict granted righto to the ex
tent permitted by domestic law, rather than the mote limited derogathm claiBcs
found in other intematioaal human righto documents, while ScoUe fooMS on
the extensive reliance placed on the good will of states, which are also the ma
jor potential sources of righto violaliotiB. Robert Wigton's appendix comparing
the Banjul Charter with other human righto treaties is extremely useful for 
evaluating the content of these documents.

c
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Ferdinand O. Fkrfort

The Mew WorMd Imit ttioa Order McPbail’s Electronic ColonUIiim helped to generate insight into the at-
forintema-tempts of the New World Infonnatkn Order to alter the ground t 

Uaiial infomiatian and mass conununicatiaa systems, in order to reflect nure ac
curately the aspirations and acthritiea of Third World countries. This book identiries 
expUdUy and articulately the 
lack of two^y infonnatkm flow as they operate to the detriment of Third WocM 
aspirations. The coitral actors, who some see as victims of this emerging NWIO 
movement, are the major wire services; Asaodated Press, United Press Intema- 
Uooal, Reuter's, and Agence France Presse. The intemaUooal debate over a shift 
from the “free flow of information phiksopf.y’’ to the “free and balanced flow" 
with the remote possOiility of government control via licensing of journalists, 
merits the attention that this book has given it.

mad latermatloaai Cmamaalemtioa
of freedom of the press and the

FcidhiandO.FWM

nnnas L. MePbaU, ELECTRONIC COLONIAUSM; Ihe Future of Intematlonal 
(Beverly Hills, Sage Publications, 1981) 288 pp..BraadcasthigandCon 

Paper - $9.98, Hardcover - 880.00

Thomas L. HePhaU’s Blectreaie Cohuiiallsm is about the New World Infor
mation Order (NWIO), a topic to which many pmfeeaors and students of mass 
communications and the pidriic in the mote developed countries are not yet sym
pathetic, and we are just beginning to feel its impsd on International conununica- 
tion. Mifhail, who waked as a consultant to the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organixation (UNESCO) in both North America and 
Europe, gives the reader an insider's account of the NWIO of the 197QB and the eai> 
ly 19811s. He pro<ndes infoemation on the major institutions, individuals, con
ferences, and Isaues that are altering the kiteroational information, telecom
munication and broadcasting order — wire aervicea, daily newspapen, aatdlitea, 
journalists, film, radio, tdeviaion, and advertising - in fact, aU types of mass 
media activities. The New World Information Order seeks a restructured media 

icaUons system to make room for a more just and equitable 
balance in the flow and content of international communication. It also seeks to 

of domestic communication policies, and at the 
international level, a cUadinnic (two-way) information flow to reflect mo* ac
curately the dynamic mechanisms, aspirations and activities of the leas developed 
countries.

Opponents of the NWIO, Western go 
resist it, fearing it will bring increased interference with freedom of the press. Pro
ponents argue that the current worM conununication system is an outgrowth of 
former colonial patterns and sy 
times. Arguments thus eapooed by the Third World point out that the actors of the 
present international information system in the more developed countries, after 
having gone through their educational systans and having been trained by their 

Infornution agencies as wire service editors (gatekeepers), news 
reporters, etc, gather, distort and distribute information about the less developed 
countries in order to support their own countries'poUtical, social and economic ex
pediency. The less develiqied nations camnt economically afford international in- 
fomutlon systems maddnery, (rperators and analysts, but the more developed 
countries can. This in short makes international information flow a one-way 
dislribution affair; and questions on freedom of the press face the challenge: 
“Whose freedom are we protecting?”

0 as the dependency relationship 
established by the importation of communication gadgets, foreign-prnluced soft
ware along with technocrats and rdated infOrmatian protocols, that vicarioualy 
establish a set of foreign noms, values, and expectations which, in varying 
degrees, may alter the domestic cultures and socialiiation process. It is part of a 
process by which the more devdoped countries have attempted to bind the leas 
developed nations to tbemsdvcs thnxigh corrunercial ties, with the primary object 
of promoting tbdr (the more devdoped countries) own economic, social and 
political advantage. In oppodtkm to this the New World Information Order move
ment has developed.

TUs book is not a searing Ihdiciment of dther protagonists or antagonists of the 
New World Information Order; it is a carefully 
book both historically and methoddogicaUy . It outlines the historical origins of the 
conc'^ of freedom of the press in the West and the research Laditions of both 
devd^ent theory and mass communication theory and how they have (ailed to 
provide the hoped (or models and empirical voificatians necessary to aid leas 
devdoped countries. It analym the role of UNESCO and NWIO. The Ides of the 
major international wire services, direct broadcast satellites, and the Utin
American concerns and United States inlOrmation policy are examined. The poten
tial impact of the NWIO and its implications for the future of international broad- 
castiiw and communication are also carefully Inspected. Throughout the autbx 
dearly poses the central dilemma: freedom of the press (a Western newspeople 
versus equitable and balanced treatment of information for the less devdoped 
countries.

Although it has tried to avoid controversy, the UNES(X)'s rde and profile in 
the current taternalional media debate Is unmistakable. Funds (Or audal
meetings and confOrences have come tram the UNESeX), which in a 1877 brochure 
sees the organiiaUon as hdpbig “to change the scientific and technological bases 
which permit each country to use Its national resources bdtar,... toincreaseand 
improve communications and informatian systems... so that each society can 
undertake its own studies and utillie the instruments of change without toeing its 
own identity." Basically, UNESCO is seen to have no lesal force to alter the 
world's information order; but it does have moral force and votes and thus aims to 
move the debate on NWIO to the social, cultural, and human dimensions of inter
national exchanges of information.

The autha sees dectronic c

and ted and forcefully argued

have a national sdf

and news organiations, strongly

commercial imperatives of prior
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AOBOtdtag to MdPtail, many critics daim that the WcBtcni media, wbn tbqr 
deal with albba of the less deveiciMd countries, betray their Weston biases and 
thsirfar t far Weatem pomr atnicturss. The leas devehi|ied countries tUnk 
that they have no isopsrptotftnn In the West and that their puritions are hopelas 

nesentsd by Westen nem opcntois who have the hubris to advance a 
and reportage. One of the charges leveled 

the attttnde of many WMem nem openhn who evaluate the unfolding

MUitmry BsimhUakmaemia
mmd F^rmigm RmUey Im Africaly

mrid riser Uneutfi their
of the (h natbss in terms of the stages of 

Any activity by the Third World seen not to conform 
to Western patterns are reported as .jegative and deviant.

The bhune to the unbalanced inter

Thnalhy M. Shaw

William J. Foltz & Henry S. Bienen (eds) ARMS AND THE AFRICAN; Military 
lallacBces on Africa’s UtematiODal Relations (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, IMS) riU + 221 pp. S22.50.

is placed basicaliy on nem 
satellites which have been accused of ezerting a 
theflowofnens,andofdistortingtbenews,oracrv- 

ing the poUUcsl and economic interests of the West Some Third World epokemen 
have alleged that major Western nem agencies deUberately distort nem concern
ing less developed countrim either because of subscriber demands to stories deal- 
ing with coqn and catastrophes and other senmtional and stereotyped depictioa 
of them, or becnuee of some complicity among the ideological, poUUcal, and 
msinmlr erieMlelaiiiiile of the West. It Is also alleged that stories orighiating from 
lem devekped coodries, tf boneaUy and fairly written, go throi«b editing 
(gatekeeping) in New York, London, or Paris where editors tailor the copy to meet 
market desnanth, WOatem eoipeclations and interests, or even their own individual 
aammptions about the aubject of the story. As a result of the bias and distortion

It is now clearly axiomatic that “military factors have come to play an in
creasing role in Africa’s intematiooal politics” (p. 171) and this prestigous col- 
lecUsn presents a contemporaiy precis of the extent and limits of this role. Yet 
writing within the mi liberal framework — statecentric, realist and 
ngierstiuLturai —the six male American contributors tail to advance the analysis 
algniflcantly. To be sure, they do go
eupaUon of many strate^ts — African as well as non-African armies play im
portant roles — and appreciate the increasing complexities of “intervention’’ 
by either. They also recognize the trend towards “militarization" (p. 171) yet 
overlook its broader social context: the tendency towards repression as a means 
to contain underdevel

Indeed, there is little sense here of Africa's intensifying economic crises: 
the imderlying catalyst of “interventions.’’ The nice projective pieces in all but 
cnechapto (does France have not future in Africa?!) tail to treat the trends 
bnvards both general impoverishment and incremental inequalities. The apparent 
reluetance of contributors (and sponsor?) to consider classes as well as soldiers 
^ Bienen still asserts that “In Africa where class divisions are Uurred and in
terest groups (except for ethnic groups) are (looriy organized, the state has 
greater autonomy than elsewhere’’ (p. 158) — means that intra-military divi
sions, the intrinsic tenrions between officers and men, are not comidered, neither 

lace coercive Institutions such as armed 
groups, let

mercenaries. Furthermore, whilst “inlerimparial’’ rivalries are noted, grow
ing power inequities in Africa are not; eapniaaitlal insquAlitias in Africa’s 

ces are inseparable from Internal capimitias, external In-
cytowards

is surely a function of poUUcal ecsianny as wen as of either super
power poUtics or miUtary interests.

DespitetheconceptualanddatadeficieociestbothAmctionsofAniericocen- 
trism) of this volume it does present a coherent and suednct statement of cur
rent orthodoxy about a salient issue, recogniztng d 
tiDg aUgnments. The “opportunism” (p. 28) of the Soviat Union Is contrasted with 
the pragmatism of France, and the changaabiUty and VDlatIUty of the continen
tal as weU as global enrironmenls are incorpomted. Yet nowhere among the neat

1 the great power preoc-

of the Third World, many lem 
tad they are misunderstood not only in the West but also in 
Bdrim that subscribe *0 these same Weston win services.

COI t.a
othe^

Thosnas L. McPhail, through his Etectraeic Coioeialism has opened the 
door to the public and the academia to by to lean and undostand the forces that 

flow of hitomation. The author offers a unique array of 
perspectivea (n the issue of freedom of the preo versus balanced unbiased interna
tional news flow. Today, it is New World Infovmatian Order, tomorrow, it may be 
“the new worid kdOrmation and communicatioo order," as telecommunications 
andtnnsnat 
bmtgooon.

mold an more “irregular” yet c 
“peBoe” mobile units and int guerrillaaand

1 data flows an now part of the hsum being investigated. The economic t
tsrasts and character of conbadicUons. In short, IbeoThe crux of the ease on freedom of the prem versus unbiaaed, balanced inter

national news flow Hm bi human factors. Will international news operators be Ob- 
jeetive enough to be able to gather and dWribute 
nathnalor
uaedasad
that of

lilt
t being bhnied by

conoems? would tbe intenational prem be willing not to be 
ig tacto agahiBt governments whom only crime is generally 

itog up to their lights, their sovereignty and independence? Although 
mataW and data the author bad to stft through to write tUs book had 

impeded Its Bokaty, it Is a wsD-halanoed book and bm critkaUy examined both 
:4dm of the haue ooncanring the New World Information Order, and moved the 

bom the fusillade of rhetoric and polemics. I sbongly recommend 
it to students and sdiolats of Journalism, 51am (tonmunicatlons. Political Science 
and other Social Sciences, Development Research and Intemadonal Relations.

1-
the of
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lists of bcton is political econany sibiated. Hob the prapecte of gumilla |]reoe- 
cupattoDS or inter-service rivalries are not appreciated; oeitlier are tbe rise at 
African military-industrial complexes nor nuclear capacities. Furthermore, the
officer corps is not recngniaed to be but one fraction of the IndigonotB bourge^ 
concerned to accumulate and reproduce as wdl as to defend or attack.

There is no aenae here of tbe hard-ball character of either African or extra- 
African frueign relationt; case studies of military fractioos inside or around 
“politics” in, say, Burkina Faso, Ghana, Uganda, or Zaire would be most in
structive. Without such insights, Bienen’s only chapter, on soMiere in (Uplonucy, 
is generaUaed and impressionistic; indeed. Us scepticism about any (Ustioctioos 
between mUitaiy and ooHnilUary regimes (p. 170) tends to undermine the whole 
enterpriael Aside from the 
makers, the only distinctive quality of this book is the Uce periodixaUoo ^ et- 
plication by Robert Jester of wUte South Africa’s post-war defense strategies: 
informed, enlightened and Judicioua. Jaster’s scepticism about the inflated im
portance of the apartheid regime - “South Africa carries little clout in world 
affairs" (p. HI)-undergirds Us careful disaectioo of the origins and directions 
of the “total defense strategy” (p. l«).

The intricacies of tbe inerea^ invot 
Fone and other aecnrl^ ' 
of tbe potential for auati 
tain” the continuing frdl-out of economic dlfflcultiea and declines. Foils rightly 

' Hided assumptions and asserUoas: “Africa is not, in fact, 
ea and subservient neocolonies, whatever conservative US 
dependency theorists may think” (p. 24). Rather, the in- 
msinfore^aaweilasdoenesticpalicygrawxoutortheir 
i; keeping Africa safe not so much fbr intematiooal capital 

as for national, especially petsonal, survival. So despite the claims ofthiscol- 
lectloo, Africa’s cineping militaTiiation has been treated better in both orthodox 
(e.g. Bruce Arihghans) and radical (e.g. Robin UMkbani) Uteralures; no anedysit 
of the conUneen’s current condition can avoid dealing with capitalism and fascism 
as well as with security and stability.

• As a chief prop of the minority government, the SADF rdies almost ex
clusively on white males, aithough a few Coloureds, Indians and Blacks are be
ing recruited for ncn-sensitive ^tkns and selected combat in Namibia;

• It has become a major vehicie for tbe government’s outward strategy, in-
repression to tbe police.d»liiHing deSt

ralobser-
vations. It is a book that deepens knowledge more than widens it. Yet it is an 
important book. No specialist on South Africa, or on civil-military relations, can 
omit Pretaria’s Praeterlaas from his or her current reading.

Ovil-militaiy relations In South Africa tank itadf far more readily to specula-
pulsaveil

t, elhoa and deployment of the RepuUic’s 
armed forcm. Indeed, only Kemwlh Grundy’s 1983 book Soldiers without PoUlies 
stands in paralld with Pretoria’s Praetorians.

Frank^ senior lecturer in politica at the University of tbe Wilswatersrand, 
contrasts “liberal” and’‘kommando”tradilions. The flrst springs from the British 
heritage, streasing contrasts between dUaeos’ and soldiers’ roles; the second 
derives from the Afrikaner heritage, emphaaixing the unity of these roles. In the 
author’s own words, “whereas the Bbecal model stresses aoldiering as a discrete,

stabB in functionally diflercn- 
tialed sodety, the kommando (model) emphasises tbe free flow of influences 

ry personified in the dtixeneddier.” (p. 25) A 
type of Institutional schlaophrenia exists at the heart of South African dvil- 
military relations. A snmll Permanent Force forms the heart of the SADF; it 
is the repository of the “liberal” and professional tradition. The “kommando” 
tradition finds expteaaioo in the long period of service and the identity of dtizen 
and soldier roles. All while malm are liable to two years’compulsory military 
service, followed by 12 years in tbe CTtlxen Foree, five years in the active dtixen 
force reserve,
vice in tbe National Reeeive until age 65. This obligation would seem to be un
matched by any other contemporary state.

Pretarla's Praeterlaas reinfarcm rather than r
advice for American policy-

Uon and polemics than to scholarly investigation. The g 
acrom the organisation,

t of the South African Defi 
In that country’s forceful regime is illustrative 
tarixaUon daewhere in tbe continent to “con-

filled with puppet 
senators and rad 
terest of Africa’s 
bourgeois incUna

permanent and proimslonal artivity of

acrom tbe dvil-mlli

Up in the Commando Force until age 55, and further ser-

The Itole mf The Smith AMean
ifeiemee Feree Im White PoIUics South African society is now going through a praoem of militarixatioa. The 

impetas,Fri
Imdeis, as part of their “total strategy.” “It is misplaced,” be argum, ‘To see 
theDefenceForoemeagerlywaitingintbewingsoftbepolilicalprocess,slinin- 
ii« at the Ut in anticipation of poUUcal power.” (p. 45) P.W. Botha played the 
key role in this expandon. As Minister of Defence for a doien years, be presided 
over basic modemimtion of the SAW’S equipment; m Prime Hinister, be helped 
estabUsb “arguably the most tadiniate (Urn) in South African dvil-milit  ̂Ustasy

L” (p. 34) (Hatoriam 
lo”lndl-

eomm far iess from the officer corps than from civilianCUade E. Welch. Jr.

PhiUp H. Frenkel, PRETORIA’S PRAETORIANS; CIvtl-MUitary Relations in 
Santh Africa (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), xxU + 215 pp. 
£22.50, $44.50

Any reader of lUs book will Hkely open it with preliminary knowledge about 
the South African Defence Force (SAW):

• It is the largest and best equipped in Southern Africa;
• Ithasbenefittodfromtr 

cent years;

between the chief executive and tbe miUtaty 
of the later years of the Boer Republics might disagree.) The “ki 
Uon has taken on a new life in aome respects. Thus, unUke tbe pattern of mml 
“praetorian” stales, in which 
African mlUlary hm been pulled by civilian leaders, to a significant extent, toward 
the center of the political stage.

and manpower expansion in re- Ibeir way into power, tbe South
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The “total (trategy” pursued by Bodia and Ids coUeagues in the governing 
Nationalist Party can best be described in Frankel's words;

(Tlotal strategy selectivdy interprets the world in the narrow, 
dialectic and mdodramatic terms with which white South Africa is 
so familiar, ccrrfusing ccmmunism, natiooalism, djasidence, subver- 
siao, racism and imperialism into an interpenetraUe melai«e from 
which only the security of the white sUte emerges as constant and 
paramount... It writes off the taitemalproblans of South Africa as 

and, where it is unable to find persuasive 
evidence of the *1001 aoslai«ht’on Soidh Africa, it falls back on the 
fabricated series of perils so effective in activating the white laager 
mentality.. .(p.«)

Defense expenditures have risen more steeply in South Africa than perhaps 
any other semMndkistrialiaed state - from SO million Rand in 1168/9 to 2.sn biUhn 
Rand in itSf/S. Part of this large increase must be attributed to inflation, part 
to major re^qaipping (essentially no new equipment was purchased between 
IMS and 1919), but most resttib from expans^ especially sbice the mid 1970s. 
The SADF now ahsocbs about 90 percent of the go

The Rale of White Uherata
in South Atrieau Politic*

UsUeRnMaexternal
Paul B. Rich, WHITE POWER AND THE UbSRAL CONSCIENCE; Racbl 
aegregation and Sooth African liberaUsm. 192140. (Manchester University Press 
1984) 199 pp. cloth 826.00

lids book argues that South African liberalism not only provided support 
fer the policy of segregation before 1948, but also contributed to the ideas underly
ing the policy of aparthbd. The autbor appears to have a preconception of 
liberalism, according to which it b an adjunct of capitalism, acting pursuant to 
some “grand design” to give capitalism a gentle face, perhaps to save capitalism 
from Ibelf. It may he comforting to him to believe someth of tids kind, but 
it bears no rebtion to the reality of South African poUtics (I use “reality”, of 
course, in ib non-Mandst sense.)

the argument has two major flaws. First, the author uses the term “liberal" 
indiscrimlnatdy to describe those who sought modiflcation of the system of racial 
dbcrimhutian, as well as thoee who repudbted it; in the result Ids picture of 
white reaction to government policies b confused and mbleading. Second, be 
feita to take into account the revohitionary character of apartheid; the fact that, 
largely osring to the influence of NaUorud Socialism on the Afrikaner nationalbt 
leadet^, far from being a continuation of traditicaal race ptdides it diffaed 
fimdamentally from the previous ptdicy of segregation. General Smub warned 

ry doctrine in a letter written a year after 
Afrikaner nationalism came to power. “The old segregation policy of General 
Herbog,” be wrote, “b being abandoned and the constitutional guarantees for 
the Natives and Coloureds are now being set aside and our S. A. Act” — he was 
referring to the South African Constitution — “set aside. A wild campaign b go
ing on which must cause 
lead to Coloured nationalism and a common front against the white man. All thb 
b new Natioiulbt doctrine and very explosive stuff.”

The formation of the Liberal Party in 1963 marked a basic change in the 
course of South African liberalism; it also transformed the pattern of white 
politics. For the flrst time in the hbtery of the country a political party (except 
for the (kxnmunbt Party whidi bad been banned in 1960) repudbted apartheid 
unequivocally and called for the exercise of full political rlghb by all persons 
irrespective of “race, colour or creed”. The party committed ibelf to the use 
of “only democratic and Cbbtitutional means”, aixl declared ib opposition to 
“all fomb of totalitarianism such as fascism and communism." (The declared 

e the parly the target of I 
munbb who had found a home In organizations like the Congress of Democrab, 
much of it not unlike the denigration of liberalism that b the leitmotiv of thb 
book.) Itabo, however, stoodfora non-ndal, though limited, franchise; voting

t’s budget.
Frenkel’s book b noteworthy In showing the structinal sources and ramifica- 

ttons of militariiatioa, “an aU-emhradng social activity InvolviiM major institu
tional shifb within and between the puUic and private sectors of society, new 
dimensions tai state power, and new psychologies in the process of interaction 
between state and society.” (p. 73) The civilian elite, he argues, “b today in the 
process of beta« directly and rather bldnffy incorporated into the military realm, 
irdo the wocktgf military iia(iDSi.institutions and principles of social behaviour 
In an hbterically unporallded feOhiaa...” (p. 90) The SADF has become a 
crucbl source of foreign policy infhienoe, especially in the subcontinent; ib 
domestic importance needb no underscoring.

Are there prospecb for change? in hb concluding chapter, Frsnkel moves 
leervatioo to engaged personal atgumentation. The 
rs; “I am, however, of the Arm comdetion that given 

ns of South African socbty, conUoaed miUtarbation in any form 
whaboever... will do incakubble harm to the polity, exacerbate lb racial 
cleavages and tensions, and contribute absolutely nothing to the resolutian of 
ib problems in the diteetion of justice, equality and stability for all ib peoples. ” 
(p. ITS) Yet, to South Africa’s white, brgdy Afrikaner leaders, militarization 
posesfarleasthreatthanihecombineddomesticandinternatiaaalthreabtheir 
“telal strategy ” seeks to forestefl. MUttary role expansian will thus continue witil 

ic changes have come to South Africa.
PrelMl. . r.-actsrtaas thus succeeds in Illuminating both the conUnuittes 
Jxcoottnnitiea of South African military org

from
that apartheid was aflrst peisoni 

tfaedrcumsl

t by the non-Europeans and may in the end

long

Idi I, and the rebtionship 
of South African dvilnnilitary relations to patterns found dsewhere in the world. 
The SADF b cot “praelotlan” at thb point, in the feshkxi of tnaqy Latin American 
militarbs that haver 
South Africa bmovli 
pressures of white bdiefe linked to the “total strategy, ” the tightening noose 
around the Republic, and the

gulaily taken over total political control. On the other hand, 
g toward becoming a garrison state through the combined

antil bycom-g feihire of non-violent approaches to reform.

udta Rabin a PntaMr B 
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on a common roll was to be availaUe to “all suitably qualified persons.” But 
this initial concession to the advocates of gradualism was short-lived; in 1954 
the party abandoned the qualified franchise in favor of universal adult suffrage. 
In the 12 years that followed, until it chose to go out of existence rather than 
become a white party by complying with the Prohibition of Pcditical Interference 
Act — the law that prohibited inter-racial political parties — the Liberal Party 
was a consistent unequivocal challenge to the whole structure of the white- 
supranadst South African society.

nuough meetings, protests, demonstrations, and the unremitting exposure 
of the injustice and inhumanity of apartheid, in its journal Contact and by the 
handiid of its members of parliament — until their voice was stilled by the aboli
tion of “Native Representation” in 1960 — the party sent a steaify message of 
hope to all the peofde of South Africa. (This chaptw of Sooth African history, 
though amply documented, is ignored in the book, notwithstanding the author's 
reliance on a wide range of sources; one quarter of the book is devoted to lengthy 
detailed footnotes and a compreh^ive bibliography).

Hie party also acted as a catalyst in the liberalidng process. Its impact on 
the consdenoe of white South Africans made the emergence of a growing liberal 
voice within the United Party inevitable, and hastened the fonnation of the Pro
gressive Federal Party, today the official parliamentary opposition.

It is not surprising that the Liberal Party’s commitment to “democratic and 
constitutional means” in opposing the government led to differences and 
sometimes conflid with the African National Congress. But from the beginning 
the African leadership recognixed that despite the divergence in approach and 
method that separated them, the Party, by its very existence, was a valuable 
ally; frirthermare that its members of parliament bad become an authentic vdce 
for African grievances and aspirations. Although in theory the African National 
Congress could not cooperate with people who were in parliamoit as part of the 
system of separate representathm for Africans that it rejected, there was, in fact, 
frequent and cardial contad between them and such leaders as Lutuli, Blandela, 
and Tombo. These contacts grew into significant ties as liberals moved doser 
to comidete identification with African aims; the courageous liberal role during 
the 1960 emergency strengthened these ties. And when the banning of the African 
National Congress and the PanAfricanist Congress in 1960 left the Africans without 
legal means of political expression, the Liberal Party proved to be an important 
substitute.

But this book tells a quite different story. The African National Congress, 
it contends, o
The author reUes on that magisterial work From Protest To ChaUenge edited, 
by Thomas Karis and Gwendolen Carter; he has, however, conveniently ovedook- 
ed items in the same work that contradici his cmitention.

It is also contradicted by the following st 
Congress in 1956:

[The Liberal Party] “stands for and repi

Mhoym Pnrtnyed
hmt mot yet Fmily Revemted

Edward I. Steinhart

David Goldsworthy, TOM MBOYA: The Man who Keaya Wanted to Forget. 
(Nairobi and London, Heinemann; New York, Africana Publishing Company. 
1982) xii-i-sas pp. £ 13, 335.00.

Fw those who enjoy a lively biography as a means of entry into the politics 
of an era, David Goldsworthy’s Tom Mboya qualifies as a good example of 
political biography of Africa’s first generation of nationalist leaders, to be plac
ed alongside Philip Short’s Banda and David Martin’s Amin. I pick these two 
for rnmpailsnn heraiuu. idUw highly rriHi-jl, almniit liehinilring, sliiniv. they tjke 
towarxb their subjects. Goldswortby is not nearly as irreverent as these two, but 
far more critical than the standard nationalist biographies produced by Edgett 
Smith on Nyerere or John Hatch on Nyerere and Kaunda, and far more useful 
to the student of African politics. But I c onfess I am not a fan of biography, even 
of “the man and his Umes” variety that claims credibility as histmy or political 
science, and although Goldsworthy’s work is an able defense of the virtues of 
this genre, it left me unconvinced.

Goldswnifay steers a prudent line between casting Mboya as a far-sighted hero 
t for uhuru and the self-seeking opportun^t and tool of American 

imperialism as he has been alternately portrayed in prior examinations of his
. -t,..jnal career. In doing so he raises a host of important qurations about 

Mboya’s background, idras and impact, as he traces his entry into trade union 
politics and his rapid ad 
try into national ptditics during the uhuru struggle and bis emergence as a 
minister and formulator of national policy in independent Kenya. For those 
buniliar with Kenyan politics during this two decade period dominated by Mboya, 
Goldswortby has little new to offer in the way of information or insist. Even 
in the area of Mboya’s personal life, he adds only one piece of information — 
Mboya’s short-lived marriage of the early 199(ls — not widely kix)wn before. And 
even this appears to have no bearing on Mboya’s character or his subsequent 
careers as labor leader, politician or member of Nairobi’s “bachelor club” M 
eligibie young men about Iowa Tbe book properly focuses on Mboya’s trade union 
and political activities, the double-helixed career which carried the young man 
as near to tbe top of Kenyan public life as anyone would get while “the old iruin,’’ 
Kenyatta, lived.

Tte problem with this approach to political biography is the thinness of the 
concepts used to explain and interpret that career. Mb^a’s star seems to as
cend propelled by sheer ambition and general competence. In his wake are the 
careers of virtually every figure who crosses him: enemies at first blush like 
Odinga and onetime allies like Kiano who find his amUtion or arrogance galling 
and move into oppoaiUon to the “young man in a hurry.” Mboya emerges as highly

of the

t to union and federation leadership; his en-

i tbe liberals irrelevant, if not hostile, to their

le at a Liberal Party 
I values, values

which would make South Africa a country to be honoured. We in the 
A.N.C. would particularly like to work with the Liberal Party. I must 
say that we do usually cooperate in those matters where we agree 
and at the years hove gone by. we have/ound ourselves more and 
more in agreement with the Liberal Party." (italics added)

The speaker was CJiief Albert Lutuli, President of the African National 
Congreas.I Edvard I. io Ibe Dcpartmaat of HMofy. TexM Tech Unlvaraltjr. Lubbock, Teau 7M0»
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talented, often unprincipled and very hicky. His forte is maneuver, pariiamen- 
tary and organisationa] legerdemain. But can tins really explain his success over 
almost twenty years of highly competitive advancement? Organizational abili
ty and charismatic presence seem inadequate attributes on which to build that 
magnitude of success.

When it comes to Mboya as thinker, innovator and intellectual, Goldsworthy 
offers us Mboya as a “man of his times,” reflecting prevailing sentiment and 
ideas on politics, economics and administration. Few claims are made for Mboya 
as an author of books or ideas, despite Us 0 
and his role In codifying Kenya's views on socialism in Sessional Paper flO. The 
ideas wUch Mboya voices in these and other works are very much in the air, 

logues and mainstream economic thought 
in the late and immediate post-colonial era. Clearly his success can not be at
tributed to Ms contributions to the body M ideas he addressed.

When we look at Goldsworthy’s examination of Mboya’s principles, personal 
and poUtical, we find only lasting commitments to positive as opposed to “negative 

'tribalism” and an extremely vague dedication to the interests of the working 
man. Even these principles are worn threadbare by the last years of Mboya’s 
life as he finds himself caught up in both the “politics of survival” and the good 
life (rf the Kenyan elite, the wobentl culture of the bourgeoisie. In the end, the 
picture is too much a caricature. Mboya’s motivatioo and behavior defy explana
tion in the simplistic terms that Goldsworthy has employed.

The book raises
impact on the Kenyan political scene. The question of his long-standing relation- 
sUp to Americans, pa^cularly to the AFlrCIO and the CIA, is confronted, but 
not answered. Even if we acc^ that Mboya may have flnnly believed that be, 
and not his American suniortm and fituncers, was in the driver’s seat, that 
his objectives and values were his own and entirely “African,” uninfluenced by 
American money and counsel, we are sUll entitled to more than this defense of 
Mboya’s virtue. But, we rmd scant evaluation of the impact of Mboya’s friend- 
sUps on Kenyan policies on forUgn affairs, labor relations or economic matters. 
Considering the enlarged American presence of today, in military as well as 
economic and labor areas, the role of America’s first “partner” in Kenya’s top 
leadersUp in forging that relationsMp needs more than an apologetic examina
tion of his motives and status as a “tool” of imperialism.
Hina’s death raises other questions wUch are not satisfactorily answered.

thy reports the existence of tumors of conspiracy reaching up to a “big 
man” in Kenyan public life, but (implyiiig fear of libd action) be doesn’t examine 
or evaluate these rumors, exonerate any “suspects” or point in even a general 
dfrecUon. I for one would have valued his well-informed opinions.

Lastly, there remains the question implied by the subtitle. Why has Kenya tried 
to forget Mboya and bury Us legacy with him? What did his life, work and death 
hold up to Kenya’s conscience that some did not care to see? Was it perhaps a 
man whose imperfections, whose arrogance, opportuniun and 
of leadership, are loo like those of his survivors, the followers in his nyayo, to 
be recalled without pain and embarrassment? This book doesn’t really answer 
that question, but it does provide a thoughtful examination of Mboya’s career 
for those concerned to imderstand what that career has contributed to the crisis- 
ridden Kenya of the iseos.

MemoHes oi mm ExpmtHmte
im thm Emaploy of Ethiopians Emperor

SimoB D. Messing

laimed Freed 1 After
John H. Spencer, ETHIOPIA AT BAY; A Personal Account of the Halle SeUassle 
Years. (Algonac, MI: Reference PuMications, Inc., 1984) 397 pp. paperback, $24.98 
Illustrated.the common heritage of nah

This diplomatic and personal history, the author of wUch served as legal 
advisor to ElMopia’s Foreign Ministry for 17 years of continuous service plus 
some months in 1938 and 1973/4, deserves to be read not only by ’etUopisants’, 
but also by trainees of the Foreign Service InsUtute and seriotn students of 
political science. It follows a young lawyer from Iowa and the Harvard Graduate 
School to Ibe Paris of the early 19308 on a fellowsUp from the Carnegie Founda- 
Uon for International Peace, to his posiUon in Addis Ababa. Anyone who bas ex
perienced the byzanUne complexities of government on most social levels of the 
IradiUonal Abyssinian culture of EtUopia, can only marvel at Sptmeer’s 
perseverance, and can forgive him his self-confessed errors of judgment, 
truculence and suspiciousness.

For the anthropologist, the most rUevant of the 19 chapters are numbers I 
and 7, though their titks do not reveal tUs. TrsiU of material, social and reUghaa 
culture are died in relallon to Spencer’s impressions and historical evente. A
CMlral focus is the persooaUty of the Haile SeUassle, whom he describes as “a
bundle of contradictions: courageous, cowardly, generous, avaridous, Uluitivdy 
sensitive... suspicious, trusting, loyal, jealous, cynical, romantic, 
idealistic... fundamentally an intensely seUnantered person ” (p. 82), sunound- 
ed by sycophantic schemes of courtiers. “In personal 
awareness of hie dimimitive and fraU stature” and sensed his “sinews of iimer 
controls’’ (p. 133). Perhaps it would have been more precise to sum it up as a 
syndrome of facets of posonality on wUch H.S.I. could draw at wUl, at least 
untU Us famous memory faUed him in old age, “bis charisma extiiMuish- 
ed... retreating into a dream vmrid... inartidUate speech... Uie curtain of
seoUity had drawled” (pp. 334-5).

The other focus of the book is a critique of Uie colonialist abuse of EUiiopU, 
nd oily by Mussolini, but by BrItaU and France. One may not agree to Spencer’s 
addiUon of the U.S.A. to UUs list, psrticularly President Ford (p.342). There ap
pears no direct evidence that the Utter was either concerned or knowledgeable 
about the problems of EUiiopU.

Spencer’s chief

rtant quesUons that bear on Mboya’s continuing

s one lost

G

, _ t by the EthlopUn government to 1943 appeared
to be Breaking Free From BriUto”, the Utle of Chapter 8. This occurred two 
years after Uberation and the return of the emperor. BriUto was sUU occupying 
tUs former ’lUlUn colooy’ and appeared intent on turning it into a Protectorate.tive style

Ph.D.. ttPwiMMrcf Aattitmuiusy USoulfawnQ Uirivenlty.NcwHivfii.
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Haile Sellaasie’s sohiUoa was to ease the British out by substituting U.S. 
assistance, on the grouuds that the U.S.A. had no designs upon Ethiopia (p. 103). 
Hms the Italian Radio Marino at Asmara, held Iv the British, eventually became 
the American Kagnew StaUon in 19SS and was turned over to Ethiopia in 1973 
(pp. 200, 290). During the period of American presence, agricultural training 
(p.270) and educational and public health proj^ were active in Ethiopia. In 
November I9S* the U.S. offered a gift of cereals against an anticipated famine 
in Eritrea (p. 298). (InddentaUy, in the mid-IDOOs this reviewer photographed 
metal Silas set up by USAID to prevent famine elsewhere in Ethiopia).

Saencer-s role was evidently duncult He often refem to "my client Ethiopia",
an oddity for an employee towards the boss. “It was one of the defects of my 
penonaUty that I allowed the lawyer to prevaU ... over the diplomat " (pp. 
lfg-150). In time Spencer kamed “when a foreign affairs adviser has to choose 
between the roles of legal eapert and diploniatlst. it is the role of the diplomatist 
which should be chosen” (p. 3M). In the meantime, be found “I was no more
popular at the American Embassy for not following the line laid down. In writ
ten reports. Ambassador Bliss objected that I did not adhere to my duty as an 
American dtiaen to follow his directlvea. As when earlier the Department of Slate

led to an employee

Pmhiiemttoas

1. MEDIA AND DEPENDENCY IN SOUTH AFi. CA is the UUe of Monograph. 
In Intornotionol Studies A/rico Series No. 47, published by Ohio University. Thin
80 page report is a case study cf the press and the Ciskei “Homeland.’’Written
by Les Switzer, it examines bow South Africa's communication industry, thn 
largest and most powerful on the continent, promotes dependency among tbei 
subject African populations. Hiis study focuses on the privately-cwned commer
cial press and its rul,.-in bdping to frame a consensus in support of the ptdiUcal, 
economic and ideological values of the ruling alliance. The cost of this monograph 
(in paperback) is 29.00. Orders for this and other titles ir tlie Monograph Series
in Inteniational Studies should be pla ................
(Quadrangle, Athens, OH 45701-2979.

2. Another title in the same series is AMERICAN-SOUTH AFRICAN RELA
TIONS, 1784-1980; Review and Select Bibliography by C. Tsehloane Keto. This 
ISBiwge monograph provides a concise, well-organized guide to materials of use 
to students of American-South African relations. Beginnii« with a brief introduc
tory essay surveying the organization and contents of the guide, Keto cites the 
periodical sources, monographs, books, reports, theses, and dissertatioin puU^ 
ed before July 1983 that describe and analyze developments up to 1980. He also 
directs the reader to useful Americaa and South African groups, organizations, 
research centers, and Ubraries with extensive collections in this Held. Cost $11.00 
See item above for address for ordering.

[h the Ohio University Press/Scott

threatened to have me recalled,(as though that 
of the El
interest in me” (p. 315).

It may also be noteworthy what Spencer omiU. Thus he describes the 1949 
weddii« of Princess Aida, the emperor’s granddaughter, to the great-grandson 
of Emperor Yohannea IV, Mengesha Seyoum (p. 205). Spencer does not mention 
that, five yean earlier, the bridegroom has been taken to Addis Ababa in gilded 
Chaim Mlawing a failed attempt at secemion of Tlpw province and Eritrea which 
Britain bad engineered, using the young Mengesha as figurehead. While the ac
tive leaden of the rebellion were hanged, Hengesha’s punishment had been 
banishment to Britain to “piasue his stufies". Yean tater Haile Sellassie recalled 
him for the wsdihiM, wfiicb linked the dynasties, and could keep Mengesha under 

manent surveillance under the-diaim of marriage.
One also miasm any reference to President Truman, whose 1949 “Point IV" 

program of assistonce to underdeveloped countries is meotioned only in nass-
ing (p. 358). There are no references to the Peace (kirps, 1961-1973, which at its 
peak reached SOnSOO young volunteers eager to serve in rural areas (which were 
disliked m too uncomfortable by most educated Ethiopiam).

In his conclusiom, Spencer’s chief proposal for the future of smaU sUtm like 
Ethiopia is that they seek to defend their own integrity and not rely on the United 
Natiom or on regional organizatiam. In this way they “may succeed in convert- 
ingcoiitemplintorespect’’(p.368).This appears correct at least in theory, 
but one could point out that internal reforms of government, land tenure, etc. 
wereatleastei|ualIyneededfortheintegrityo.'Ediiapia.-niesetheagingemperar 
was unwillir« to pomit in time. As advisor for foreign affairs only, Spencer was 
in no poaiUon to affect internal reforms, but their lack had the effect of terminating 
his role.

t), the United SUtes appeared to claim a pt ry8

3. Robert Davies’ SOUTH AFRICAN STRATEGY TOWARDS MOZAMBIQUE 
IN THE POST-NKCHdATI PERIOD is a compreheraive and detailed analysis 
of Pretoria’s “total strategy” in Southern Africa. Since the Nkomati Accords be
tween Mozambhiue and South Africa, the crisis in the regtoo intemified. This 
89i>age brochure looks at the consequences in Mozambique in particular and 
draws certain conclusions about the evolution of the apartheid regime. Copies 
can be obtained at CTDMAA for $5.00. Address: 3738, rue Saint-Dominique, Mon
treal H2X 2X9, Quebec. Canada.

per

4. AFRICAN URBAN QUAR’TERLY is the title of a new journal dealing with 
Africa. This interdisciplinary quarterly for comparative urbanization in Africa 
is intended to serve as a ’central clmring house’ for research dealing with 
analytical, descriptive, evaluative and prescriptive problems concerned with the 
comparative urbanization and development planning in Africr and the rest of 
the world The journal is edited by R.A. Obudho at African A Afro-American 
Studies Dept., State University of New York at Albany. Topics covered in the 
AUQ include agriculture, demography, trampoitation, medicine, politics, 
geography, histacy, soclalacr, economics, statistics, mathematics, urbarrization, 
antfar-pology, archeidogy, education, law and environmental studies as they af
fect the quality of hunum life in both rural as well as urban areas. Costs of a 
yearly subscription, beginning with Vol. 1, No. 1 (January 1986) are; Imtitutions 
$70.00; Individuals $40.00. For more information, write: African Urban Quarterly, 
African A Afro-American Studies Dept., State University of New York, 1400 
Washington Avenue, Albany, NY 12222 or caU (518) 442-4730 A 442-4701.
Ill and 2nd Qum. 1985

Despite the variom shortcomings mentioned above, this book is a unique 
: ecord of the legal and political history of Ethiopia. It deserves special attention 
by students of “psychological history.” The style is clear, occasionaUy waxing 
lyrical. One wonders why this book has not been published by a major universi
ty press.
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Ith AJriem Writcra attempts to show some of 
the many faces of African Literature. Dramatists, poets and novelists speak in 
these pages. Iliey write in French, English, Portuguese, Arabic, and indigeoaiiB 
Isngiisgm. Seme are Christian-, others are Muslim. A variety of subjects are 
discusaed, including the sUtus of women, history, reUgioo, p^Ucs, dress and

"interest African
Studies specialists, but also those whose concerns include literature, history and 
contemporary events in the Third World. Waaasema is edited by Don Bumess 
and Hary-Lou Bumess. This K-page monograph costs kS.OO, and is No.«in The 
Ohio University Monographs in International Studies Africa Series mentioned 
in Item 1, where the address for ordering can be found.

6. In March US3 the Pretoria regime announced its intention to build a new 
township outside Cape Town. It was to be called Khayelitsba (Our new home). 
By mid-IMS people were already living there. The Western Cape group of the 
Surplus People Project—a group working on for 
for the last three yean — decided to record the historical process of the removals 
of Clspe Town’s African populaUon. The result was a dossier, called KHAYEUT- 
SHA; New Homs — Old Story. The material includes; information on the history 
of influx control in the Western Cape, the clearance of informal settlements, 
pubbshed information on Khayelitaha, interviews with peofde under threat of 
removal aiKl various other documents and illustrations. Most of it was collected 
over a two month period. Cost of this dossier is KOO. To order, write; The 
Distributor, P.O. Box U7, Cape Town SOM, South Africa.

A related study published for the Surplus People Project is THE SURPLUS 
PEOPLE; Forced Removals bi South Africa by Laurine Platzky and Orerryl 
Walker. The context of lUs SOOiMge study is the forced removal of over 3.S million 
peo|de over the past» years in the implementatioo of apartheid. Snrplas Peo
ple is an attempt to answer some basic quesUoos on the policy of relocsUon in 
South Africa. The material for this book was collected over three years by more 
than BO members of the Suiplus People Project. The report was pribhahed tai June 
U« bi five volumes. Price; $14.K. Published by Ravan Press. Order tbrough 
your honkselirr or direct bum Ravan Proas.

7. The recent crisis within South Africa has focused renewed attention on that 
country's long atandtaig defiance of the U.N. resolution which calls fortbem- 
dependence of Namibia (formerly the German colony of South West Africa) and 
roesgnitka of SWAPO (The South West Africs Peoples Organixatioo) as “the 
sole and authenfic representative of the people of Namibbi.” NAMIBIAN IN
DEPENDENCE - A GLOBAL RESPONSIBILITY by A. W. Singbam and Shirley 
Hune dsacribes the role of the Non-Aligned M< 
dependence of NamUNa; and shows bow this effort is bebig sidetracked bi the 
U.N. Security Council by the Contact Group (five Western powers led by the 
United States). This USpage book costs M.M, and is published by Lawrence Hill 
It Co. Order from your bookseller.
g. Two new titles are available bi the Munasr Afrtcana Library Note* Series; 
MOZAMBIQUE FOREIGN POUCY AND THE WEST 1«75-1MB by Dr. Luis Ben- 

(#W) and THE ARCHEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL OF CENTRAL 
CAFE TOWN by Gabebah Abrahanu (177-78). To order any of the Munger UUes 
write; Munger Africans Ubrary, California bisUlute of Technology, Pasadena, 
CA «11S. Price for 176 is M M and 77-78 87.M.

5 WANASEMA;D 9. We wish to bring a new journal to the attention of our readers. It is called The
American Journal of Islamic Social Sciences and is jointly published by the 
Assoebition of Muslbn Social Sclentisis and the Internatiooal Instilute of IslanUc 
Thought. The journal is piddiabed twice a year. The first two numbers of the jour
nal were published under a different UUe; American Journal of talamkStadiei. 
Subscriptions should be sent to AJISS, P.O. Box 38 Plabifield, hnUana 46IH. 
Subscriptions for a yearly volume are; Institutions $30; Professionals $18; k 
Students $12.

10. The Lawyeri- Committee/or Civil Rights Under Law has put out its aimual 
SOUTHERN AFRICA PROJECT IMt ANNUAL REPORT which is entitled 
SOUTH AFRICA 1984; RENEWED RESISTANCE, INCREASED REPRESSION. 
The Project seeks, m the words of its founders, (1) to enure that defendanta> 
bi poUtical trials bi South Africa and Namibia receive the necessary resources 
for thefr defense and a competent attorney of thefr own choice; (2) to bdUate
or intervene in legal proceedingB in this country to deter action that are sup
portive of South Africa’s poUcy of apartkdd. when such actiom may be found
to violate U.S. law; and (3) to serve as a resource for those concerned with the 
erosion of the rule of law bi South Africa and that government’s denial of basic 
human rights. For nraemfonnation, write; Lawyers’Committee for Civil Rights 
Undrt Law, 14M ‘Eye’ Street, N.W. Suite 4M, Washfrgton, D.C. 20m5.

educaUen. Taken together, the biterviews bi Wi

'alsbi South Africa

11. Snee bite 1975 a large number of Saharawis have been livbig in exile m refugee 
camps, exchided frtxn the possibility of Uvmg freely m the Western Sahara. From 
early 1976 the greatest number of these r^igees have settled m campn bi the 
area around Tindouf, Algeria. The SPSC LETTER OCCASIONAL PAPER, No. 
3, nUtled THE SAHARAWI REFUGEES; ORIGINS AND ORGANIZATION, 
1975-1985, describes the evolution of the origbial groiq) of refugees, traumatized 
by the experiences of thefr “exodu” from.Western Sahara, mto the forward- 
looking bihabitants of the well-organized camps of 1965. Today some 120,(IM to 
16S,0Mr
DemocratK Republic. The 3IH>age document is mostly text, but contabis foot
notes and a map. Pbistic bbidbig. A prepaid donation of $6 mchides maiUng costs. 
To obtabi a copy, write SPSC LETTER, 217 E. Lehr, Ada, OH 45810.

prepare for a return to thefr proclabned state, the Sabarawi Arab

12. The Episcopal Churchpooplo/or a Free Southern Africa have published a re
vised editbn of Eiizaheth Schmklt’s ONE STEP IN THE WRONG DIRECTION; 
An Analysis of the Sullivan Principles as a Strategy for Opposing Apartheid. As 
a result of the recent developments bi South Africa and the United States, the 
1983 edition of this booklet has been expanded and iqidated. Price for the new 
ediUon is only $1.M. Write; Episcopal Omrchpeople for a Free Southern Africa, 
339 Lafayette Street, New York, NY 1M1>-172S. A review of this ediUon wiU ap
pear bi a subsequent issue of Africa Today.

bi promoling the m-

13. Readers bllerested bi keepbig abreast of the acUviUes of the Sudan Studies 
Association would like to note that the Assodatioo's Newsletter is now m its fifth 
year of pubUcaUon. To learn more about the Newsletter of the S.S.A. write The 
Sudan Studies Assodatloo c/o Dr. James Hudson, Executive Secretary, Morgan 
State University, Baltimore, MD 21239.

S
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14. Four new InttmaOmuil De/tnn * it Id Fund titles are available that deal with 
diflerent aspects of the political struggle in Southern Africa. FOR THEIR 
TRIUMPHS AND FOR THEIR TEARS; Women In Apartheid South Africa by 

in S/Mirti Africa •wH the of their
Uvea. It explains how the oppwsslon and ex^tatioa of the majority of South 

— as women, as workers and above all as black people — Is an 
integral part of the apartheid system. It recounts bow, for that reason, the move
ment of
struggle hr national liberathn. T1» first edition of this book was publiahed in 
UTS, at the start of the United NatiooB International Decade of Women. This pres
ent version, appearing at the end of that decade, is substantial^ rewritten and 
contains much that is new, reflecting cl . ' 
years in the impact of aputheld on women, and in the

Inst apartheid. A poster edebraUng the struggle of South 
Inst apartheid and tor national liberation has also been pro- 

duoed. She SViindieBxUW inches (»z42cnis). Book Price L3S0,*7.70, postage 
price 7Sp4UI> (p h p inclusive).

THIS IS APARTHEID; A Pletorlal Xntraductlon is an IDAF pamphlet which 
introduces the reader to apartheid in a simide and direct way. This thoroughly 
revised and updated edition replaces the original UTS publication produced for 
the U.N. Intematiooal Anti-Apartheid Year. tOpp, UlusL with M photographs & 
maps. Price; fl.70.

Aimed specifically at those in school or with little knowledge of the situation 
in Namibia, THIS IS NAMIBIA; A Pictorial Introduction illustrates, in an easi
ly accessible form, how colonialism and apartheid have dqirlved the black ma- 
jinity of their economic, poiiHimi owH urMUoi rights. It it—rritmo their struggle 
agahiBtSoulhAfrica'sillegBloccivalion,showlnghowtheSoalhWeBtAfricaPeo- 
ple’s Organiiation (SWAPO) the national Uben 
of the great majority of Namibians. Finally it explains Namibia’s intemafional 
status and the conUmiing drawn out negotiations for independence. 40pp, illust. 
with SS photographs A maps. Price; SOp., $1.70.

FACrPAPER(»I SOUTHERN AFRICA NO. U,ANA'nON INPERIL; Health 
In Apartheid Namibia describes the state of health of the Namibian peofde, and
»e.mln— H— —mrliii—i .—t h-m—t—i. ct Him h—Ijh STTVllT ImpOS^ l^)r ‘ilSlth
Africa’s apariheid poUcisa. Black Nsmib>UB have a higher infant mortality rate, 
a shorter life expectancy, and are at greater risk of o 
as typhoid, tuhercnlosie, and cancer than the minority white population The social 
inegutUly between the raempeemsstrs Into the area of health. Aikatjonally, South 
Africa’s massive military presence in Namibia, porticulariy in the no^ has 
disrupted the few preventive health programs that existed. The brutality of its 
aimed forces has resulted in thousands of Mack people being killed or suffering 
serious injuries. Hus fact paper ex 
in Namibia and aiaa details the work of SWAPO in the area of health care. 40pp. 
Price; SOp., $1.70.

ToordertheabovetitleswriteInternatloaalDeienceandAidFund,CanoaOol- 
Uns Houk, 64 Essex Rd , London N1 SLR, U.K. or n}AF US Committee, PO Box 
17, Cambridge, MA IBia.

Books RocelvedHilda Bernstein teal
PoUUcal Science

CLASS, RACE AND SPORT IN SOUTH AFRICA’S POLITICAL ECONOMY. 
Jarvie. (Routledge and Kegan Paul, Inc., Boston, Mass., 1905) 107 pp. cloth.

COLD WAR AND BLACK LIBERATION; The United States and White Rule in 
Africa. J. Thomas Noer. (University of Missouri Press, Columbia, Missouri, 1905) 
274 pp. hardcover. $26.00.

NATO, THE WARSAW PACT AND AFRICA. Christopher Coker. (St. Martin’s 
Press New York, 1905) 302 pp. hardcover $32.50.

PEASANT CONSaOUSNESS AND GUERRILLA WAR IN ZIMBABWE. Terence 
Ranger. (University of California Press, Berkeley, 1905) 337 pp. hardcover. $35.

POLITICS IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA. Roger Tangri. (Heinemann Educational 
Press. Portsmouth, N.H., 1905) paperback $12.50.

•THE POLITICAL MYTHOLOGY OF APARTHEID. Leonard Thompson. (Yale 
University Press, New Haven, 1905) 293 pp. hardcover. $22.50.

THE RISE AND DECUNE OF THE ZARIAN STATE. Crawford Young and 
Thomas Turner. (Univ. of Wisconsin Press, Madison, WI 1905) 499 pp. $37.50.

THE RISE AND FALL OF NIGERM’S SECOND REPUBLIC, 1979-04. Toyin 
Falola & Julius Dwnvbere. (Zed Press, Totowa, N.J., 1905) 290 pp. hardcover, 
$30.96. paperback, $12.50.

SOUTH AFRICA; 1904 Dennis Austin. (Routledge and Kegan Paul Inc,, Brooklyn, 
New York. 1905) 00 pp. paperback. $10.96.

SOUTH AFRICA; White Rule, Black Revolt. Ernest Harseta. (Monad Press, New 
York. 1905) 352 pp. hardcover, $27.00. Paperback, $7.95.

SOUTH AFRICA IN NAMIBIA; The Botha Strategy. Robert S. Jaster. (Univer
sity Press of America, New York, 1905) 114 pp. paperback $7.75.

SOUTHERN AFRICA; Regional Security Problems and Prospects. Robert S. 
Jaster (ed.) (St. Martin’s Press, New York, 1905) 170 pp. hardcover $27.50.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF AFRICAN POLITICS. Christian P. Potholm. 
(University Press of America, New York, 1905) 307 pp. paperback $14.50.

WHO IS FOOLING WHO? J.K. Randle. (West African Book Publishers, Ltd., 
Lagos, Nigeria, 1905) 235 pp. price unknown.

Afrlo

to free has always been an Integral part of the

br during the past ten 
lUatiaii of women

intbestrug^ 
African winner

t, has the support

such

Is of the health situatioa

15. A reprint of Raya Dunayevakaya’s piece, “MARX’S ‘NEW HUMANISM’ AND' 
THE DIALECTICS OF WOlfEN’S LIBERATTON IN PRIMITIVE AND 
MODERN SOCIEnES’’ is now avalUUe f(
E. Von Buren, Ste. 707, Chicago, IL 00006.

50*. Write; News and Letters, 59
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Economics
A DIFFICULT ROAD: The Transition to Socialism In Mosambique. John Saul 
(ed.) (Hoathly Review Press, New York, IMS) 420 pp. cloth tZI.S0, psper, $12.00.

AFRICA'S SHARED WATER RESOURCES; L tgal vul Institutional Aspects of 
the Nile, Niger, and Senegal River Systems. Bcoanpa A. Ciodaoa. (FTands Pinter, 
Loodon, IMS) 270 pp. cloth $27.50.

ECONOmCS OF AGRICULTURE IN TROPICAL AFRICA. S. U-Anyane (John 
Wiley A Sons, New York 108S) 153 pp. price unknown.

POOD PRODUCnON AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE SAHEL: lesson 
Pram Mali's Operation RIz-Segou. James Bii«en. (Westview Press, Boulder, CO, 
lOB) 1C7 pp. paper $18.50.

POPULATION, HEALTH AND NUTRITION IN THE SAHEL: Issues in the 
Wei/hre o/Selected African Communities. Allan G. mil (ed.) (Routledge and 
Kegan Paul, Inc., Boston, Mass., IMS.) 3M pp. $29.06.

REGIONAL DEVEUH>MENT AT THE NA'HONAL LEVEL. (V(d. 1); Canadian 
and African Perspectives. Timothy M. Shaw A Yaah Tandoo (Editors), (Univer
sity Press of America, New York, 1085) 324 pp. cloth $27.00, paper $13.50. 
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT AT THE INTERNA'nONAL LEVEL. (Vol. H); 
African ondO
(Univcnity Press of America, New York. 1985) 278 pp. paper $14.50, cloth $28.00.

URBANISATION AND PLANNING IN THE THIRD WORLD; Spotiol Percep
tions and Public Participation. Robert B. Potter. (St. Martin's Press, New York, 
1085) 284 pp. cloth $35.00.

A THEORY OF TECHNOLOGY: A Continuity and Change in Human Develop
ment Hxunas R. DeGregori. (Iowa State University Press, Ames, Iowa, 1985) 
263 pp. paper $17.50.
Uteralore/Miiccllaaeoas
AFRICAN AND AMERICAN VALUES: Liberia and West Africa. Katherine Har
ris. Vol. XVII in American Values Projected Abroad Series. (University Press 
of America, Lanbam, Maryland, 1985) 101 pp. $7.50.
AFRICAN CULTURE: The Rhythms of Unity. Moleii Kete Asante A Karimu 
Welsh Asaike (Editors) (Greenwood Press, Westport, CT1086) 270 pp. cloth $35.00.
AFRICAN SHORT STORIES. An Anthology. J. de Grandsaigne, S. Nnamonu, 
eds. (St. Martin Press, New York 1985) IM pp. cloth $27.50. 
AFRO-AMERICAN WRITING: An Anthology o/Prose and Poetry. Richard LoiW 
and Eugenia W. Collier. (The Pennsylvania State University Press, University 
Park 1985) 738 pp. cloth $22.75.
FEMALE NOVELISTS OF MODERN AFRICA. Oladede Taiwo. (St. Martin's 
Press, New York, 1985) 228 pp. $22.50.
RESEARCH PRIORITIES IN AFRICAN LITERATURES. Bemth Lindlors 
(Editor) (K-G. Saur, Inc. New York, 1984) 222 pp. hard cover $27.00.

Books Received

YORUBA DUN UN SO (book one) Karin Barber. (Yale University Press, New 
Haven, CT 1965) 144 pp. $18.96.

Cmmtfag Evmmta
The 1985 African Literature Association Conference will be held at Michigan State 
University, East Lansing, Michigan 48824, from April 18-19,1988. “The theme 
is CriUcal Theory and PoUUcal O 
da Beard, Ei«lish Dept BLS.U. and Ken Harrow, Humanities Dept. M.S.U. Guest 
Speakers include Abdelkebir KhaUbi, Maryse Conde, Edward Said, Abdul Jan- 
mohamed, Gayatri Spivak, Henry Lewis Gates Jr., and Anthony Appiah. For 
more information write Ken Harrow.

t.” Conference Convenors are Lin-

Readers are reminded that the seventeenth annuai meeting of the Western 
Associotion 0/Africanists will take place at the University of Colorado, Boulder, 
from April 17-19,1988. Those i 
or serving as a discussant shot 
Studies, Uniyersity of Colorado, Boulder, Boulder, CO 80909. Suggestions for panel 
topics are also welcome.

tested in presenting a paper, chairing a panel, 
contact Dr. Louis Wilson, Department of Black

Timothy M. Shaw k Yasb Tandon (Editors).

The 25th Anniversary of the African StutUesnegram at thrUniversity of 
Wlsconsin-Madisoa will be marked by the annual me^ng of the African Studies 
Association. The ASA meeting will be bom Thursday, October 30 through Sun- 

2,1988, and will be held at the Concourse and Inn on the Park 
hotels (both located near the state capitol in do

Unda Hunter of the Dept, of African Languages and Literature will act as 
program coordinator, while Paul Beckett, Program Assodate Director, will be 

for the ASA meetii«s. For fur 
write; The African Studies Program, University of Wisconsin-Maduon, 1450 Van 
Hise HaU, 1220 Linden Drive, Madisoa, WI 53708 or caU: 606-282-2980.

day.

local atr

We haw received notice of the establishment of the Stirling University Press, 
in partnership with K.G. Saur Ltd., and its affiliated imprint Hans Zell Pubiishers 
of Oxford. The press will publish works both from within the University and from 
the wider academic community. The programme will cover scholarly 
monographs, academic texts and research reports, as well as multi-volume 
reference works. The initial list will be announced in the spring of 19M, and the 
first Utles are expected to be published in late 1988 or early 1987.
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Oil Article Clearinghouse.
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Vtt! I would like to know more about UMI Article Cleann|tfw«u»». 
I am interested mckct 
VitemtsI;
nMAUX^bialorder 
□ OriTyme
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ntTTWalcom 
nOCLC ILL Subsystem

□ 0
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